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22nd Edition

This year's soaring calendar takes you on a Grand Tour of ~1x
European countries, plus the sun and surf of the Hawaiian Islands.
Thirteen pages of ful l colour 48 x 29 cm soaring pictures will
lift your spirits through 1991, whether your soul is calibrated in
knots, metres, meters, metres or feet per minute. Each month, a
new subject will activate your soaring appetite: this month the
vintage elegance of wood, clear canvas and dope; next, 25 m of
poetry in GRP. carbon fibre and plexiglass. On the back of each
colour shot are extra black and white pictures and information.
Order your copy now.
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WORTHWHILE WINTER ACTIVITIES
REPLACE

·-

your worn-out, old trailer with a new, AMF Droopsnoot.
This year we have built Droopsnoots tor many glider types, including:
CONDOR • SKYLARK 4 • DISCUS • TWIN ACRO • BLANIK • ASW 24 • K13, K21 • PUCHACZ
SZD JUNIOR • NIMBUS • MOSQUITO • FALKE • JANUS • CIRRUS

MODERNISE
your trailer fittings from AMF's full range.
BELLY TROLLEY • NOSE CONE • TAILPLANE FITIING • WING ROOT BOXES
ROOT & TIP TROLLEYS • TRIPOD TRESTLES

ORDER
AMF's 3·piece kit for Solo Towing
TAIL DOLLY WITH HANDLE • WING TIP DOLLY • TOWBAR

BOOK
your trailer for an AMF overhaul
FULL MAINTENANCE AND SPARES SERVICE • NO REPAIR TOO SMALL • QUOTATIONS FREE

AMF ENTERPRISES, THE TRAILER PROFESSIONALS, MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. RG16 7TJ
Tei/Fax: (0488) 72224 for Price Lists and Quotations.

-
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CAMBRIDGE

Start your students out right with the CAMBRIDGE Audio
"Head-down" flying does not help lookout.
Teach your students to ]ook out and soar by
audio vario - the CAV-Il

ATTENTION GLIDING CLUBS!
• The CAV-Il
combines Variomcter,
Audio, and Avcragcr
functions in one easily
installed 31/ / '
instrument.

• The CAV-Il runs
more than 50 hours on a
standard 6.0 Amp Hour
12 Volt sailplane battery.
• The CAV-Il can
operate a rear cockpit
meter.

• Cambridge Acro
Instruments have been
designing and building
quality sailplane
instruments for 15 years
- We 'll be around if you
ever nt,cd service.

One of a range of soaring irzstmments
designed and manufactured by:

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARR.EN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT
RR BOX 109A WARREN , VERMONT 05674
PHONE: (802) 496-7755 FAX : (802) 496-6235
ALL CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 2-YEAR WARRANTY .
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CAV-Il Audio Variometcr
£329+VAT
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

RD AVIATION LTD
UNIT 25
BANKSIDE
KIDLIN GTON
OXFORD OXS lJE
ENGLAND

2'r 0865-84 144 l
FAX 0865-842495
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Congratulations to
ROBIN MAY

on becoming British National Open Class Champion - agam
flying SCHLEICHER'S ASH-25
and beating all other two-seater types in the contest {to say nothing of all single seater types too}
If the opening to this ad' looks familiar- well it is. For that's exactly what we
said last year and would have said the year before that {but fora little local advertising

2nd place too was an ASH-25, with half the first ten places being
taken by ASH-25's- not to be compared with the German 'Opens' perhaps
where over half the competing gliders were ASH-25's or ASH-25E's. Facts

difficulty!}. In

are that even competitive pilots have rediscovered that two heads can be better than one and that, in the ASH-25 at least, neither performance nor handling is compromised by the second 'dicky'.
But we don't want to give the impression that the ASH-25 is designed just for
competitions or that you have to be an ace to fly one. Far from it, for the '25 is
straightforward to fly and equally at home soaring serenely and sedately on
stress-free tours of the countryside as being flown aggressively round competitive tasks. Either way, the ASH'-25 will transform your cross-countries from
solitary exercises (with only a barograph trace, an indecipherable set of
negatives and an unconvincing bar tale to show for it), into a companionable
experience to be mutually enjoyed, mulled over and reli~ved with your P2.
Don't let another season slip by wi,thout an ASH-25.
For details of the ASH-25, ASW-24 and other gliders
in the Schleicher range (a limited number available in 1991)

Contact John Jellries

Sole UK Agent for

JJ Associates
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
PO Box 61
Dunstable, Beds LU6 2LB
Tel: (0525} 222 J J J Fax: (0525} 382293

October/ November 1990
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Ion sLim

London

GLIDER REPAIRS -SPARES - INSTRUMENTS - PARTS -MATERIALS -SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to Spm
Saturday
9am to 1 pm; 2pm to 4pm

!London Sal/plan
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP. Dunstable (0582) 662068
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HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Narl·o 1-rnno ind. VOR
--····--[325.00
ICOM ICA·L ·---·------·--...... ......
. --------·-·· .. £299.00
- - __£]49.00
IC OM ICA·20 ind. VOR
_____ ______________.069.00
KING KX9'J inc l. VOR ..___ _
Most handhdtl spares a m! w.:cc!'sorics stocked. Alw- FlyinK
Clurhing: Nato Style j umtu:n ..~hirt.\·, glm•e.\'. juckets ere plus mup.1·,
jlig/11 ca.w::-; ami other equipment. A ll prin•.\ ~~cltult: ~fi T.
PDsrage & PackaginK.

Call us for a competitive quote on all your aviation needs. All prices exclude VAT p&p and ins. Write to:

~

~ P.O. BOX 488, BRISTOL BS99 1HS or call 0272-710043. Fax: 0272-721923 ~
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A LESSON FROM AUSTRIA
Dear Editor,
I have been following the correspondence
concerning the frustration of "wrinklies" faced
with long waits at gliding clubs (June issue,
p 119). I am 66 plus and still working. I have
spent long hours of waiting in RAF flight huts/
crew rooms and find it difficult to accept the
edict that if you aren't prepared to spend long
periods waiting to fly, gliding is not for you.
I am able to have days off during the week
but curiously it is very difficult to find anywhere to fly on non-peak days. The nearest I
have got at several clubs I have investigated is
roughly- we often run courses during the
week and you might be lucky if there's an aircraft available.
Having loved my time on Hurricanes and
Spitfires in the 1940s, I have taken up gliding
with immense pleasure. In three years I have
put ,in 70hrs on annual holidays in the Austrian
Tyrol. When flying is possible I can book the
day before and there is virtually no waiting.
I flew many hours on Austers, Cubs and
Aeroncas in the 1950s. The Austrian club
invited me to take my PPL and eventually to
tug, being paid an allowance to do so. On
suggesting in England that for wrinklies and
young mums a weekday tug pilot could be
organised, I was told that I, for instance, would
have to pay a further £150 subscription for the
privilege.
The Austrian club has several professionals
on the books and top standards of instruction.
If it can be made to pay, whilst providing the
greys, wrinklies and young mums with painless hours aloft, surely Britain should be able
to do the same.
"ANCIENT AVIATOR"

WHY NOT HAVE WOMEN'S
COMPETITIONS?
Dear Editor,
I agree with Dave Watt that, in a perfect
world, there should be no place for allwomen's gliding competitions and events and
that women should participate and compete
on equal terms with men. (See letter in the last
issue, p173.) Sadly, although there would
seem to be no physical factors placing women
at a disadvantage, the fact is that there are
very few women taking part in our sport. I
touched on some of the possible reasons in
my article "Women in Gliding," in the April
issue, p71. (Dave may have been one of the
men who did not read it, believing it to be
irrelevant to him.)
The BGA Women's Working Group is now
investigating the causes of women's low participation in more detail and in due course we
hope to see many more women, ie more
people taking up the sport and doing well in it.
In the meantime we believe it is still appropriate to give extra support and encouragement to this minority group, in the same way
as the juniors have been given encouragement
by the introduction of the Junior Nationals.
Women who feel confident and able to compete against all comers will no doubt continue
to do so and we are pleased to see them sueOctober/November 1990

ceed. No one can or should be forced to compete in women's competitions if they don't
wish to do so.
I hope that this competition and other events
like it will help to develop women's flying to
the point where women are truly competing on
equal terms. At that time, these events may
well disappear, having served their purpose. In
the meantime, they are beneficial to some
people and are not detrimental to the gliding
movement in general or to Dave in particular.
Let them continue on that basis for as long as
they are needed.
DIANA KING, Solihull, W. Midlands
Dear Editor,
I don't think we need to apologise to Dave
Watt for hosting the 12th European Women's
Gliding Championship next summer, despite
his evident disappointment at not being
eligible to participate (short of undergoing
minor surgery).
Possibly Dave and his gentlemen colleagues
in the self-perpetuating oligarchy that we subsidise year after year to represent the UK (and
Guernsey) in the World Championships have
lost sight of the reason most of us take part in
the sport. lt is wonderful fun to take part in a
competition. That's why I do it, despite an impressive record of consistent mediocrity.
Sure, women may participate on an equal
basis with men - in gliding, in sailing, in horsemanship, where physical brawn counts less
than skill and brains. Women would like to
participate on an equal basis in the 1000
wealthiest people in Britain as well, but there
are very few of us there, except HM the
Queen, and she wisely lets her menfolk play
with her aeroplanes.
When women are equal to men in income,
spare time, and freedom from family responsibility, the cream will truly rise to the top and
you will get used to the phenomenon of winning women. Meanwhile, Dave could learn
quite a lot about team flying if he followed the
German girls round a task or two.
MARY MEAGHER, Oxford
Dear Editor,
I read Dave Watt's letter with very mixed
feelings. I entirely agree that men and women
can and should compete equally in gliding
since physical differences do not prevent it.
But we are not there yet.
Women don't come to gliding with an equal
start. We have many difficulties and prejudices
to overcome, often operating in our own,
heads. We have to break out of long standing
social patterns to feel that we are justified in
spending large amounts of time and money on
a non-productive hobby outside the home.
For women with children, biological drives
seem to form a barrier. Many women pilots
experience reluctance to take risks when they
have small, very dependent people waiting at
home.
They need a little encouragement and
women's competitions may be an interim measure to help the competitive to enjoy their
sport to the full. We have so few women in
gliding it would be nice to look towards a
more balanced membership in future.

Women must represent a great potential
source of new recruits so do please give us
that little extra encouragement until society in
general catches up with Dave Watt's
egalitarian views.
BRONWEN TAYLOR, Midland GC

RIDGEWELL OATLEY
Dear Editor,
Following the letter in the last issue, p175,
from Frank Holmes I would like to point out
the limitations of the Ridgewell Oatley site.
Over five years the original club averaged
1750 launches for never better than 200hrs
with the membership varying between 14 and
50.
The site length (900m) limits the launch
height and doesn't allow for landings behind
the launch point. Also the limited width means
a glider that has landed will hold up the next
launch until moved clear. Launching has to be
efficient, eg a two drum winch with the second
glider being launched before the first one
conflicts.
Based on national average figures for a 50
member club, you need an annual minimum of
2500 launches which have to be high enough
to contact thermals. Un'less using people and
gliders from other clubs, it takes three to five
years to build an adequate operation, avoiding
the treadmill of too many ab-inilios.
The investment in equipment is also quite
critical. A hangar is essential for maximum flying time; a high performance two drum winch
for efficient !launches and you need at least a
K-7 or K-8. The potentially high rent (a target
of £1 0000/year) would 'be almost impossible
with a 50 mem'ber club.
11 is difficult to see how a club could be viable unless the site can be increased to create
5000 plus launches and a 100 to 1 20
membership. Also long term security is
important.
I have endeavoured to be realistic in my
appraisal so that any plans stand a reasonable
chance of success.
BILL SCULL, BGA director of operations '

KEN RECOGNISED A NEED
Dear Editor,
Regarding the review by Bernie Morris in
the June issue, p121 , of Ken Stewart's Basic
Exercise Notes for Gliding Instructors, I
would like to make the following comment.
When I arrived at Lasham two years ago I
was checked out by the BGA to make sure I
was able to run instructors' courses at Lasham
the BGA way, having been used to the
RAFGSA method. I was told that the BGA
training manual was due out within a couple of
months but since then there hasn't been any
news of BGA help on this matter.
Ken Stewart on the other hand recognised a
need for some form of help to the newly
qualified instructor, ie a basic aide memoire.
As he is often asked by the BGA to help on
instructors' courses I am sure he has seen
some of the many shortcomings of the course
and produced this aid to help these people.
At Lasham this publication is available to all. . .
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Trick or Treat?

No matter how careful you are, it's always the u1ne~pected
that catches you out!
Since instrument panels don't incorporate a crystal ball, your best
defence is almost certainly a reliable insurance policy - which is
where we come in.
At Mowbray Vale, we can provide exactly the kind of cover you
require for your glider, (or your house, car or boat for that matter!). ·
Give yoursel f a treat - peace of mind.
1

When it comes to insurance, we won't miss a trick!

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk {0845} 52 30 78 - 2 4 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE
8 Cast·l egate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07
Telex: 587 470
Represented at Lloyds
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1HL.
Fax: 0845 525483
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YOUR LETTERS

attitude was that it could not become involved
in a " personal vendetta!" Safety, gentlemen, is
not a personal vendetta except in the context
that I believe my students are entitled to the
best instruction it lies within my power to give.
This preamble is necessary to explain my
view that the article in the June issue, on
" Lightweight Pilots", p133, is remarkable for
the omission of the one single absolute cause
of the three fatalities:
Conclusion 9. The pilots were unable to
successfully extricate themselves from their
stricken gliders due to the absence of basic
training in the discipline.
I believe this is where we came in!!
JOHN G STORRY, Boston, Lines

Bill Scull, BGA director of operations,
replies: I'll start by not taking offence at the
comment, "sciolistic". Like John we are all
doing our best to " make it safer" by increasing
awareness of a particular problem. However,
he raises some perfectly valid points which
have been exercising our minds for some time.
Regarding successful exit, deployment and
descent there have been many more successes than failures. Further:
1. The pilots in question would almost certainly not have been able to exit the glider
in time given the height available and the
glider's attitude, speed and flight path.
2. So far as training is concerned even the
RAF no longer go so far as to have their
pilots actually jump; the risks incurred in
training cannot be justified. Past experience of glider pilots, admittedly limited,
supports this philosophy as does the number of successful emergency bale-outs
compared with the failures.
3. Another philosophy worth consideration is
the possibility of a requirement to always
carry a parachute. Arguments against are
limited launch height, parachute wear-andtear and longer to prepare for launching
(in the training role), cockpit load limits,
etc. None of these are valid if you need a
'chute and don't have one!
4. So far as training is concerned the basics
of care and maintenance, how to put it on
and adjust the harness, how to get out
(canopy jettison), deployment, the
parachuting position and landing are all
fundamental. With this in mind I believe
that any pilot donning a 'chute rehearses
this sequence in his mind, albeit
subconsciously.
5. Finally, we have been trying to raise the
rnoney to produce a video dealing with
most of the above points. Nothing
forthcoming from the manufacturers so far!

DOUBLE DIAMOND FOR MIKE
Dear Editor,
If Mike Cuming wants a new challenge something that is as difficult to get as a
Diamond badge was in 1965, then please ask
him to come and attempt a 1OOkm triangle at
Cockhill. (See the last issue, p173.)
A Double Diamond awaits him - whatever
the outcome of his attempt!
JOHN MITCHELL. Blackpool and Fy/de GC
October/ November 1990

NECESSITIES FOR SURVIVAL!
Dear Editor,
What a terrifying thought to be stranded
suddenly at 20000ft over the wastes of
Dartmoor, stretching as they do over a radius
of as much as 1OOnm. What would you do
without your water purifying tablets? Where
could you go? In a sailplane with severely
degraded performance of, say, 20:1, and nil
wind, you've only got 75 miles or so in which
to check off the items in your survival bag.
Gulp. You may not be able to reach the Scilly
Isles, Cherbourg or even the Isle of Wight, so
Peter Wiiliams' list in the June issue, p121, is
by no means comprehensive enough.
Where's the shark repellant, mackerel line
and outboard motor? For higher performance
machines and those odd days when the wave
is associated with wind, where's the
Linguaphone? Discus jockeys might care to
include travellers' cheques sufficient to cover
dinner and cabaret for two at the Folies
Bergere so that they can stay warm, dry and
alert while they wait to be rescued.
JULIAN ROACH. Welshpool, Powys

IN DEFENCE OF JOURNALISTS
Dear Editor,
I feel I must take issue with Platypus over
his virulent attack on British journalism. (See
the last issue. p190.) He tars all sectors of the
British press with the same brush - and,
granted, there is a large part which thoroughly
deserves his wrath.
His blanket criticism does except "one or
two aviation specialists", but I would contend
that there are many responsible newspapers
and journalists, most of whom have little other
than superficial knowledge of aviation matters,
but are quite able and willing to provide balanced reporting - if someone takes the trouble to
provide the information in a manner they can
easily assimilate and transcribe to paper.
In an attempt to ensure informed and
accurate reporting it would be appropriate for
all aviation groups, whether concerned with
gliding, general aviation, hang gliding, etc, to
ensure that at ·least one well informed member
of their club is nominated as a contact for the
press. Any editor, particularly in the regional
and weekly press, would be delighted to have
that special type of knowledge available to
him.
I must finally give an example of responsible
British journalism - which I can assure all your
readers is still alive and well all over this country. The area in which my company's
newspapers circulate recently suffered the loss
of a Shackleton aircraft and its crew from RAF
Lossiemouth. Platypus referred obliquely, I
believe, to this crash and I do entirely agree
that some of the reporting and headlines
which followed this incident were ill-informed
and at times verged on the malicious in suggesting, without a scrap of evidence, that the
aircraft's age was a factor.
I am happy, however, that the papers I publish take a responsible attitude to all reporting,
not just on aviation matters. I am proud also
that we have a letter dated May 11, 1990,
from the CO of RAF Lossiemouth to one of my

editors which reads in part: " May I thank you
most sincerely for your discreet and sympathetic coverage of the recent tragic loss of
our No 8 Squadron Shackleton and crew. Your
editorial, in particular, was both sensitive and
moving; a great support to the bereaved
families and to my Station personnel ".
Not all journalists are responsible or insensitive when it comes to aviation reporting.
STEPHEN YOUNG, chief executive, The Moray
& Nairn Newspaper Co and chairman of
Highland GC

POOR STATE OF PARACHUTES
Dear Editor,
Over recent years a number of emergency
parachutes have been brought to us by glider
pilots for examination, servicing and repacking.
In many cases the assemblies had no record
of recent or adequate servicing and, of far
more concern, had they been used in that condition it is probable there would have been a
serious malfunction. Most of the parachutes
were in use until examined.
We feel that a small number of civilian glider
pilots don't give a high priority to the maintenance and proper packing of parachutes.
Although late in the season, it is still appropriate to remind pilots that routine repacking
and examination of parachutes should be by
qualified packers who are approved on type.
Obviously the type manual must be available.
IAN B. WRIGHT, director and quality assurance manager of lrvin Great Britain Ltd
tl

BOOK
REVIEW
Derek Piggott on Gliding, published by
Adam & Charles Black and from the BGA
shop at £10.50 including p&p.
Opus 64? Theme and variations. Derek
Piggott's theme is well shaped, classically
unemotional and shows the influence of his
earlier works in the same genre. I particularly
warmed to the last movement, based upon the
heart-stopping theme of how to jump out of an
endangered glider and fall directly into a tree
whilst playing the harp on the parachute's rigging lines. Luckily this was the last chapter of
the book only. In any event, that near fatal
practical experience and the advice given
about using parachutes well repays the book's
price.
Amongst other useful items, the book also
contains reprints of several of DP's S&G
articles. One of these articles/chapters deals
with suitable first syndicate gliders (no GAP
here - quite a few golden oldies) and will be
particularly useful to anyone contemplating
forming a syndicate that doesn't blow an
irreparable hole in the wallet.
The only criticism I would make concerns
the proof reading. Since when has K-6E had a
max rough air of 54kt! This is probably the
only error in the entire book. Unfortunately I
happen to fly a K-6E (nice machines, well
worth buying!) and went straight to the relevant section to check out the details!
STEVE LONGLAND
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lAIN BAKER

The combination of inconsistent UK weather
and the promise of continental conditions has
always enticed British pilots into Europe. With the
tendency of UK based competitions to suffer
from the vagaries of the weather and have a
limited number of competition days, and the success of several RAFGSA Regionals based in
France, theBGA sanctioned the first British Overseas Handicapped Nationals to be run by the
GSA at Roanne.
Roanne is home of Les Ailes Roannaises
Aeroclub, a combination of power pilots and
pilotes de planeur. 11 is a large airfield with an
immense north-south runway used for the relatively infrequent power visitors and the twice
daily King Air shuttle to Paris. A large grass area
parallel to the runway is easily capable of coping
with a large competition grid and tugs landing
alongside.
To the west and south, forest covered hills rise
to about 2000ft above the site, giving a superb
panorama. More relevant, these can also trigger
the early thermals or be a good source of lee
wave.
The superb quality of soaring in 1989 and the
fact that the competition was held during term
time had limited the number of entrants. Even so,
25 gliders with associated pilots and crew
entered, together with two Gallic pilots flying hors
concours. Most turned up in time for two or three
practice days before the Comp started. These
days proved to be an appetiser, with "average"
French conditions, but easily soarable and crosscountryable.
And then the competition started.

Only John managed to
scrape back using the last
of the evening thermals from
the Loire valley
The met man was in a quandary on Day 1,
Thursday, May 31 . The weather forecast was
split in two; good strong thermals to the north but
with a general drift of poor weather from the
south. Gambling on getting reasonable conditions (but not absolutely stonking), a 319km triangle was set to the north-west. In reality the
southerly drift speeded up and the 5000ft cloudbase evaporated into the blue. Only John
Delafield in the ASH-25 managed to scrape back,
using the last of the evening thermals from the
Loire valley. Everyone else landed out.
Graham Davey called marginal final glide, but
eventually overstretched the glide and spun into
a backgarden about 2km from the airfield. His
ASW-22 was a write-off and he was hospitalised
for the remainder of the competition while his
right leg was carefully repieced together.
Meanwhile everyone else was having the
(generally) new experience of landing out in a
foreign country. Many could not speak French,
but survived surprisingly well by affecting a
French accent and waving their hands at appropriate moments. And the average French farmer
(and his family and friends and neighbours) proved extremely friendly and welcoming. Nick
Hackett (LS-7) even had the offer of a lift to a tele-
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HANDICAPPED NATIONALS
Roanne, France, May 31-June 8
skin delaminated. Lynn Norman landed her
ASW-24 into a barbed wire fence and, while
unhurt herself, the fuselage nose was badly
smashed and the starboard wing creased at
the root.
Monday and Tuesday passed in overcast conditions as frontal systems swept through.
lt is traditional that the winner of the day stands
up and tells everyone else how he did it. This can
be informative, educational and, in the infamous
case of Pete Sheard, superb training on becoming a professional after dinner speaker. Despite
Tuesday being scrubbed, Warren Kay still
regaled us with his "how I dun it". He'd had a
dream - and his dream was that he had won a
competition day. Of course the rest of us knew it
was no dream . 11 was pure fantasy.
By this stage it was clear that the competition
was doomed to poor weather. And that it was
turning into a combination of a field selection
course and a survival contest.
Day 3, Wednesday, June 6, conditions looked
soarable with up to 5kt predicted to 4000ft. The
main problem was the high cover cloud forecast
to invade from the west and cut off any lift. Still, in
desperation the devalued task of 174km triangle
to the north-west and the Loire valley was set.
Initially lift was good if somewhat irregularly
scattered. lt was almost like English conditions:
generally weak lift, some reasonable climbs,
some lines of lift and large areas gently sinking.
Everyone bobbled along, gradually falling to
earth. The surprise winner was Warren Kay
(ASW-24), the only pilot to pass the second TJ-.
His photograph needed careful interpretation as
instead of taking the required bridge over the
Loire, he had concentrated on the signature of
the architect. His speech was marginally shorter
than the task.
Thursday dawned, overcast and grey and
windy. The French forecasters, in disgust at their

phone from a passing helicopter. Fortunately he
realised that if he accepted he would have
absolutely no idea how to find the glider again
from his phone. However, RAFGSA are apparently considering retrieve by Chinook.
Of all the retrieves, AI Tribe's was probably the
most eventful. His trailer had collapsed at Roanne
after the drive through France. The condition was
diagnosed as galloping rust and virulent rot. His
crew valiantly tried to rebuild the trailer in the
practice days before he landed out. Their efforts
were in vain and they had to borrow Jerry Odell's
trailer - after he had been retrieved . Consequently Al's retrieve was somewhat late and he spent
the night in refuge in a local church until the crew
arrived at 5am.
The next two days were not eminently soarable
as the southerly drift brought warm, even hot,
stable weather. No one went cross-country, despite the potential prize of an excessive amount of
Cote Roannaise vin rouge offered by the competition director. Most enjoyed the weather by topping up their suntan and doing frivolous things
like windsurfing and winding up Warren Kay.
Day 2, Sunday May 3, was soarable - but only
just. The warm weather persisted and a 223km
triangle was set. Many pilots managed to
struggle round the first TP and back to the airfield,
but could never get enough height to venture the
short distance to the second TP and back. Again
only John Delafield managed to get around the
task. By this time we were suspecting he had a
secret weapon, but 'he wasn't letting on.
When lan MacFadyen (Ventus CT) landed out
and explained that he was a "pilot de planeur en
le Championship de vola voile Brittanique" the
locals congratulated him on flying all the way
from England.! believe he explained how he did it
at the ensuing press conference.
There was yet more glider damage. The Janus
groundlooped in a sloping field and the tailplane
FINAL RESULTS
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Left: John Delafield, the Overseas Nationals' Champion. Above: A general view of the
site. Photos: Robert Bryce-Smith.
own wayward weather, had gone on strike. The
day was scrubbed but reasonable wave forecast
in the 15-20kt westerly. The local pundit gave
advice to all on the exact positions for the best
and highest lift and many of the competitors flew
both high and for long. Highest was Tony Walsh
who went to 14 500ft in his DG-400.
Friday, June 8, was the last day of the competition. A task had to be set. lt looked reasonable the required blue sky with pseudo cumulus
bubbling away- but the "snifter" glider reported
probl'e ms in finding consistent lift. Eventually the
grid was launched on the fallback task of a

21 Okm triangle. The uncertain conditions were
reflected by lhe pilots - some stormed away
almost immediately, other struggling in the same
air minutes later. Relights and restarts were
required by some, so much so that the last start
was nearly 3hrs after the first. Conditions around
the task were somewhat cyclic and lift generally
u ninspiring. However seven gliders completed
the task with lhe ASH -25 the first to return yet
again. "Nobby" Clarke (Discus) won the day on
his handicapped speed of 70.5km/h.
Overall winner was John Delafield, with
"Nobby" (dark horse) Clarke 2nd. Despite the

BERNARD SMYTH

15 MEITRE CLASS
NATIONALS~~
~~
~~~
Nympsfie/d from June 16·24

Andy Davis, the 15 Metre Champion.

This was a Comp where you definitely needed
a sense of humourl Director Doug Jones set the
right lone and he had an ally. cartoonist AI
Cooper (alias Nomad), in keeping up everyone's
spirits despite I he weather, which left Nympsfield
vying with another club for the title Damphill.
On the first two days the sky looked so
October/ November 1990

unpromising that most coarse pilots wouldn 't
bother to rig I But lhe 45 competitors were made
of sterner stuff. On Day 1, Saturday, June 16. they
set off on a 227km triangle to Sherborne (Dorset)
and Andoversford (Gloucestershire).
Eleven made it round the course, with, Andy
Davis (Discus) winning 1OOOpls at 69.08km/h.
He said the conditions that looked so grey near
the Severn improved after Bath.
Second was Justin Wills (LS-6) wilh 65.26
km/h for 980pls. Chris Garton and Martyn Wel ls
(both flying LS·6s) tied for 3rd place on 976pts
wilh 64km/h.
On Day 2, Sunday, June 17. the wind got up
from 6kt to 13 and no one managed the 238km
triangle, Alton railway station and Didcot chim·
ney. Andy and Justin tied on 830pls by flying
211 km. Andy was now leading by 20pts - 1830
over Justin's 1810. Martyn Wells did 209.8km for
824pts. making him 3rd overall with 1800.
With a 20kt wind on Day 3, Tuesday, June 19.
the competitors were given a choice of TPs. They

THE " CREW"
Director: Doug Jones
Task setter: Paul Little
Scorer: Ken Brown
Met: Tom Bradbury
Safety and airspace: Peter Bray
Launch marshal/: Doug White
Control: Pat White and
Lindsay Parker

habitually argumentative nature of competition
pilots, the handicapping system had worked
reasonably well and fairly, even at Nationals
level.
lt was disheartening that the poor (and
unseasonable) weather had such an impact on
the competition. Every other aspect of a good
competition was in place; the organisation was
efficient but still personable and instead of a great
green army, a few key people and the local
people made the competition work.
Next year will be better. Et vive /'entente
cordia/e.
11':1
could choose Husbands Bosworth or the M1
junction 20, turn at the A43/A5 junction or the M 1
junction 15. Surprisingly, 25 made it round. most
doing 252km.
Chris Garton came 1st at 126km/ h for
1OOOpts, which took him to 3 rd overall on
2776pts. Juslin Wills was 2nd at 125km/h, stay·
ing overall 2nd on 2801 pts. Martyn Wells was
3rd with 122km/h, staying 4th overall on 2774.
Andy Davis just stayed in lhe lead by doing
122km/ h for 972pts. But he had only 1pt more
than Justin.
After two wet days. duri[lg which even Tom
Bradbury's Met "cabin" was flooded, task setter
Paul Little gave the field the challenge of a 268km . .

Below: The grid. Both photos by Bernard.

15 METRE CLASS NATIONALS

quadrilateral in a 30kt wind on Friday, June
22.
Local knowledge came in useful for Andy
Davis, who was able to soar the Gloucestershire
slopes and beat the other 18 who got back by
doing 86.43km!h for 1OOOpts and the Championship title. He amassed 3802pts, beating Justin into 2nd place. Justin had managed
80.66km!h for 957pts, taking him to 3758. Third
on the day was George Metcalfe (ASW-24) with
78.37km/h, who became 6th overall.
Martyn Wells came overall 3rd with a speed of
71 .19km/ h, which made him 1Oth on the day.
Chris Garton managed only 65.15km!h for 16th
position, and slipped from 3rd overall to 4th. Last
year's Champion, Pete Sheard (Discus B), came
15th overall.

One of the many cartoons by Nomad which lifted spirits during the rain.
FINAL RESULTS
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Lady Phillppa
Stave Bicknell.
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Sir Peter Scott's widow, Lady Philippa Scott,
came up from the nearby Wildfowl and' Wetlands
Trust at Slimbridge to present the prizes and
declare the new clubhouse open. She charmed
everyone by recalling her days as a glider pilot
and crew for Sir Peter.
Doug Jones said the club was delighted that a
local member had won the Championships - one
who was keen on encouraging young pilots to
progress.
Doug later praised the competitors and the tug
pilots for their safety record in difficult conditions
at times. "it was great airmanship," he said.
So ended a Comp which the organisers had
struggled to make as interesting as possible in
spite of a retum to the " normal" English summer.
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ANGELA SHEARD

Emphasising Leszno's role as the Polish Gliding Centre. its large airlield lies on Szybownikow
- " Glider Pilot Way", and former World Champion
Jan Wrobleski's Orion is mounted on a plinth
near the station.
The Championships opened with a parade of
17 teams (the two Germanies as one), a stunning
air display and weather so perfect that Polish
team members Janusz Centka (ASH-25), who
broke the national 300km record the day before,
and Stan Zientek (DG-600) completed 1OOOkm
triangles. A curious stork making his own
unhurried fly-past seemed a further good omen.
Day 1, Sunday, May 27- weighing the Open
Class gliders caused a hitch when John Sally's
broke the hired equipment and, with conditions
deteriorating during the ensuing delay, a tailback
task was set. Defending Standard Class Champion Janusz Trzeciak (ASW-24) shared 1st place
with Polish team mate Franciszek Kepka (ASW24) at 113.6km/h for the 346.8km triangle. In the
other two Classes. flying the same 421 .9km triangle, Gilbert Gerbaud (LS-68) of Belgium and
Jean-Ciaude Lopitaux (ASW-228) of France
achieved 104.6km/h and 112.2km/h in the 15
Metre and Open respectively.

Hopes rested on big tasks
for Day 2 but it all went sour
and everyone landed out
After losing the next two days' flying, hopes
rested on big tasks for Day 2 (Wednesday, May
30), but it all went sour and everyone landed out.
Jol:m Sally won the Open Class rounding four of
the five TPs and Ted Lysakowski shared his 15th
place with seven others. Swedish pilot Anders
Helmersson's crew failed to find him or his ASW24 and returned to base empty trailered. He was
taken in for the night by a local family, retrieved at
the second attempt next morning and rushed to
the grid just in time for launching.
Chastened by the mass landout, the task setter
was understandably cautious next day (Day 3,
Thursday, May 3 1), so when it turned into a real
boomer, all Classes raced round with a very thrilling finish. Unfortunately the featureless airfield
was near invisible in the strong light and one or
two were caught out, 'losing time as they
searched for it. Kepka and Trzeciak again won
the Standard Class at 129.8km/h over the
349.8km triangle. Borje Erikson (Ventus C) of
Sweden won the 15 Metre 381.7km quadrilateral
at 124.7km/h and in the Open, Lopitaux and Gerard· Lherm (ASW-228), also from France. sped
round 408.6km at 131.3km/h.
Day 4 (Friday, June 1), which went from wet to
hot and humid, was marred by a mid air collision
between Andreas Kuhl, East Germany, and
Italian Vittorio Colombo, who landed his Discus B
with a shattered canopy. Andreas parachuted
safely into the same field, just as the owner of his
LS-4 arrived to check his progress! Riccardo
Brigliadori, Italy, im mediately landed his Discus
to assist, and for his humanitarian action, which
cost him his competition chances, he later
received a special award. Dave Watt won the
October/ November 1990

5TH EUROP~EAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Leszno, Poland, May 26-June 10
A report by the manager of the British team which comprised: Standard Class, Dave Watt
(ASW-24) 10th and Leigh Hood (LS-7) 22nd; 15 Metre Class, Ted Lysal<owsl<i (Ventus)
21st and Peter Sheard (Ventus A) 26th and Open Class, John Bally (Nimbus 3) 7th and
Ralph Jones (Nimbus 3) 11th

Standard Class at 108.6km/h over 244.1 km for a
speed-devalued 959pts. The 15 Metre Class flew
another quadrilateral of 278.7km won by Jan
Andersen, Denmark (LS·6A) at 97km/h, while in
the Open, Klaus Holighaus clocked 121 km/h in
the new 26.4m Nimbus 4 for the 311 .2km 0/R to
Barlinek with 'Sally 2nd at 116.7km/h.
The sultry heat drew clouds of insects to the
airfield's wild flowers and bug-wipers came into
their own. When Ralph Jones lost half a pair, he
was to learn the flying characteristics of a Nimbus
3 with one clean w ing and one buggy one.
The Cat's Cradle on Day 5, Saturday, June 2
(very hot, with strong, warm wind) caused much
discussion. Some pilots consider them outmoded and argued the rules at length. John Sally
was 3rd to Germany's Eberhard Laur (Nimbus
3r) and Holighaus, who completed 503.1 and
494.3km to his 487.8km. Mariusz Pozniak (Discus B) and Trzeciak led the Standard Class
(394.5km) and the Czech Pavol Cerny (Ventus B)
the 1 5 Metre Class (386.1 km).
When rain, wind and the doldrums set in with a
vengeance for the next three days I escaped on a
real adventure, flying NE in the venerable
Antonov 2 biplane, just a few hundred feet above
undulating farmland and the many lakes to
Olsztyn and Ketrzyn close to the USSR
border.
In the nearby Gierwoz forest lie the remains of
the "Wolf's Lair", Hitler's Abwehr HO, the scene
of an assassination attempt in 1944 by his
generals. The railway which brought Mussolini to
confer with Hitler runs peaceably now between
banks of woodland flowers, and the old airfield is
used for summer expeditions by the Aeroclub of

Poznan who enjoy the empty skies. They
encourage visiting pilots and welcome inquiries.
Contact me via the BGA if interested.
Wednesday, June 6 (hot and sticky) was to be
the last contest day in the Standard and 1 5 Metre
Classes, but went so flat that those who didn't
land out had a long, tiresome struggle. All credit
to Leigh Hood in his first International who made
it back while the reigning World Champion did
not. Goran Andersson of Sweden (Discus B) won
the Standard - 369.8km at only 89km/h. The 15
Metre Class toi.led round a 402.5km quadrilateral
won by Dutchman Robertus Looisen (LS-6). The
impeccable French scored again when Lopitaux
and Lherm tied 1st in the Open 448.7km quadrilateral at 104.9km/h.
Only the latter Class managed another day, a
small eat's Cradle, but in lift so scarce that everyone landed out. Germans filled the top three
places, but Laur and Waiter Eisele's equal
119.9km only earned 726pts, Waiter flying an
ASW-228E.
As squalls washed out the last two days, the
results of Days 6 and 7 decided the Championships. The standard had been very high with
several World Class pilots participating and pairflying popular and successful.
I had unstinting help from the ever patient
Polish administration and office staff while trying
to get press reports out and in solving our pilots'
problems. My warmest appreciation to them all, •
and to Leszno and the Aeroclub of Poland for a
happy and interesting competition.
(See the last issue,
results.)
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WARREN KAY

STANDARD CLASS
Booker from July 14·22
Jed Edyvean, the Standard Class Champion.

Forty-five males and one female assembled in
the blister hangar for the first briefing were busy
renewing old acquaintances and making new
ones. The sun was shining and the outlook
looked good. How were we to know that for most
of us the best ever competition in the UK lay
ahead.
Booker, home of fast gliders, fast cars, fast
women (well Sally is an ex Nationals winner) and
noisy helicopters welcomed us with somewhat
dusty arms.
Basil Fairston, competition director, opened
the competition with a commendable lack of
ceremony, Peter Bayliss found us our first
weather and Graham McAndrew chose our way
through it.
Day 1, Saturday, July 14, 154km, Calvert,
Hungerford, Newbury (winning distance
140km).
A weak blue day, with average climbs around
1kt, under an inversion topping out at 3500ft
resulted in large gaggles on the second leg (over
30 gliders in one thermal near Hungertord). some
inconsiderate behaviour and frazzled tempers.
The day was dying by the time the main bunch
reached New bury International Airport (nee racecourse), with some rather original holding patterns culminating in a Pegasus losing half its

Warren Kay, our reporter, photographed by
Robert Bryce-Smith. The other pictures are
by Jo Jeffery.
rudder to a hungry LS-7. Fortunately the pilots
involved joined the other 15or so at New bury and
both were flying the next day. Ducking bits of
glass-fibre whilst flying is no fun' In the words of
Hill Street Blues "Let's be careful out there". Ted
Lysakowski (Discus B) was first to find a thermal
north of Thatch am giving him 100011 extra and
the day win.
The traditional Booker 'laid back' attitude to
organisation started well with a ten minute
call after the startline had opened on the firs t
day, and continued with poor quality startline radio equipment. Liz Wells did a sterling job in the circumstances and later in the
week the important things went smoothly.
Photo assessing proved problematical with •
45+ films often with multiple TPs to be processed daily and the assessors sited in the
roof of the hangar working in 35 °C temperatures. The weather forecasts were
generally cautious and the tasks set for
races. The normal competition moaning
was restricted to the price of vic tuals in the
bar/ restaurant and the helicopters.

Day 2, Sunday, July 15, 166km, Lewknor,
Olney, Goring (winning speed 59.6km/h).
Another weak blue day, until the Calvert area
on the third leg when cumulus and improving
conditions brought the 23 finishers home. Chris
Rollings (Discus) put his day win down to realising before the rest of his gaggle that the altocumulus he saw to the south was in fact cumulus
with a 500011 base. Peter Sheard (Discus) got
away from 250ft above a playing field and Sieve
White (LS-7) complained of flying slower than
best glide speed to let others lead the way. Mike
Cuming (LS-4) left a climb to join low the gaggle
he had chased north to Olney only to find they
had rounded the turn and were heading south.
He landed.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

STANDARD CLASS NATIONALS

I

Type
Discus
LS-7
ASW-24
LS-4
Pegasus
DG-300
DG-100
Cirrus

No.
%
Competing Competing
17
37
12
27
11
5
5
11
2
4
2
4
2
4
1
2

No. in
Top Ten
4
4
2

Day 3, Tuesday, July 17, 384km lronbridge,
Pewsey (winning speed 93.7km/h).
Launched into 2km visibility and 3000ft base
the prospects looked poor but from Oxford
everything improved dramatically with fast
climbs and good clouds to Stratford then fast
climbs with no clouds to lronbridge. Day winner
Jed Edyvean (Discus) flew essentially on track
while slower times were recorded by those like
Martin Wells (LS-7) who followed the cumulus a
long way west. The end of the day was enlivened
by a heavy landing demonstration, the Discus involved surviving remarkably well. Ralph has
clearly trained son Sieve Jones very well since he
was first on the scene by some considerable
margin.
Day 4, Wednesday, July 18, 322km Melton
Mowbray, Newbury (winning speed
112.5km/h).
Well how would you feel having completed a
300 at 96km/h in England to find you'd finished
in 27th place? There was a general feeling of
wonder after this day with strong tl)ermals
(6-8kt), high cloudbase (6500ft) and a marked
lack of sink combining to give certainly for me the
best soaring weather I have ever experienced in
England. Day winner Phil Jeffery (LS-7) was flying Nationals in the early 1960s and even his vast
experience left him short of things to say in his
"How I Dunit" speech since his flight took just
2hrs 5 2min. The speeds achieved were within
4km/h of the UK Open Class record.
Day 5, ThurSday, July 19, 394km Belvoir
Castle, Calvert junction, Marlborough
(winning speed 94.7km/h).
Dave Watt and AI Kay (both fly ASW-24s) had
been rather quiet up to now but made up for it
today by starting late and leading a fast gaggle
containing Sieve White, Sieve Jones (Discus B)
and Mike Strathern (Discus B) around into the
first five places. Three-eighths cumulus around
Belvoir gave lousy visibility and produced
numerous photo problems for the assessors. The
essentially blue conditions south of Northampton
gave variable climb rates but up to 7kt was still
available to 5000ft. Chris Railings flew consistently into 6th place to retain his overall lead. Ted
Lysakowski fell from a challenging position by
being one of only two outlandings coming to grief
at Oxford in an area where others had climbed
strongly a few minutes earlier.
Day 6, Friday, July 20, 240km Thame,
Olney, Calvert junction, Marlborough
(fastest speed 105.5km/h).
Si eve White recorded the fastest time but lost a .
photo argument and with il the day win to AI Kay.
However, Sieve's speech at briefing edged him
October/November 1990

-

-

No. in
No. of
Bottom ten Day Wins
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

%of
Day Wins
43
14
29
14

I

-

-

-

-

into a small points lead in the other serious competition of the week, that of which day winner
would achieve the loudest laugh during briefing.
The standard of competition really was exceptional with the task setter troubled by the winner
devaluing the day through completing in under
2hrs 30min and the director troubled by his
speech exceeding the same time.

Chris Rollings, national coach, who came 2nd.

Thirteen of the 46 pilots entered and seven
of the top ten at the end fly regularly from
Booker but interestingly a Booker man
didn 't win. In fact Booker pilots didn 't win
any of this year's National Championships.
Are they losing their grip? I think not, with
2nd through to 6th it's clear that the competitive edge acquired from so many top
level pilots flying from one club can't in the
long term be denied. However, the airfield
can become very congested during a mass
finish and with the density of fixed and
rotary winged power traffic I personally find
the safety risk unacceptable.

Day 7, Saturday, July 21, 333km Frome,
Gaydon, Goring (winning distance
286.7km).
lt looked like an exceptional chance to decide
the competition with another race since the forecast for the next day was poor. Three-eighths
cumulus with 6000ft bases led down to Devizes
where a blue and slower patch resulted in the

Above: Steve Jones (left) and Phil Jetfery.•
Below: Eric Smith keeping cool.

STANDARD CLASS NATIONALS

field collecting in gaggles. On returning to the
cumulus east of Devizes climbs of up to Skt with
cloud base exceeding 8000ft led rapidly to Brize
Norton where in the space of ten miles the
cumulus disappeared as did the thermals. The
pilots who were high in the Brize area glid out to
the turn and staggered back south, those who
were low just staggered. The last 2hrs of my flight
were under 1 500ft wiih escapes from below
500ft three times and everybody landed out. The
unfortunate situation resulted in a change in the
FINAL RESULTS

Pos

Pilot

Edyvean, J .

'

2
3
4

Rotllngs, C. C.

White . S . A.
Campbell. D. A.

w•"· o. s.

5

6
7
8

9
tO
tt
t2
13

t4
15
t6
t7
t8
t9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

3t
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44

45
46

Glider
Discus
Discus

Day 2.1 5.7
192km •

lewknor. Olney,

Hungertord ,
Newbury, Booker

Goring,
Booker

Dist

11&0
8.0
1038

Discus

116.0 -- 17

ASW·20

116.0

17

666

ASH·24
ASH-24
Discus

Elhot , B.
Smith , E. R.

Discus

LS· 4

134.5

Olender, S.

Discus B

116.0
139.3

LS·7
LS·7
LS·7
Discus B

ASW·24

Discus
Discus B

LS·7
LS·7
LS ·7
DG -100a
Disc us

LS·7
LS-4
Discus

Knight, A. J . S.

LS· 7
LS·4

Langrlck, D. J .

Forrest. B. R.
Kay, W . M.
Atkinson , K. R.
Alldis , C. J .

Pega&u&
ASW-24
00 -300 Elan

Stralhern, M.
Armstrong, J .
Cralg, 0 . W.
Walker, P. B.
Zaaney. T. S.
Moules, K.
PozerSkls, A.
Stral1en , P . J .
Klnger1ee, J . C.

Discus 8
Discus B
Std Cirrus
DG-300

LS ·4

E!wood·wade, R. O.

106 1

33

116.0
1 t6.0
116.0
116.0
116.0
11 9.3

= 17
... J7
.. ,7
= 17
.... ,7

16
•2
17
I

96.8 40
132.2
5
126.5
10
8as 44
105.2 • 34
116.0 • 17
91.5 41
131 .9 • 6
103.0 38
134.5 =2
!31.9 ~ 6
"116.0 32
1 16.0
t7
116.0
17
130.8
9
116.0 -= 17
116..0 .,., ,7
12 1.4 .: 1 1
13 1.3
8

90.6
89.4

ASW·24

119.9

D i§C US

105.2
0

Pegasus
Oiscus

Farretly, P. E.
Stott , B.
Linc oln, A . K.

Pts

LS ·7
LS·7
LS ·7
DG · 100

Discus

121.4 "" 11

134. 1
4
1 16.0 "' 17
12 1 0
14
11 6.0 - 17
12 1.4 .. , 1

Cooper, B. L.
Galsford. P. A.
Hackett, N. G .
Gorringe, J .
Wells. M. D.
Hard lng , R.
~ay, A. E.

Payne, R. 0 .
JonK, S. G.
King, P. A .
Ashcrot1 . J . P.
Wells, Satly
Cox , T . W.
Hodge. B. J .
Jen'ery, P.
Cuming. M. F.
Sheard, P. G.

Pos

70 1
783
666
699
666
701
57 1
666
666
666
666
666
668
786
666
817
490
771
734
4 11
563
666
449
769
541
7 88
769
625
666
666
762
666
666
701
765
443
433
692
563
0
563
532
666
0
549
666

LS-7

Lysakowski .·E. A. Discus B
Ourham, M. W.
LS·7

1

207 .3km •

Calvert Junction

Day 1.14.7

Standard Class

105.2
102. 1

42
43
15
34
· 45
• 34
39
~ 17

45
37

Speed
(Oist)

56.8
59.6
56.1
48.3
51.1

47.7

56.9
4 7.2
51.6

54.8
53.5
(145.6)
47.5

{109.5)
52.0
55.3
54.9
(145.2)
(136.Bi
48 .0
55.6

(71.5)
52.4

Pos
3

'

4
15
14
17
2
19
13
8
9
24
18
32
12
6
7
25
27
16
5
39

ONF - did

329kmA

lronbrtdge,
Pewsey,
Book er

Melton Mowbray,
Newbury,
Booker

Speed
(Distl

Pts
952
986
944
852

Pos

93.7
87 5
89.5
88.4
87.2
78.0
84.3
88.0

884

844
954
838
890
929
9 13
541
842
359
895
934
930
539
499
848
938
164

I

81 . 1
81.9
91 .7

7
4
5
9
27
10
6
19
17
3

83.6

11

79.7

23
22
31
8
21
33
16
29
24
= 13
28
26
= 15
20
= 15
· 36
12
34
a !3
32
46
2
45
35
36
42
43
25
38

80.2
74.2

87.4
80.2
69.6
81.5
77. 1

796
83.3

11

900

77.5

26

(38.7)
(71.8)

43

523
46
166
818
710
53
385
0
699
385
13 1
907
267
366
284
297
0
546
68
270

78.6
82.7
80.6
82.7
{354. 11
83.5
68.0
83.3

45.5

· 52.9
(40.9)
11 14.6)
(17.41
.39.6
(114.6)
{65.0 )
53,0
(91 7)
(110.91
(94.9)
(97.41
{0)
(146.8)
(45.7)
(92. t)
(24 7)

~29
~ •5

22
29

40
tO

36
31
34
33
~45

23
41
35
44

'

73.4

(181 .3)
93.4
(271.2)
65.6
{354.1)
{3286)
(304.9)
78.7
(348.5)

!334.1} .o. 4Q
(334.1) = 40
(341.4) 39

(125.4)

28

440

75. 1

44
30

53.9

9

989

•70.6

35

(89. 1) ..:. 37

254

I

422.9kmA

(141.7)

38
20
21
42

Day 4 . 18.7

Day 3. 17.7

1301 2)

Hors foncours
Bryce , P.

climax. Chris Rail ings was philosophical in
defeat having led for so long dec'laring the com·
petition his most enjoyable for a long time. Jed
Edyvean, having flown consistently all week, was
National Champion for the first time. We flew
82 OOOkm with racing tasks and there were many
tired pilots by the last day. A very brief prizegiving
ceremony gave Jed an opportunity to express all
the competitors' thanks to the many people who
gave up their time and holidays to make it all
~
happen.

lead. Chris Railings (1st overnight) landed in the
same field as Sieve White (2nd) but Jed Edyvean
(3rd) had flown 28km further and the points difference was enough to take him into the lead. The
day winner was Eric Smith (LS-4) whose smile at
briefing was matched only by the applause that
followed his speech as he easily won that competition too!
Peter and Graham tried their best but the
weather did not co-operate so Day 7 became the
last day and the competition ended in anti-

Pis
1000
925
949
933
922
809

886
93 1
84 7
857
976
877
830
835
783
923
836
706
852
797
829
873
803
817
866

841
866
380
876
688
873
753
188
996
273
658
380
339
304
818
371
348
348
360
30 1
773
669

Oist

106.7
109.3
109, 1
105.2
1062
101.6
111 .0
103.4

105.8
108.8
105.2
108.2
98.3
103.0
93.0
104.7
100.9
95.6
106.4
106.4

96. 1
98.5
93.8
902
112.5
101.2
1118

Pos

Pts

8
4
5
14

923
957
955
902
917
855
980
879
9 11
951

11

18
3
16
12
6
13
7
23
17
31
15
20
29
,. 9
9
27
22
30
34
I

90,6
87.9
78.8
62.1
DNF

19
2
38
25
41
28
43
24
26
40
32
36
39
42
21
37
33
35
44
45
46

94 4

30

8&5
97.2
84.2
95.9
83.2
97.8
96.5
84.9
91 .1

87.6
85.6
83.5
100.4
87.2

903

943
810
874
740
896
845
775
919
9 19
78 1
814
751
703
1000
849
991
653

796
623
778
609
804
787
633
714
668
642
6 13
839
663
709
672
551
328
0
759

Day 5.19.7
401 .1km•

Belvoir, Catvert
Junction,
Marlborough , Booker

Speed

(Dist)

Pos

90.7 • tO
92. 1
6
93.8
3
7
91.6
94.7
90.8
9
82.0
32
88.9 = 15
89.5
13
87.2
21
86.1
26

_,

94.7
89.2

-'14

87.3
87,6
1276.0)
86.2
8&5
93.8
84.5
76.8

20
18
44
24
23
4
30
38
8
29
25
22

91.2

84.8
86.2
87. 1

90.7 • 10
817
33
89.6
12
85.4
27
88.9 -15
79.2
37
•76.0
43
84.4
31
93.7
5
17
88.4
74.0
40
79.9
36
41
73.8
764
39
"68.8
19
81.4
34
85.3
28
808
:J5
42
69.6
{160.6) 45
DNF 46
848

29

Pts
939
961
987
953
!000
94 1
808
912
921
887
870
1000
918
888
892
193
872
876
986
846
730
947
850
871
886
939
803
922
859
912
765
568
845
985
905
687
776
683

724
89 1
799
857
789
620
Ill

0
850

Day 6.20.7

Day 7 .21 .7

245, lkm
Thame, Olney,
Catvert Junction,
Marlborough , Booker

453.6km •
Frome. Gaydon ,
Goring, Booker

Speed

Pts

Oi st

Pos

Pts

98.0
8
98.1
•5
.105.5
2
96.0 - 12
99.6
3
943
16
98. 1 - 5
tO
97.0
971
9
98.1
5
93.8
18
102.8
I
917 = 25
92.5
21
91 .0
28
93.2
20
22
92.2
92.1
23
4
98.4
87.9
32
24
91.9
14
95.3
84. 1 36
93.6
19
94.0
17
89.6
29
·94.8
27
15
95. 1
91.8 a 25
·86.o
38
86.6 • 33
43
79.0
96.1 =. J2
"91 .4
35
"91 ,7
30
3'7
83.3
31
88.'
42
79.9
86.6 - 33
44
·89.3
40
80.9
96.9
11
BOA 41
8 1.4
39
{17.7) 45
DNF =- 4 5

810
812
860
786
830
763
8t;c
798
799
8 12
758
871
732
741
723
750
738
736
8 16

271.9

-6

934
767
767
970
803
934
785
767
705
6 11
611
784
698
1000

29

7 13

(Dist)

90.3

683

733
776
635
755
761
705
725
774
732
614
667
581
786
637
686
626
685
582
667
565
596
797
589
601
0
0

234.2 = 12

234.2
279.9
242.3

12
2
9

271.9

~6

238.2

tO
• 12
26
• 35
= 35

2342
221.3
202.3
202.3
238.0
2 19.8
286.7
234.2

11

27

'

= 12
264.9
8
2!9.8 =27
279.7
3
184.9 38
234.2 -12
208.8 32
277.2 =4
234.2 -12

2 19 .8 ... 27
277.2 =4

234.2
DNF
208.1
203.0
219.8
222.9
192.5
2328

• 12
= 42

5713

5697
5682
5516
5483
5446
54 16

5409
5372
5332

5271

5217
5198
5155

5136
5058
5053
4972

21

737

•27
42
40

698
0
73
0
736
420
0
705

5281

0 • 42

=23
- 12
25

= 42

22
39
DNF ... 42

"183.7

221 .3

958
767
698
958
767
0
640
615
698
7 13
563
781
26
0

6259
6191
6128
6097
6022
5847
5796
5791
5739

4704
4597
4586
4558
4439
4435
4263
4169
4 108
4075
3929
3905
38 11
3538'
3384
3334
2869
1963
1879

:):!

34
: 27
-23
37
20
42.9 41

222.9
234.2
22 1.7
227 9
219.8
0
66.9
0
227.6

767

903
698
969
526
767
643

Total
Points

26

71 ~~

767
707

not fly; • - penalty. BGA Comp•rilk>n Scoring Program by Specialist Systems Ltd.
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JOIN THE QUEUE -

. .

More and more 'Pilgrims' each year follow the sun to
fly at Australia's largest and most progressive soaring
site

Cotswold Gliders
(i'top. l'. C'>J: )

- BENALLA!

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy
All types of repair undertaken - Motor glider engine approval
Kestrei/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing
Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc.
Phone or write
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD 0993 774892 anytime

240

Pos

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROV(;O COMPANY

Al/ 9182!89

Courses for all standards of pilot; sailplane c harter,
single or shared. Junior to Nimbus; Badge fl ights lo
1OOOkm; possible National and lnlema tional records.

High performance training in Janus.
Write or phone John Williamson for details - but

soon.
We are booking now for 90191 season.

GUOING CLUB OF VICTORIA
Box 46, BENALLA, VIC. 3672, Australia
Phone 057·621058; Fax 057·625599
Special~ rate

travel and details of alternative Aussie
holidays from:
TRAVELBAG, 12 High Street, ALTON, Hants.
GU34 1BN. 0420·86724

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

JONATHAN MILLS

Saturday morning , June 29, saw the
assembled multitude of pilots, crews and
hangers-on for 39 gliders congregating in North
Hill's clubhouse. The entrants for competition
Enterprise 1990 were welcomed by competition
director Peter Hill and the ceremonial opening
was then performed by Nick Good hart. Nick con fessed that although he made several noteworthy
and interesting flights in his gliding career, he'd
never flown in Competition Enterprise before!
Th e combination on stage of Messrs Hill,
Goodhart, Fielden and Garrod, each with their individual brand of humour, helped to pass the best
part of the morning, for the weather was typical of
a British summer- high winds and rain- certainly
not conducive to gliding . However, Mike Garrod
promised that better was to come .. .
Sunday brought hope to our hearts: Mike said
that the sun would appear at 1441 , and so he
devised the WAEF (When All Else Fails) task. The
task took full account of the range of gliders
entered (from a Gull 1 with a handicap of 50, to a
Nimbus 3 at 130). John was heard to mention
that for "tasks like these you have to make the
rules up as you go along" , and that's just what
happened. You flew a pilot selected task which
rounded as many TPs as possible, each one at
least a given distance from all•the previous ones,
and North Hill.
Handicap 2
That distance being calculated from
1000
Thus the Gull's TPs were 2.5km apart and the
Nimbus's 18km. Even so, large numbers of TPs
were claimed as the ridge worked well in the
strong winds, albeit some misunderstanding
about the rules causing some confusion .
The idea was to launch at 3pm - to a release
height decided by the tug pilot (the forecast was
that convection was "doubtable"). Having been
told landing out would lose you the last TP, we
were assured that the tug pilots were bribable as
to the launch height!

The task was a challenge
and it turned out that about
ten entrants followed the rules
Scoring Mike's task was a challenge. 11 turned
out that about ten entrants followed the rules, ten
half followed them and ten didn't follow them at
all. However, Sunday was eventually adjudicated
to have been won by Chris Nicholas (K-6E) taking
11 TPs, and John Bally (Nimbus 3) came 2nd.
Monday was a race day - either an 0 / R to
Broadway tower, or a triangle to Halfpenny Green
and Lasham. Mike Garrod promised us reasonable thermals, light winds and a sea breeze to
come home with . The day started well, but most
competitors ran into showers on the Cotswold
hills, especially while searching around Broadway for the TP. The penetrating sea air forced
most pilots inland via Frome/Wincanton until the
sea breeze was picked up just north of the south
coast to carry the finishers home. John Bally was
the sole finisher from the 500km Halfpenny
Green/ Lasham task, flying at 85km/h, and Dave
Reilly headed the ten finishers from the 300km,
flying a Libelle.
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COMPET.ITION

ENTERPRISE
North Hill, June 30-Ju/y 9, hosted by Devon &
Somerset GC

Jill Burry prepared for a cross Channel
attempt! Photo: Sandy Harrup.
Tuesday- the weatherman forecast the best
weather in the south of the country, so an east/
west line was drawn on the map and we flew
along that. From North Hill you had to go west to
the Quarry at Meldon, near Okehampton, before
choosing either to go on to Bodmin airfield, and/
or to the other TPs to the east, Salisbury Cathedral or Lasham. Depending on the number of
points taken in you could fly a 100, 300, 500km
or greater task.
John Bally came in a clear first today with
634km, having flown from North Hill to Meldon,
Lasham , Bodmin, Salisbury and back to North
Hill. Ron Perry's 500km distance in a PIK 20s
took the day prize - following the Enterprise
maxim that the only way to win tomorrow is not to
win today.
The Bergfalke crew, airborne for 3hrs, received
the wooden spoon. The score sheet showed a
distance of 14km - less than 5km/ h. What
actually happened was that they found an
increasing headwind near Okehampton and
were not making headway- and so turned back,
landing within sight of the site (and looking up at
it!). The Bergfalke was one of three twoseaters competing.
This was the day that Chris Railings, flying an
ASH -25 from Booker, set the UK 750km twoseater record, flying 770km at just over 92 km/ h,
turning Petersfield, Welshpool and York, at a
speed faster than the UK single-seater record
(which he also holds at 79 km/h). The P2 was
Bruce Owen who owns the glider.

Wednesday poured with rain. Being July 4,
Mary Meagher tried to celebrate American
Independence Day and hung a huge Stars and
Stripes flag over the briefing table- John Fielden
was most impressed - he thought we were joining him in celebrating his wedding anniversary!
Thursday wasn 't flyable, but promises of cross
Channel weather sent the competitors scurrying
for passports and French airmaps. Friday dawned in a promising manner and John Sally got
launched, destination Austria, at 9.30 .. . soon to
be followed by the rest of the field, who wouldn't
be returning to North Hill because the weather
window was closing. Retrieve control had a busy
day, with Dave Reilly reaching Great Yarmouth
and Chris Nicholas flying to Dunstable. Ron Perry
and Paul Croote (Kestrel 19) flew to Skegness
and landed at the airport. When in contact with
the ATC Ron inquired if he would be charged a
landing fee and was told "not this time ... "
Mary Meagher set off, destination France, and
landed aux vaches near SI Mary Boume. No, not
in France, but in a field of bullocks. Having
relayed a message back to North Hill, "explaining
the situation" (and received a plaintive "good
luck" reply) she dragged the Pegasus into a small
enclosure containing some pheasants and corn,
and surrounded by an electric fence. The farmer's amazement at Mary's ability to land a glider
into an area barely larger than itself can be
imagined.
And finally, it transpired that John 6ally had
landed at Uppottery - the airfield next to North
Hill! In fact, he'd visited Parham on the south
coast before the weather conditions convinced
him that it wasn 't a cross Channel day, and he
flew back towards North Hill in worsening conditions. He'd probably have made it if he hadn't
been rained on. There was a suggestion that he'd
launched early to entice all the other competitiors
into the air in order to boost the Competition
Enterprise coffers, but it really wasn't true.
The weather closed in and Saturday saw
everyone sitting at cloudbase - in the briefing
room, before packing up to go home. The prizes
were awarded to Dave Reilly, with John Bally 2nd
and Chris Nicholas 3rd.
So thus ended Competition Enterprise 1990. A
week that saw the first Enterprise that was not
attended by a competitor who had visited all the
others - John Cadman, Bill Longstaff, Chris
Simpson and Lemmy Tanner all being absent
from the ranks. A week with four days of flying ,
over 500hrs and 22 500km flow. And the first
year in a long time when a pullover and anorak
were mandatory equipment.
Next year, Competition Enterprise will be held
somewhere in Britain from June 29-July 7. D
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DEREK PIGGOTI

Everyone who has done much flying in the old
L 13 Blanik must agree what a nice handling
machine it is. In fact when it first came out back in
1958, it must have been the best handling twoseater for its day. it was a popular trainer all over
the world and 2648 were made. Recently, the first
of the new model L23 Super Blanik arrived in this
country and it is now flying at Bicester where it
can be tested by prospective buyers.
I was interested to see that in addition to many
minor modifications they had eliminated the
Fowler type flaps. These must have been expensive and heavy and always made the rigging
more awkward. The only real advantage of them
was to lower the circling speed for thermalling
and in many clubs they were not used except
perhaps for landing. The character-istic wingtip
shapes of the early model have also been
replaced and the ailerons are now protected by
the downward turned tips.
With such a low speed glider the flaps could
have few advantages and probably added considerably to the drag, even in the retracted position. Presumably someone behind the Iron
Curtain dictated that flaps and retractable undercarriages were going to be fitted to all future
gliders and therefore the two-seater machines
should have them for train ing purposes. Unfortunately , most flapped machines have plain flaps
with upward as well as downward deflections for
use to extend the efficient crt~ising range so that
the old Blanik had very little advantage for training over a non-flapped machine.
The reduced drag of the cleaner non-flapped
wing should have improved the best gliding
angle from the original 28:1 and it would be an

DENNIS JOHNSON TROPHY

The Rockpolishers League have a new trophy for
the best Novice team in their section of the InterClub League. Dennis Johnson, who was killed
flying a motor glider last summer, was Shobdon's
team captain and a keen and enthusiastic supporter of the League. The trophy was the work of
two Cotswold GC members - 16 year-old
Russell Clarke made the Libelle in balsa wood
before it was cast in stainless steel and Mike
Levitt turned the base. it was presented retrospectively to Midland GC's Novice team for 1989
and has now gone to Nympsfield who also have
" The Rock" trophy for the League's best team.
Details from Geralyn Macfadyen.
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THEL23
SUPER BLANIK
After giv1ing this newcomer a flight test Derek Piggott is
convinced it will be a useful club trainer

interesting exercise to measure the difference in
pertormance between the old and the new models. My own guess is that the new one will show
an advantage at all but the very lowest speeds.
His now several years since I flew the older version and so it is difficult to be sure of the differences and to make accurate comparisons. The
most striking difference externally is the new T
tail which should greatly reduce the risks of
damage landing in crops or long grass.
Pilots and particularly instructors often used to
complain about the restricted sideways and
downward view from the cockpits. This has been
greatly improved by lowering the sides by several
inches. The canopy shape seems to be
unaltered, but the canopy is now in two pieces
with the front portion opening sideways and the
rear moving up and back on two stays. The
canopy locks are similar to the original and
although well proven, are not the easiest to
operate.
The seat backs and rudder pedals are adjustable but the cockpit remains as before, just a little
small for a big pilot. One very useful feature is the
provision of a special 15kg (331b) seat bottom
which replaces the normal one for lightweight
pilots flying in the front cockpit. This seems an excellent solution to ballasting the aircraft for early
solos and lighter pilots.
The original release hooks have been replaced
by standard Tost releases.
Early Blaniks had a history of corrosion prob lems when kept in the salt air at coastal sites. I
was unable to establish whether the manufacturers have yet discovered the use of Chromate
or some other material to prevent this problem or
if they are still assembling them " dry". The whole
structure is extremely light and yet it is still
stressed for +6.3 and -3.15 and fully aerobatic

when flown solo.
The very poor tailskid on the early models has
been replaced with a free castoring solid tyre tail
wheel of reasonable size. Over the years it has
been a problem to design a suitable, stronger
replacement for the original tailskid, mainly
because the fuselage structure above it is so light
that it will not stand much hammering around on
a rough field.

No need to lift the tail
to move the aircraft
A plain skid was not a good solution because
w ith the forward position of the main wheel , the
weight on the tail was too much for even a strong
man to carry very far. Perhaps this did not matter
much for all aerotow training, but with short
winch flights the ground handling is very important. There is no tail handle for lifting but with the
new tailwheel there is no need to lift the tail to
move the aircraft. Time will show whether they
have produced a really rugged tailwheel mounting which will survive operating on rough fields or
in places where it is likely to be moved over the
sharp edges of runways. I would strongly recommend it to be fitted with a guard ahead of the
wheel to prevent it falling into a rut and taking the
whole assembly out of the fuselage. A triangular
hard rubber block just ahead of the wheel might
save an expensive repair.
Because of the weak tail skid/ wheel assembly,
pilots were discouraged from holding off properly for the landing and this results in sloppy
landing habits which often last a lifetime. it was
for this reason that I would not recommend using
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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the old Blanik for basic instruction, although it
had nice handling and superb stalling and spinning characteristics for a trainer.
In the course of testing the new machine for the
BGA, I made two aerotow flights at Bicester. One
solo flight on which the cockpit load was 1901b
and another flying close to the aft limit with a light
lady in the front seat (1531b including 331b seat).
The tests included general handling, stalling and
spinning, sideslipping and a check of the
stability.
As soon as the aircraft starts to roll you are
reminded of the joys of having a really effective
shock absorber on the main wheel. Even the ride
on rough ground is great and almost makes up
for the trouble that the shock absorber can be to
re-inflate if it ever starts to leak. I was surprised to
see they had retained the semi-retractable main
wheel, which like the flaps seem rather a nonsense since it probably causes almost as much
drag as a well faired fixed wheel and must
cost more.
At my weight the aircraft is stable enough to
aerotow for quite long periods hands off and the
elevator trim is powerful and easy to adjust.
I released at 3000ft and settled down to check
the stalling characteristics. There is a definite stall
break at about 28kt and a gentle wing drop
unless the aircraft is exactly straight, making it
ideal for training. If the stick is kept right back the
wing continues to drop and autorotation sets in.
This stops immediately if the stick is allowed to
move forward off the rear stop.
The spin recovery is straight forward except
that with the C of G forward, the stability was so
strong I was conscious of a considerable push
force being needed for the recovery from the
spin. At this weight the aircraft is very stable and
the fore and aft control felt very heavy, making it
worthwhile retrimming for any significant change
of speed. Of course this makes trimming and
steady flight very easy for a student but could
make the aircraft rather tiring to fly for long
periods. Apart from this, the slit! wings and low
friction in the control circuits make it a joy to fly.
The lateral handling is excellent, with a
measured rate of roll from 45° to 45° of about 4
sec at 42kt and with sufficient rudder power to
prevent any significant slip.
The lack of any over-balance of the rudder
makes it better than most other modern
machines for initial training where any overbalance causes a considerable amount of contusion for beginners.
The airbrakes are effective and have very little
snatch at approach speeds and the sideslipping
is excellent with no over balance of the rudder to
contend with.
As I did not recollect the stability being so
strong in the early model, I suspected that I was
flying very near to the forward C of G limit. Unfortunately, the makers handbook did not seem to
give enough information to enable me to determine the exact C of G with various cockpit loads
and only gives a loading diagram which makes
sure you are well within the permitted C of G
range. If at my weight flying solo I am very near
the forward limit, this would account for the
stability and the stick forces being so high.
Certainly flying nearer to the aft limit it is a very
pleasant machine, like the original. This feature
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WHAT'S THE BGA

DOING ABOUT IT?
In this second article Bill Scull, BGA director of operations,
explains the role of the Development Committee
The BGA Development Committee doesn't
have formal meetings but the chairman, Humfrey
Chamberlain, and myself have a group of
experts, such as planning consultants, lawyers
etc, we can call upon as required. The expertise
comes as much from people with recent experience as from specialists.
There are several areas where we might need
their help.
Site Purchase is relatively rare, although in the
last 11 years ten clubs have bought their sites, all
with BGA involvement. Then advice is needed on
finance, negotiating a lease, Sports Council aid
(grants and/or loans) and maybe planning permission (see later).
The crux of a successful deal is having a
motivated team of club officials and we can be
part of that team if you 'll let us. Two BGA
publications, "Buying a Gliding Site" and " Financial Help for Clubs", will give encouragement and
practical advice.
More clubs are looking for new sites for various
reasons. You have to find the land yourself but it is
advisable, maybe even essential, to get a BGA
opinion before making a commitment. There is a
risk of seeing a potential site through rose-tinted
spectacles if you are desperate. it might be passalone makes me critical of the handling and a little
doubtful of its suitability for training pilots who are
going to convert directly on to modern singleseaters which are far less stable and have much
lighter elevator controls.
The Blanik is well proven and is particularly
suited to the club or private owner who does not
have hangarage or does not want to be bothered
with rigging or de-rigging' each day. In many
places I have seen Blaniks picketed out in all
weathers with no apparent problems.
Being all metal, the fatigue life is of importance,
but as it is rated as 6000hrs it can almost be discounted as this is more than a lifetime of club flying in our climate.
As a basic trainer it is one of the best machines
still in production because of the lack of rudder
over-balance and the good aileron/rudder harmony which should lead to good co-ordination
habits. it should be particularly good for thermal
soaring in weak lift, because the low circling
speeds make centring easier and enable very
small diameter circles to be made. The stalling
and spinning characteristics are ideal for training
and altogether it should be a useful club
trainer.
I enjoyed my flights in it and am grateful to the
agent, Peter Clifford, and the RAFGSA Centre at
Bicester for the opportunity to fly it.
&:I

ible to fly from it but will it be viable if you can only
do 25 launches a day?
Planning permission is an increasingly tricky
area because of local opposition - the NIMBY
(not in my back yard) syndrome. We have recently written a paper on the subject - "EstablishIng a Gliding Site" - with guidance on such
essentials as choosing the size of site, making
your case, approaching the planners, local PR,
getting winch launch permission from the CAA,
resolving airspace conflicts, dealing with noise
objections, perceived risk and dealing with the
loss of privacy and NIMBY syndromes.

A single issue can take
several BGA man-weeks
Also an increasing number of gliding sites are
threatened with various developments, industrial
estates and roads (usually by-passes) which
threaten to cut off a corner of the airfield, making
continuing operation doubtful. Together with the
club the BGA will make representations to the
planners. This can be very extravagant on time
and a single issue can take several BGA manweeks in addition to club officials' time.
A planning application may end up going io
appeal to the DoE and if it is a major development
then the developers will hire the best solicitors
and barristers. Our submissions have to stand up
to critical cross-examination.
At a more basic level the development remit
includes giving advice on rates, rents, leases and
helping to persuade landowners to allow gliding
to take place. Recently some clubs !haven't asked
for our help, preferring to re-invent the wheel as it
were. But good advice may make the difference
between success and failure. If the project fails
there may be no second attempt. We will do our
utmost to provide or find the advice you need.
Since we aren't telepathic it is necessary to ask
for help. Occasionally we do get feedback which
identifies a problem, sometimes from the club
visits by Dick Stratton, BGA technical officer. But
we are generally too busy with development
issues to do much other club visiting, although
we try to meet all requests. If you want a formal
visit for advice, then a meeting with key club
officials or your committee can be arranged. it is
helpful to have a letter outlining any problem(s).
Apart from recent efforts such as "The Club
Management Handbook" the Development
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Committee is working on a number of projects.
Ideas have been floated on professionalism (for
clubs which have grown to warrant considering
employing instructors or managers), a BGA
winch project to help improve club facilities and a
club managers' course/seminar. The latter will
probably emerge as a series of workshops
sessions at the AGM.
The occasional problem we meet is apathy. By
way of contrast visit such clubs as Wolds,
Cotswold, Rattlesden and Southdown, to name
but a few, and see the outstanding developments
in winching, club facilities and overall standards.
The secure, club owned sites really do get better
and better.
The key to successful gliding is aiming for high
standards and a steady improvement, setting
targets and achieving them. Forward plans and
financial viability rather than making do. Winch
launches to 2000ft at a price young people can
afford. The examples and the advice are there
and we have a fifth publication, " Starting a Gliding Club" to help those at the very beginning of
their quest.
*The papers mentioned are all available from the
BGA office.
11:1

AMERIGLIDE

NIMBUS 4
The Nimbus 4's maiden flight by its designer,
Klaus Holighaus, was in May. At 26.4m it will be
the largest production glider and, except for the
Airbus and Egrett, the largest series built German
aircraft.
1t has taken three years to develop and while it
evolved from the earlier Nimbus sailplanes, the
large cockpit is a new concept. 11 opens forward,
hinged at the instrument panel, and with a new
seat pan shape there is more room. The larger
canopy improves vision and the longer nose
gives space for an additional large battery
necessary for the motor glider versions.
Aramide, carbon and glass-fibres in its hybrid
construction help to give strength and energy
absorption and the undercarriage has a large
telescopic sprung two-seater wheel.
Compared with the Nimbus 3, it has a larger fin
and the wing plan form is similar to the Discus
with a multi stage swept back leading edge. The
wing aerofoil is based on a modified Ventus section to give the best handling characteristics.
Small winglets and various types of turbulators
are being tested.
There are spoilers on the wingtips to give a roll
reversal rate from 45 o to 45 o in less than 6sec. An
interesting feature is a linked flap/ airbrake system to improve control on short field landings.
The waterballast tanks have 300 litre capacity
and the fin ballast tank is standard.
The basic design allows for either a turbo
engine or a self-launc hing engine. No. 1 was built
as a turbo, the next will be a self-launcher and the
third off the production line a pure glider. Series
production will start in 1991.
Technical details
Wing span (m )
26.4
Aspect ratio
38.98
470
Emply weight (kg)
Stalling speed (km/h) 73

Min sink (m/sec)

0.48

Report by Peter Selinger
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Wing area (m' )
17.88
Lenglh (m)
7.83
AUW (kg)
750
VNE (kmi h)
27 5
Best LID at 11 Okm/h 60
(approx)

Ben Watson led a team to the pre-Worlds at Minden, Nevada
from June 30-July 9 and came home with the 15 Metre
Class winner

The International Gliding Commission thinks
pre-Worlds should be abolished to save
expense. That may make sense round the table
but the view of the pilots and organisers is that
these contests are quite necessary. AI Ameriglide
we all learnt a lot.
The organisers had problems because they
didn't have control of the airfield and had to obey
the airfield management. As a result we had to
grid on one runway and launch on another. This
caused much pushing and sweating in the
Nevada dust. Vehicles were not allowed to leave
the grid until launching finished . This resulted in a
four hours' wait on one day when the launch was
held and eventually cancelled.
Another problem was the lack of a central point
for control and no !annoy for announcing outlandings to crews. One day we had 35 landouts.
Aerotow retrieves were encouraged, and will
almost certainly have to be permitted in next
year's rules. One great innovation was Minden
Air. a twin which took off at 1900 each evening
and relayed messages from pilots struggling
home.
What about the flying? Certainly it was different
-with the airfield heighl4700ft and never exceed
height 18 OOOft, the pilots were nearly always on
oxygen and US masks, which have little nostril
protrusions, are efficient but uncomfortable to
wear. Occasionally start heights were limited to
1OOOOft with an observed line called impeccably
by Charlie Spratt.
On good days the statistic s were fantastic.
Janusz Centka, Poland (ASH·25), on the 5hrs
POST (Pilot Option Speed Task) flew 868km at
175km/h. Newcomers found it hard to analyse
the thermal sources - different from the Alps and
from Rieti, Italy. Ridge running didn't seem to pay.
Hot spots varied daily for no obvious reason. The
Ameriglide experience should certainly be useful
for Minden 1991 .
And the Brits? Didn 't they do well? On the final
morning Justin Wills and Andy Davis were eac h
leading their Classes, Justin by 4pts, Andy by 7 4 .
Both were chased by Americans. Eric Mozer
(Ventus) started 11 m in behind Justin but failed to
catch him , so Justin won the 15 Metre Class
by 8pts.
Andy started with the first gaggle and beat
them all to log 1 50km/ h, which looked very respectable. However, Chip Garner, who with Rick
Waiters (Both Discus pilots) had shared the Stan-

dard Class lead on all the others days, started
38min behind Andy and stormed round the
430km course at 164km/h to beat him into
2nd place.
Justin was flying Doug Jacobs' LS-6 and
Andy, John Byrd's Discus. Our thanks to Doug
and John for their generosity.
Chris Garton had a frustrating time. He had
hired a poor quality LS-4 from Soar Minden. His
instruments never worked properly and often
packed up altogether. He was lying 7th after Day
5 but slipped back in the last two days. Robin
May, Martyn Wells (LS-6) and Pam Hawkins
(ASW-20C) all seemed to enjoy their flying but
failed to score well. Robin had an indifferent Nimbus 3. He flew several tasks at 150km/h or better,
but in World Class that wasn't enough. Martyn
had a Day 1 photo penalty and a bad second day.
He was 6th on Day 3, 12th on Day 5 but landed
out on Day 4, then 16th on Day 6 and 5th on the
last day.

A musical barbecue and
every pilot was sponsored
by a local family
·
Our American hosts were marvellously friendly.
The organisers were receptive to suggestions
and gave us confidence that any shortcomings
will be corrected next year. The township of
Minden laid on a musical barbecue for us and
every pilot was sponsored by a local family.
Tailpiece: The Danish pilot Curt Olle Ottosson
landed out in a remote field where the gate was
closed by a combination lock. With several hours
to wait for his crew he got to work. Fortunately the
combination was only three figures - so starting
at 001 he finally released himself at 287.
Leading results: Open Class: 1. K. Holighaus, W. Ger many, 6048: 2. R. Schramme, W. Germany. 5777, 3. T.
De/ore, New Zealand, 5 76 1; 13. R. May, GB, 5092pts
(all flying Nimbus 3s); 15 Metre Class: 1. T. J. Wills, GB
(LS-6). 5700; 2. E. Mozer. USA (Ventus) 5 692, 3. D. M.
Pare. Holland (Ventus B) 5669; 16 M. D. Wells (LS-6)
4441 , 19. Pam Hawkins. GB (ASW-20c), 3148pts;
Standard Class: 1. C. Gamer, USA. 6033; 2. A J Da vis.
GB, 5902; 3 . R. Wailers, USA, 5860 (all flying Discus);
12. C. Garton. GB (LS-4)4563; 2 1. R. Flelcher, GB (DG ·
11:1
300), 3481pts.
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OVERSEAS NEWS
Please send news and exchange copies of
journals to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England

AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS
lngo Renner did not win the Australian Nationals.
He was only 2nd, behind Bruce Brockhoff (LS-6).
Another unusual feature - the contest started
with five consecutive unflyable days.

WORLD 0/R ATIEMPT
Ray Lynskey (NZ) attempted a 1700km 0/R on
January 3 but was forced to land by an advancing front at 1630, having flown only 1500km. His
take-off point (Omarama) is a possible site for the
1995 World Championships.- Sege/f/ygsport.

VINON - SWISS DOMINATION
The 23rd Mountain Gliding Competition at Vi non,
France (July 4-13) was dominated by Swiss
pilots who took seven of the leading places in the
four Classes (Two-seater Class as well as the normal FAI Classes).
Conditions were only average: eight competition days of a possible ten; average task lengths
were 434km for the Open and 333km for the
Standard Class). - Aviaport.

FIRST WORLD MG CHAMPIONSHIPS
Thirty-three competitors from 12 nations met at
lssoudon in central France from July 1-12 for the
first World Motor Glider Championships. Nine
contest days were achieved out of a possible 11,
and there were three tasks in excess of
500km.
Ralph Jones, who finished 8th in the Open
Class, having won the first day, was the only
British entrant. Gerard Lherm (France), flying
Holighaus's turbo-equipped Nimbus 4, became
the first Class 1 Motor Glider World Champion.
With 6629pts, he finished 350pts clear of
Bourgard (Belgium), his nearest rival, even
though he never won a day.
Consistency pays. Treiber and Huttner (FRG)
took the first two places in Class 2 flying a Ventus
CT and a Discus VBT respectively. - Aviasport.

SPANISH NATIONALS
Tim Macfadyen, of Cotswold GC, flying his ASW20 hors concours, came 1st in the Spanish
Open/15 Metre Class Nationals, held at Mora, 60
miles south of Madrid from July 9-13. He won
three days and came 2nd on the rest.
Unfortunately foreigners were only allowed to
fly hors concours this year (Tim was 4th last year
when visitors were allowed to compete fuliy).
Antonio Lopez (ASW-20) came 1st with Marcel
Soler winning the Standard Class, although he
was behind the French pilot Jean-Pierre Milan
who also had to fly hors concours.
Temperatures around 100°F gave fabulous
conditions with Tim flying 6800km over 14 days.
Afterwards he flew 950km from Somosierra,
50km from Fuentamilanos, in a 1OOOkm
attempt.
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TAIL
FIEATHERS
The next generation
of Champions?
I've decided to get two gliding seasons a year so
long as my health holds out, and damn the
expense. So last winter I spent two weeks at a site
in Australia and did 56 hours. The place was
swarming with Japanese, all mad keen to help
out and learn. One of them showed me a map of
his club's local cross-country triangle - 25km in
all. The terrain was a mass of houses and rivers
and paddy fields so if you landed out you really
were in deep sukiyaki. Coming to Australia, with
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The flying of this particular intake left a 1lot to be
desired. For a country whose artists can
create 100 different shades with one brush stroke,
their inability to distinguish between a thermalling
turn and a full-blooded spin was remarkable. In
fact I began to toy with a new theory that the socalled Kamikasis of 1945 weren't trying to commit suicide; they were trying to surrender to the
American aircraft carriers, but couldn't get themselves lined up properly. So they were piling into
the stern, or the bridge, or went into the deck vertically. Of course if the Yanks had known the true
reason for the carnage it wouldn't have made any
difference to the welcome they gave the visitors:

" ... we'll have to persuade
them to surrender someplace
else ... "
"Jeez, here come some more would-be prisoners.
I guess we'll just have to persuade them to surrender someplace else!" and then they'd have
opened up with everything they had.
Nevertheless, whatever they set out to do well
they end up doing with total mastery; I'm taking
no bets against seeing, before AD 2000, a
Japanese World Champion accept his prize in
immaculate English, while our attempts to return
the compliment in his (or her) language will have
them all rolling on the floor.

a
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Deep sukiyaki.
100 mile visibility and paddocks a mile long and
most of the place-names on the map every 50km
or so representing no more than a silo and a
shed, must be a mind-blowing experience for
them. They are very deferential to anyone, who
has a bit more experience than they have, including a second-rater like me. "Mister Prat, you are
top -crass pirate, how rong did you fry your grider
yesterday?" "From ten o'crock to eight o'crock"
(it is very easy to slip into their way of talking) adding with completely false modesty "About 780
kirometres." " What a fright! "

CHEAP TUGS?
The Italian Aero Club report that the Italian Air
Force is selling off a number of Stinson L5 and
G46s. Cheap tugs? - Translated from
Segelflygsport by Max Bishop.

SOUTH AFRICA 1 OOOKMS

Rolling on the floor.
Can you never find Iima to do all tha things you want
to do? Ara your gliding partners always procrastinating? Is your spouse/lover hopal&ssly
unpunctual? At work, do your boss or your staff
drive you mad? Are you wondering what really use·
ful presents to give for Christmas? Would you like
to support a truly worthwhil8 charity at this time
of year?
If your answer to any of these questions is "Yes!" then
send !:3.95 to the BGA for a copy of

The Time-Effective Manager
by Mike Bird
(pilot ordinary, writer and business·guru extraordinary,
currently lecturing at London Business School and
Henley Management College)
" We know the Platypus column is one of the most popu-

Between December 31 and January 4 no less
than 14 closed circuit flights in excess of
1OOOkm were made from Vryburg, S. Africa. Segelflygsport.

WE'RE CHEAP!
The price of the East German flying magazine
Flieger-Review has been increased from DM150 to DM3-50. Would you still buy S&G at £4 a
copy? - Max Bishop.

a

lar features in S&G. Here Mike Bird writes in his mar·
velfously accessible way about a subject which affects
us all. Now I know how he is able to put in so many hours
gliding: he must have managed his own time very
effectively!"
(Roger Barrett, BGA vice-president)

Mike is donating the entire proceeds from these books
to !he Princess Alice Hospice, Esher. which provided
priceless help to Veronica Bird (beher known to S&G
readers as Mrs Platypus) who died of cancer in 1986,
and to whom the book is dedicated.
The BGA will deduct only 30p for UK postage (some
foreign destinations will cost rather more) and will send
the entire balance to the Hospice
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TOM BRADBURY

M o s t of us look at suriace charts to estimate
what the winds aloft are likely to be. Unfortunately
there can sometimes be a surprising difference
between the well known "geostrophic wind" and
the real wind. During the summer there were
several days whe11 the geostrophic wind,
measured from the isobars, showed a 20 plus
knot easterly but a radar tracked balloon found it
almost calm at 3000ft. This article suggests why
winds aloft are not always what one might expect
and how the changes can affect the weather.

Introducing contours
Most people are familiar with isobars and
many can measure a "geostrophic wind" by laying a scale across the isobars to find the wind
speed. Although isobars still appear on suriace
charts, metecrologists use "upper air contours"
to depict the winds aloft. These contours show
the level of a particular isobaric suriace.
Pilots keeping to a constant altimeter reading
are actually flying along a suriace of constant
pressure. Books on aviation often warn pilots that
the height given by the altimeter will be different
from the true height if there is a change of pressure during the flight. For example if a powered
aircraft flies at an indicated altitude of 3000ft its
actual height will decrease by about 280ft for
every ten millibars drop in suriace pressure.
Text books often show this state of affairs en qing when the aircraft flies into a cloud capped hill
whose height is below the assumed 3000ft flight
path. The altimeter error occurred because this
isobaric suriace (equivalent to about 908mb on a
ONH of 1013mb) sloped downwards far enough
to intersect high ground. (Fig 1 illustrates this
invisible pressure suriace.)
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Fig 1

One can draw a chart showing contours of the
height of any pressure suriace just as one can
draw contours of the terrain. Such contours look
the same as isoba ~s and they can be used like
isobars, to find the wind speed and direction.
(They also show altimeter errors.) Contours have
a technical advantage over isobars in that one no
longer has to bother with the air density in the formula for calculating wind velocity. A single set of
scales fits all pressures. Met computers use contours rather than isobars for much of their
calcul'ations.

Finding winds from contours
Fig 2 illustrates the principle. The top diagram
gives the cross section showing how the pressure suriace slopes down. In the lower diagram
the plan view shows a series of straight contours
representing the slope seen from above. Suppose the air was initially at rest at "A" when some
outside power tilted the whole suriace and pro246

WINDS ALOFT AND
THE WEATHER BELOW
Tom Bradbury suggests why winds aloft are not always what
one might expect and how the changes can affect the
weather

The effect of hot and cold air

Fig 2

duced the slope. At first the air begins to move
straight down the slope, obeying the pull of
gravity. However, as it gathers speed it travels
over an earth which is rotating underneath it. The
result is similar to rolling a marble across a rotating turntable. The marble apparently runs straight
but its actual track over the turntable will be curved (when viewed by someone on the turntable).
The term for this tur[ling effect is the "COR lOLlS
FORCE".
The Coriolis force varies with the latitude. At the
North Pole it produces a maximum turning to the
right. The effect decreases to zero at the equator
and tl:len becomes a left hand turning effect
which increases to a maximum at the South Pole.
Thus in the northern hemisphere winds blow
clockwise round a high. In the southern
hemisphere a clockwise circulation occurs round
a low.
In the diagram for the northern hemisphere the
coriolis force is indicated by the curved dotted
line showing how the downward flowing air is
slowly turned to the right as it moves over the
earth. Eventually, at point "B", the air has been
turned through a right angle and is now flowing
parallel to the contours.
Any further turning by the Coriolis force would
take the air up the slope again. A balanced flow is
achieved when the wind blows parallel to the
contours with a speed proportional to the slope. A
steep slope means the effect of gravity is greater
and the air moves faster to reach a balanced flow.
This ideal wind is called' the "geostrophic wind";
it is only true when the contour lines are parallel
and straight but it gives a very useful approximation much of the time.

When a column of air is heated it expands like
the column of mercury in a thermometer. The
effect of warming the air is to raise the level of a
pressure suriace. This is particularly noticeable
with high flying aircraft. Flying over lhe ocean at a
pressure of 300mb on the standard subscale setting of 1013mb the altimeter would read 30 066ft
or 9164m. Over the tropics where the mean temperature is always high the true height (found
from a radar altimeter) might be over 32 000 while
in polar regions the true height in cold air could
be nearer 28000ft. Thus an airliner flying at a
constant altimeter height from tropical to polar
regions could lose some 4000ft.
Fig 3 shows how the real wind is made up from
two factors. First there is the change of pressure
at the suriace which produces a slope to the contours at (say) 1OOOmb. In the standard atmosphere the 1OOOmb suriace goes from zero where

Fig 3(a)

w
0
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Fig 3(b)
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the surface pressure is 1000 to 364ft where the
pressure is 1013.2mb. If there was no temperature change all the other surfaces higher up
would have the same slope. This is shown in
Fig 3(a).
Next there is the effect of varying temperatures.
There is nearly always a change in temperature in
the horizontal plane, and if we include this we find
that the slope often increases with height. 3(b)
shows cold air on the left and warm air on the
right. The warm air has expanded and lifted the
pressure surfaces so that the slope becomes
steeper the higher you go. Steep slopes mean
strong winds and when the slope is very steep
winds can reach speeds of 200kt (scmetimes
more). This is the reason why there is usually a jet
stream associated with a front which separates
warm and cold air.
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kinetic energy). To lose speed one pulls the nose
up and reverses the process. When air flowing
parallel to the co~ tours meets a steeper slope
and has to accelerate it does so by moving
across the contours in a down hill direction, trading height for speed just like a pilot. Fig 7 shows
the entrance to a jet stream where the contours
are coming closer together (the slope is steepening). (a) is the plan view, 7(b) is a 30 sketch. The
air starting at "A" moves down the slope to
acclerate; in other words the wind has to blow
across the contour lines for a time until it reaches
full speed.

Fig 5
thing following a curved path. (Met text books
use the less familiar word "centripetal acceleration". I believe more people are familiar with the
word centrifugal which means flying out from the
centre of curvature.)
The effect on the wind speed depends on
which way the contours curve.
1. Cyclonic curvature: Fig 5 illustrates contours
curving round a low. As before gravity acts down
the slope and the Coriolis force tries to turn the air
off to the right but now the centrifugal force is also
pulling the air off to the right. This additional force
combined with the Coriolis force effectively
weakens the pull of gravity and the air, feeling the
reduction, moves slower than on the straight.
Hence w hen contours curve sharply round a low
the wind speed is much less than it is for the
same slope and straight contours. The steeper
the turn the more the air slows down. The speed
may be much less than half the value for straight
contours.
2. Anticyclonic curvature: When the air curves
round a high the effect is reversed. Fig 6 shows
that the centrifugal force is now acting with the
pull of gravity instead of against it. In these circumstances the poor old Coriolis force has its

Fig 4
Sometimes the temperature effect works in the
opposite direction to that shown by sea level
isobars. Fig 4 shows what !h appens when the
warm air is on the low pressure side. This happened several times last summer when there was
a cool easterly wind at sea level near the south
coast but much hotter air aloft over France and
the Channel. The lowest surface marked (a)
shows the slope which produced the east wind.
Levels b,c,d,e, show how the warm air over
France raised the contours there so that at (b) the
surface was level and (e) and (d) were tilted the
other way.
This was the situation described in the opening
paragraph. One day the RNAS station at
Culdrose reported a surface wind of 090/18kt
gusting to 26. Seeing this report and looking at
the surface chart, whose isobars confirmed the
fresh easterly flow, one would have expected to
find an easterly wind of some 25kt at 3000ft.
Actually the radiosonde station at Camborne, not
far away, showed that the winds had dropped off
to almost nothing at 3000ft.

Contours with curves
Fig 2 showed the simplest case with straight
and parallel contours. In real life contours are
rarely either straight or parallel for long distances.
If the contours are curved a new force comes in:
the centrifugal acceleration which acts on anyOctober/November 1990
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work cut out to keep the air following the contours. Since gravity is aided by the centrifugal
force it makes the slope feel much steeper than it
really is, so the air travels faster round an
anticyclonic curve. The wind can blow at up to
twice the "geostrophic" speed round such curves. If it tries to go faster than that the flow
becomes unstable because the air can no longer
follow a tight anticyclonic curve. it tends to slide
outwards and this limits the gradient round the
centre of a high. Hence one only finds very tightly
packed contours round a deep depression, never
near the centre of an anticyclone.

Fig 8 shows the deceleration at the jet exit. To
slow down the air trades speed for height and it
gets the extra height by climbing back up- the
slope. Seen in plan view it tu rns right anq may
sometimes end up making a complete loop. This
is not just theoretical; observations confirm the
effect. Constant pressure balloons released into
jet entrances follow similar curved tracks across
the contours. Some came out at the right hand
exit and made a complete loop. The winds found
by high flying aircraft also show this effect; they
blow across the contours at an angle towards the
low near the jet entrance and then out towards
the high at the jet exit. Sometimes the angle is as
much as 30 ° across the contours.
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Acceleration effects
A pilot puts the nose down to increase speed,
trading height for speed (or potential energy for
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Fronts and jet streams
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Fronts separate air masses of different temperatures. If cold and warm air masses are drawn
together th e slope of the pressure surface
becomes steeper. Fig 9 shows (a) the two air
masses far apart and only a gentle slope to the
contours; (b) shows how by drawing the two air
masses together the slope is steepened; (c)
shows a more realistic condition with the slope
fairly gentle either side and much steeper high up
where the frontal surface, which separates the
two air masses, approaches the tropopause. (The
tropopause is the surface separating the
stratosphere, where temperatures change little
as you climb higher, from the troposphere where
the temperature usually decreases with height.)
The jet stream is found where the pressure surface gives a sudden dip.

Interaction between fronts and
jets
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Fig 10(b)
Fig 1O(a) shows a simplified 30 diagram of a
jet entrance. (lt may be compared with Fig 7.) The
air at " A" moves down the slope and across the
contours as it accelerates. This would tend to
leave a gap at " A". lt is a little like cars accelerating out of a roundabout, they become more
248

widely spaced as they gather speed. In the atmosphere air from lower down is often drawn in
to fill the gap. The rising air then leaves a gap at
" 8 " near the ground. This can cause a fall of
pressure and may be the start of a new low or
frontal wave. A 20 side view is shown in 1O(b).
The region of acceleration into the jet is shown at
" A" and " 8" marks where there may be a pressure fall at the surface.

Where lows form
The "right entrance" to a jet is a favourable
position for new lows to form . Conversely the left
side of the jet entrance is where the surface
pressure often starts to rise.
If conditions are just right and the surface low
starts to deepen , the lowest layer of air starts to
rotate round the new centre while the jet stream
aloft acts like an extractor fan sucking air out of
the low. The ascending air cools and cloud forms
releasing vast amounts of latent heat which adds
to the energy available.
A similar process operates at the other end of
the jet where the left exit has a similar ascent of air
to replace that which turns across the
contours.

mosphere to find a resonant frequency at which
the wave starts to amplify. One of the best ways
of trapping the outgoing rays of wave energy is to
have a jet stream high above. The fast moving air
aloft can act as a reflector of wave energy. The
greater the proportion of energy trapped beneath
the jet the longer the train of lee waves. On most
wave days the energy " leaks out" and the wave
train weakens downstream. Some technical
authors refer to this as the "leaky mode", as a distinction from the " trapped mode" wh ich usually
gives the longest wave train.

Good regions for lee waves
The region directly below the jet core should
trap waves very effectively but unfortunately jets
often lie above unstable air which breaks up low
level wave. This makes it very hard to contact
wave flow. Satellite pictures near jet streams
sometimes show waves extending up to cirrus
levels where they have an extremely long
wavelength.

Where highs form
At the right exit the process is reversed. As the
air turns out of the jet and slows down there is an
excess piled up near the right exit. The air aloft
starts sinking and pressure builds up at the surface to form a new high . A similar process acts
near the left entrance to the jet where highs can
also appear.
This account is (as usual) vastly over simplified.
When real data is put into a numerical model the
computer has to calculate how the accelerations
at many different levels interact. However, the
simple diagrams serve to illustrate a general principle. The points to remember are that:
(a) Any flow which brings cold and warm air
masses nearer together will increase the wind
speeds aloft.
(b) When billions of tons of air are forced to
accelerate, the flow is seldom perfectly
balanced.
(c) Out of balance flows produce large scale vertical motions of air between ground level and the
base of the stratosphere (and sometimes
higher).
(d) Surface lows and highs are often a result of
this activity aloft.
(e) As those surface lows and highs develop they
in turn alter the flow aloft, first boosting the process but later damping things down.

Waves and the winds aloft
For most kinds of soaring the approach of a jet
stream is bad news; it often means the weather
will become unsettled with too much cloud and
often rain as well. There is one feature which often
improves with the arrival of a jet. That is the development of lee waves.
For powerful waves to develop it is usually
necessary for the wave energy initiated by air
bouncing over the mountains to be trapped at
some level high up and reflected back. When
energy is reflected in the right phase a feeble
wave system is amplified into a powerful oscillation of air. lt usually takes some time for the at -
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Fig 11
There is a region between the core of the jet
stream aloft and the position of the front at the
surface where the winds aloft are still strong
enough to trap most of the wave energy, but the
depth of cumulus is too shallow to spoil the
waves low down. (See Fig 11 .) Jet streams are
often found lying almost parallel to fronts with the
jet core several hundred miles on the cold side. If
you see a cold front trailing almost parallel to the
isobars, there may well be a jet stream too. The
most usable waves occur if there is also a little
ridge across the front to reduce the cloud tops.
The frontal surface supplies a stable layer, one of
the commonest features of wave days, and the jet
provides a reflecting layer higher up to trap the
energy. The two combined have produced some
of the most spectacular lee wave patterns. In
such situations satellites sometimes show wave
bars extending from the west coast of Ireland,
across much of Scotland half way on to Norway.
Gliding clubs then report waves from Usk in the
south to Aboyne in the north and then high level
flights in excess of 500km may be possible.
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JACK ELLIOTI

The

old girl hadn't flown for a number of years
and been subjected to the usual "borrowing".
She was sans just about everything except for a
damaged and uncovered fuselage and one
uncovered wing, both in need of repair, and a
tailplane.
However. in a way she was just what our new
syndicate were looking for because while we
enjoyed flying the Spruce Goose, there were
several alterations we would have liked to have
made but didn't simply because it was so much
fun to fly.
As this one virtually needed rebuilding we
decided to incorporate as many of our ideas as
possible. Most notable was the engine, a FUJI
Robin 330 twin-cylinder two-stroke, which we
had used before with 100% reliability. The
canopy has been redesigned and made of stainless steel, glazed with polycarbonate. The two
halves are hinged and when fully open swing
back under the wings and over the wing struts to
lie alongside the fuselage.

~.

THE ULTIMATE
INT-21s
Jack Elliott and his T-21 syndicate members emulated another
group by fitting a microlight engine to their two-seater and had
a great time with the glider known as the Spruce Goose. But
this is the story of what happened when he moved to Strubby
GC and bought the club T-21 with another syndicate

Its angular movement
is approximately the
same as the rudder
The skid has been replaced by a nose wheel,
ex go-cart, fitted with a moped hub complete with
a brake. This is mounted in a substantial housing
bolted between the twin front keels. The wheel is
pivoted in the mounting and connected via a
universal jointed linkage to the rudder pedals and
its angular I'JlOVement is approximately the same
as the rudder.
The Ottfur is also secured to this housing and
is approximately 1 2in further forward than standard. A completely new instrument panel was
made of Jfs ply and given numerous coats of varnish. lt now looks very impressive. The addition of
wingtip wheels completes the more obvious of
our ideas.
The glider's performance is very satisfactory
with an endurance of about two hours. The stall ing speed has increased to30+kt but is still quite
mushy with no vicious tendencies. The normal
flying speed is quite surprising - anything from
40 to 70mph, subject of course to conditions. lt is
quite something to be in a T-21 clipping along at
70mph with the vario at zero.

The four active members of the syndicate- Ron Cousins at the back with, I tor, Dave Woolerton,
Jack Elliott and Bernie Skelton wearing matching overalls with Spruce Goose embroidered on
the right and their names over wings on the left, the work of a member who ·runs an embroidery
service. Jack says when they aren't flying they are "the usual airfield scruffs."
Ground handling is no trouble - you simply
land as normal and after allowing the speed to
drop away you lower a wingtip wheel , apply full
rudder and therefore front wheel, give a burst of
power and round she comes. You then trundle
back to the launch point. another burst of power
and full rudder and round she swings on to the
line ready for the next launch.

SCHEIBE "FALKE" SF25C 2000
Superb Touring and Training
Excellent Take-off Performance
Improved Handling
Classic Construction
Tricycle under-carriage available
Every School in Germany uses one
SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED
193 RUSSELL ROAD
BIRMINGHAM 813 SRR
Tel: 021-449-1121 Fax: 021-449-9855

October/ November 1990

The launch is either by winch or car. After starting the engine (electric starter) we wait untir "all
out" is given then steadily but fairly quickly give
the engine full throttle. After releasing the cable
one can throttle back to three-quarters power
and potter off. We have launched with cars of
various makes and engine sizes and all have got
us off the ground with ease.
Anyone or a club with a T-21 who wants to
really get the most out of it should seriously think
about fitting an engine. lttook four of our sevenman syndicate (three are sleeping partners) 14
months to complete the rebuild - we hoped it
would take six. The cost of fitting an engine only
is approximately £1300-£1400, but could be
rather more depending on what you can do yourself and the extent of extras included. Our rebuild
with all our extras cost considerably more but
then we did start from scratch.
We would like to thank our members, from the
CFI down, for all their help and Cranwell RAFGSA
for their kindness when we were marooned there
by bad weather after the weighing tests.
If any reader is interested, please come along,
have a look and maybe a flight. But ring 0509
85241 1 before coming - if not you might find the
Spruce Goose 2 has flown away.
11:1
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BAROGRAPH
PRINT-OUT
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Some ramblings by Sparrow

Where are all the
writers?

A

M
odern electronics make it possible to
record our soaring flights in greater detail than
has been generally available. A new area of opportunity is opening to cross-country pilots
where we can monitor performance to see where
improvements in technique can be made. The
familiar barograph record can be enhanced by
expanding t[le scales and adding time and TP information. Also, when an electronic compass is
fitted, a trace of the actual ground-track of the
glider is possible.
An example of a Varcom Sailplane Computer
barograph print-out is shown. The barograph
function is incorporated in the Varcom instrument
(see "The Varcom Variometer" in. the December
1988 issue, p288). The print-out is of similar size
as current barographs, but more of the area is
utilised. Rates of climb and altitudes can be
directly measured off the trace. The flight was a
320km 0 / R from Shobdon to the A303/A34
junction south of Whitchurch in an LS-4 on
May 26.
All production units include the clock, which
forms the basis of the barograph security system.
To obtain the record a portable dot-matrix printer
is plugged into the Varcom instrument after the
glider has landed. lt takes about 1 Omin to printout the trace and all flight statistics; meanwhile
you can be washing-down the glider! The
barograph is also auto-scaling depending on the
maximum height achieved during the flight.
There are three scales: 0-6500ft; 0-13000ft; and
0-26000ft.
A number of features have been incorporated
to ensure the validity of each barog raph record. I
do not ciaim that they are the only way of achieving security, but I will outline them briefly:
1. There is an internal calendar-clock in the
computer which. when altered, destroys the
barograph record. A valid barograph print-out
shows the time and date of printing, the date, the
number of flights and flying hours since the clock
was last reset, as well as the time throughout the
flight. As long as the record is printed out on the
same day as the flight there is insufficient time to
simulate a flight.
2. Each Varcom has a unique serial number
which can be printed out. This ensures that the
trace comes from the correct glider.
The software that produces the print-out
resides in the flight instrument. This designphilosophy means that there is no need for an
additional computer for post-flight processing.
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spell of enforced idleness following an
eventful meeting with men in green gowns wielding sharp instruments left me sitting in th e garden. g rounded and bored. In the interests of her
own fast diminishing patience, my wife agreed to
transport me to our local 'library in the hope that
something on gliding could be found to assuage
my with drawal symptoms.
Apart from a tome about military gliders by an
apparently knowledgeable gentleman with an
unpronounceable name I drew a complete
blank.
I duly checked the index and found some ten
titles listed, all but one being from the old firm of
Welch, Wills and Piggott. Having already avidly
read the entire works of the latter, I was left with
ordering the titles written by the former two that
the library could procure.
Now happily returned to fitness and, less happily, to gainful employment I am pondering the
fact that a sport/ pastime/ belief like gliding has
inspired the lyrical muse in so very few. lt is a consolation that the quality of that few's efforts goes a
long way in making up for lack of quantity but
where, I wonder, are the Saint-Exupery of
soaring?
Are we all so busy flying that pen only meets
paper long enough to write a cheque for flying
fees or to compose brief epistles to light the
pages of this journal? Shame on us!
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In a rare moment of reduced pressure of work
(well that's my story anyway) I sat at my desk
pondering such arcane subjects as the identity of
the man on the Clapham omnibu s and why fluffy
white cloud streets in a deep blue sky so successfully avoid the days I manage to escape to
the airfield.
In such spiritual, meaningful moments, the
mind is given to seize on and contemplate all
manner of hypotheses concerned with our continued existence on this planet. Why, for instance,
does a perfectly good flying day go begging
because you have to take the cat to be "done".
What proportion of our number get the opportunity of flying nkm triangles to here or there as
demonstrated by our betters in these pages?
Had Rene Descartes been a sailplane pilot,
would he have opined " I soar therefore I am?" If
there is any dominant philosophical ideology in
soaring, it would seem to centre on the principle
of "go do it and to hell with those who would distract you" - possibly better put as " I came, I soar,l
conquered."
~
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CENTRELINE
Services

CENTRELINE SERVICES prov id es
t he g ildi ng fraternity with the
complete service- to get yo u in
t be air- and keep you in the a ir.
Our c o m p re h e nsive insurance and
f i nance f acilities are wid e ly
renowned -Immediate cover- no
load i ng for com pet ition pi lotsprogressi ve no claims bonusagreed values- as is our no
n o nsense a pproach to avia ti on
accid e nts w i t h pro m pt payment in
the e v ent that you come down to
earth with a bump.
Call us now and fin d out what we
can do for you- you'll find us very
approachable.

PO BOX 100
SARISBURY GREEN
SOUTHAMPJON
HAMPSHIRE 503 6YJ
TEL: 0489 885998
FAX: 0489 885889
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The RhOnsperber owned by "Lofty" Russell and C
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ILONDON GC'S Dl

JUBILEE

Above: Adam Downey' s Prefect. Below: The L01 00 from Lasham in which Lionel Sole gave an
aerobatic display.

This summer London GC celebrated its 60th year. Past and
were invited to attend the Jubilee weekend, June 30-July 1.
The first event was a dawn patrol: pilots from neighbouring 1
fast without being identified by a home team of airborne "spot
ded with a free breakfast.
The club had planned a parade of gliders that had flown at I
ending with the ASW-22. Unfortunately strong winds preclude
aerobatic display from the L0100 flown by Lionel Sole, and
The open hangar held an exhibition of early photographs
Primary and Mike Russel l·'s Slingsby Falcon r~plica.
In the evening the club and guests, d ressed in 'thirties style,
excellent Rod Slake Big Band in the tug hangar.
The strong conditions continued on the Sunday but visitor~
Special and by Jerry Beringer in a club K-21.
it was a thoroughly enjoyable weekend.

1d Carol Taylor.

s with the report by Susy Mooring.

~IAMOND

;t and present members and friends from the UK and overseas
Jly 1.
1ring clubs were challenged to fly Into Dunstable before break·
' spotters". Three gliders from Booker made it and were rewar-

1n at the LGC through the ages, beginning with the SG -38 and
eluded the earlier machines from taking part. There followed an
1. and from Stewart Goldspink in his Pitt Special.
aphs and the history of the club together with Geoff Moore's

style, ate, dr;;.nk and danced to Glen Miller music played by the
sitors were treated to another display of aerobatics by the Pitt

Above: Susy Mooring's Olympia 2e. Below: The London GC syndicate owned Olympia 260
which was flown by Vie Marshal! and lan Smith at the Jubilee weekend.

BRENNIG JAMES

Flying over the highest mountain in the western hemisphere is relatively easy. You just buy a
ticket to Santiago in Chile and take a taxi to the
gliding club at Las Condes which is fully
equipped with the 23000ft Aconcague mountain
only 70 miles away. (See also Brennigl s article in
the June t987 issue, p128.)
You may have to wait many days for the right
weather, but if you have the skill, luck and experience you have a good c hance of spectacular
flying.
If you want to fly over Everest there are a lot of
snags. (See Brennig's article in the August 1979
issue, "The Most Useless Journey in the World",
when he wrote about his frustrating expedition in
the Himalayas.) Getting the equipment to
Kathmandu overland is a big job and when you
get there they may turn around and say " Yes we
gave you permission to fly but it wasn't in writing". No, next time I have my sights fixed on K2,
mount Godwin Austen in the Karakorams. This is
in northern Pakistan, a country which has a much
more benevolent attitude to gliding and sport
in general.
I have been given outline permission to take an
expedition to Gilgit which is within reasonable
range of some fantastic mountains like K2 and
Nanga Parbat, not to mention the Baltoro glacier.
The weather is better than the Himalayas as by
the time the monsoon gets in much of its humidity
has been lost so there is less chance of being
clouded in or flooded out.
The problems as I see them are first getting
permission in detail and in writing from the
authorities. it may be necessary to go out there
and live on site for many months or years. it took
us ten years in Spain to discover the Sierra de
Gredos so exploration may take a long time. The
second is to raise enough cash.
The main expense is getting the gear to Pakistan which probably means shipping it in a container to Karachi, buying a Bedford 3 tanner out
there and towing the glider to Gilgit.
it remains to see how we will launch the gliderpossibly by autotowing along the runway.
Aerotowing is the most attractive prospect and
perhaps by buying a tug we may discover where
the local thermals live and find an easy way of
aerotowing to them.
I expect the flying to be the best in the world.
The scope for thermals and wave must be terrific,
so that setting up a permanent operation there
must be a good possibility. For the initial explora-

GLIDING IN
THE KARAKORAMS
Brennig James has been given permission to take an
expedition to northern Pakistan where he expects to find
the best flying in the world
lion I think a high performance ship is desirable
as this is the safest aircraft to fly. We may well find
that conditions are so good that cheaper and
more robust gliders which are less costly to operate are quite adequate.
On the question of sponsorship, it never
ceases to amaze me how some people raise

enormous sums to finance sports wh ich to my
mind are really quite boring· to watch. Still many
people say the same about gliding. The only
sponsorship I got to go to Nepal was a handful of
ballpoints and a few packets of milk tablets. I
ended up £4000 out of pocket and got no flying. I
hope that next time my luck is a bit better. 11:1

18th INTERNATIONAL VINTAGE RALLY

The unique 1944 Hungarian prototype Futar and in the background Ernst Waiter's Mu 13o-1
being prepared for flight.
Keiheuvel Airfield, Belgium, July 16-26
This was tremendously successful with weather improving until the end of the Rally. The flying and
organisation were superb and with 65 gliders entered, we had record Rally statistics with 920
flights.
With 870hrs 18min logged this averaged out at over 56min/flight. There were 621 aerotows, 261
winch launches, ten bungy launches and 16 autogyro launches.
•
Werner Tschorn (W. Germany) won again this year by flying his Weihe for 6hrs 53min. In fact the
• Weihe's dominated the Rally - David Kahn (Britain) flew his for 6hrs 18min to come 2nd and George Slot
(Holland), with the French Weihe, was 3rd with 6hrs 3min. There were many other commendable performances including Heinz Scheidhauer flying the Fauvel AV 22 flying wing to 4500ft.
The prize for the best restoration went to Frank Konsek's Grunau Baby 2s. However, we were horrified
that having been rigged for its first flight it was hit by a landing glider. We hope both aircraft will soon be
repaired. - Photograph and report by Chris Wills.

A superb trainer
All metal construction
Easy ground handling
Empty weight 310kgs
Fully instrumented
Certified to ]R 22 and OSTIV-X
Delivery ex-stock
or within 4 weeks
Demonstrator available

SOLE UK A GENT - PETER CLIFFORD & Co.,
15 Home Farm, Crowmarsh Gifford, Wa11ingford, Oxon, OXIO BEL. Te1: 0491 39316/ 680420

October/ November 1990

Fax 0491 39316 CAIRFT G
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CHARLES DAY

This is not about the prospect of huddling yet
again under the wing on a freezing launch grid at
Splasham or Damphill. For those who have not
yet done the right thing for their sanity by escaping the dank, unsoarable, British winter to come
over here and do some real gliding, the following
1989/90 logbook excerpts will give some idea of
the variety of what you might expect over an Australian summer.
You might even consider financing next year's
poll tax (is there a thermal tax yet?} by selling your
current machine here. We are very short of good
used gliders that are free of the dreaded gel coat
cancer. Popular wisdom here has it that the German Schwabellack is the only original gel coat
surtace that lasts.
Not every day here is booming, of course, but
as a guide we normally plan on losing only two to
three task days during a fortnight's Nationals
period in January. Some of our non-contest days
would in fact be considered suitable for tasks in a
British Nationals, but we generally scrub a day if
there is not a good chance of completing at least
a 200km task. We are not interested in trifles.

POINTERS FOR
NEXT SE.ASON
Charles Day gives some extracts from his logbook to entice
the British pilot to winter in Australia

Impeccable background
My own gliding started in England in the early
1960s at Camphill and Dunstable. I have fond
memories of both: if you can survive at either,
outlandings should pose no terrors anywhere. I
will be eternally grateful for the patience of Bernard Thomas, tlw CFI at Camphill at the time, in
guiding my early efforts. I hope that he is still airworthy and enjoying life. My Silver badge from
Camphill to just short of Dunstable is still
engraved in my brain as a triumph of innocence
over prudence. With the vast total of 50hrs
experience, I recall the first 50km of the flight
being almost totally in or above cloud.
Chatsworth House was the only bit of ground
sighted until Derby. I instantly warmed to the
landed gentry by observing the generous
outlanding fields His Lordship had thoughtfully
provided amongst the otherwise unfriendly north
Derbyshire countryside.
Since emigrating to Australia soon afterwards,
I have done a further 2500hrs, mostly from
Benalla. My mount since 1976 has been that
most desirable of machines, a Kestrel 17.

Benalla region
The accompanying map, which was prepared
as part of Benalla's successful bid to host the
World Championships, illustrates the vast size of
our soaring region and how little of it is exploited
by an individual in a typical season. There is endless scope for the enterprising pilot Detailed
terrain notes were developed for the Championships but, in summary, it is flat in the NNE to SW
sector and hilly over the remainder, the
Melbourne-Sydney highway following the edge
of the hills. Peaks rise to over 6000ft about
1OOkm east of Benalla and to over 7000 in the
Snowy Mountains a further 1OOkm east. Much of
this mountain country is forested, but most major
valleys are cleared and quite landable, some with
airtields. Often this area has the best soaring,
with high cumulus on days when the plains have
inversions and blue thermals, but it is unfortunately not much used for competitions due to
politics in the national competitions bureaucracy,
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The World Championships' map of the area
redrawn by Steve Longland.
which tries to perpetuate a flat earth mentality.
Cross-country flying at Benalla 'has been
greatly stimulated over the last few seasons since
the appointment of John Williamson as
operations director, particularly from a visitor's
viewpoint. For example, competition-standard
task briefings with temperature traces and onsite satellite images are provided every day during the summer months. John's Strine is
developing quite nicely, too: he is already fairly
adept in translating the simpler insults.

Dampness underfoot
The 89/90 Benalla season had to shake off the
effect of an extremely wet spring, the influence of
which hung around in the mountains about six
weeks longer than usual. We enjoyed excellent
cross-country skiing well into October, a time
when we are usually inspecting the last of the
snow from the cockpit. I had a very varied 400km
flight with Roger Threllall (also ex-Dunstable} on
November 26. it took us 1OOkm east to the Kiewa
valley (1} via Mt Buffalo (5500ft), then north to The
Rock, an isolated hill usually visible for 1OOkm,
and back to Benalla over the plains. The northbound leg was markedly slower than the others
due to the wet ground: indeed, it was virtually

impossible to stay afloat any further east. We had
some very prolonged inspections of landing
areas, particularly in the Murray valley east of lake
Hume. On rounding The Rock, however, the
effects of wet ground vanished immediately, giving a fast run home. Interestingly enough, the
cumulus looked uniformly good right round the
course. A week later things had dried out completely and there was no problem going further
into the hills.

1OOOkm troughs?
Early December brought the week of the year
when Peter Trotter did his sterling 1 OOOkm in his
DG-200 back and forth along a weak trough line
to the NNE, the first local pilot to do a 1000 from
Benalla. I fully agree with his recommendation of
this direction as one giving a very good chance
for completing heroic tasks. The trough line is a
fairly regular feature when the wind is in the E to
NE sector and gives the instability necessary for
an early start and cumulus en route. If the
instability builds up too much during the day and
produces large showers, one can often deviate to
the west away from the trough to where the
cumulus is nicely spread out Peter was successful more because of a very early start than particularly strong conditions; he got away at 0940,
rather than the usual earliest time of 1030.
Even without a trough, this track is more likely
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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to have cumulus than further west because of a
large source of moisture not far upwind- theTasman sea. From competition task setting experience, I normally reckon on about 15% higher
speeds with cumulus, even more w ith cloud
streets. Although theory suggests that the first leg
should be downwind, which would be to theW or
SW on most potential closed circuit 1OOOkm
days at Benalla, we haven't had much success
with his approach so far because of delays due to
irrigation about 50km west. 11 is essential to avoid
all irrigation areas in the first and last hour or so of
very long tasks.
In general, I would estimate there to be two to
four potential 1OOOkm days per season for a
good Nationals standard pilot at Benalla. Top
international pilots or those with 25m wings
would have perhaps four to six chances.
Experience so far has shown that 1OOOkm success has gone to those who have tried every day
over an extended period.
I attempted the NNE strategy during the
Nationals period this year when the threat of
thunderstorms caused that blight of competition
flying - delay of the task. The organisation
decided to wait for the trough to move off east a
little and then set a task within a new airmass
approaching from the west. One look at the enticing cumulus caused me to declare a 1OOOkm and
press off north at 1 030 along the trough. Out of
the west it looked as dead as mutton with an
inversion you could grow trees on.
The 1OOOkm was worth the try because, whilst
the trough dried out too fast for a serious attempt,
at least it yielded a very enjoyable 540km 0 / R to
Temora (3). Cumulus started at about 3000ft asl
and rose to 8000 or so later, drying out completely south of the Murray river and west of track.
Having left one lot of competitors scratching
themselves at Ben alia, it was with some surprise
that a second tribe was observed still on their
launch grid at Temora some 3hrs later. Perhaps
they were waiting for the council of elders to
declare it soarable?

Homily for the sweaty-palmed
Perhaps all this says something about the
utilisation of weather conditions at competitions.
Whilst dragooning a mob of malcontents into
action must take a significant time and thus a
competition cannot ever have the flexibility available to an individual pilot, the present system of
setting a fixed task well ahead of launch time is
the greatest single cause of wasted kilometres
and unnecessary outlandings. Short of always
setting flexible tasks (which are unpopular with
some because of the lack of gaggles and direct
eyeball-to-eyeball racing, and amongst top pilots
because of their terror lest a random element
creep into the scoring), the simplest improvement
to competitions is to set the task on the grid at the
last possible moment.
This achieves virtually unlimited task, setting
flexibility, the only restraint being the need for all
Classes to finish from the same general direction.
Ten minutes is plenty of time for even the most
sweaty-palmed to mark three or four lines on a
map and move a TP camera from the right to left
side of the cockpit. For a small consideration I will
reveal the ingenious design of my 50 cent
camera mount which allows the camera to be
easily moved, even in the air if necessary.

October/November 1990

1OOOkm by 21st century?
At my present rate of progress (from 770km to
865km in the last eight years) it could take me
that long. My best ever effort (4, 5) a few days
after Peter Trotter's successful 1000 was on a
day that offered a fighting chance. I blundered
badly at the beginning, taking 90min to complete
the first 50km and having to drop the water at
7000ft over Yarrawonga airfield. lt was another
hour before there was any c loud to mark the lift.
Paul Mander and Graham Garlick (ex -Yorkshire
GC) held on to their water and managed 900km,
the latter landing out. If nothing else, this shows
that the advantage of waterballast is much less
than many people imagine. An English visitor
also did 750km in the club Kestrel'. One of the
great pleasures in trying these long flights is the
marvellous feeling of space, as on my return to
Benalla from SW of Forbes on this occasion 170km out at The Rock seemed like being almost
home.

Where there's muck, there's brass
(Or at least continuous lift.) January 6 had a
light north-easter and looked most promising for
an initial downwind run towards Melbourne
along the hills, the northern plains being bare of

1Omin before the Corryong pilots arrived. The
really outstanding part of the day, however, was
the magnificent cloud streets which developed
on the way back to Benalla via Mts Bogong
(6500ft) and Buffalo (5500ft). Despite heavy
overdevelopment and a 25kt headwind, there
was no trouble in returning in not much more than
2hrs.

Magic weekend
This wasn 't in the peak of the season, but at the
end of March. Both days had fabulous cu's at
about ?OOOft in all directions. Despite hanging
around for an hour for convection to become reliable and for my friends to be launched, the
Saturday yielded a 600km 0/R NW to Balranald
(8) over some remote country, running the gauntlet of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation closer to
home. Past experience of this irrigation area was
recalled to get me back right on sunset. I diverted
east almost to Tocumwal to the last remaining
cloud which took me right across the dead irrigation to the late evening thermal over dry country
30km out.
Sunday gave a most relaxed 400km triangle
via Mt Butler and west to Bendigo (9). lt was notable for the best run ever to Butler, where we had
five machines together over the ski lifts. Lift was
continuous from its usual starting point over the
hills just SE of Benalla all the way to Butler. On the
east-bound final leg, a cloud street perhaps
1OOkm long streamed away to the SW from the
edge of the irrigation, probably a quasi sea
breeze effect.

Final tally

cumulus. it transpi red that there was no chance
of getting past Seymour (6) because the way was
blocked by a mass of Melbourne murk pouring
through the Kilmore gap, obviously propelled by
a southerly sea breeze. Closer inspection
revealed transient wisps of cloud forming along
the edge of the smog. This allowed a straight runr
without loss of height as far as lake Eildon after
which normal cumulus resumed for the re~ain
der of the 300km round trip via Mt Butler.
H's unlikely that a soarable sea breeze front
ever extends east of the west end of lake Eildon
being blocked by 5000ft hills, but a possibility fo;
the future might be to run west along the front
towards the Grampians or Horsham. British sea
breeze experts might find it interesting following
a front marked only by a haze line.

Despite the impression that lingered after the
wet spring that it was an ordinary season. I was
surprised to find that my kilometres and speed
w ere 10% or so up on the 88/89 season (to
9500km and 84km/h, take-offs to landings, ie
waiting times included). There seemed to be
more than the usual proportion of cumulus days,
thank goodness.
Next season: who knows? If you get tired of
waiting for 1OOOkm opportunities, the follo'lling
trailer-less, c rew-less tour is a realistic alternative
in December, January orfebruary as a large high
moves across from the west. Similar odysseys
have been done before. The idea would be to
utilise the SW to SE winds after a front on Day 1,
the easterly wind component on Day 2 and a NW
component on Day 3 ahead of the next front.
Overseas pilots showed us the way with the first
1OOOkm flights from Benalla, so they might
demonstrate more enterprise than the locals with
these types of grand tour.
Day 1 Benalla-Narromine 510km ; Day 2
Narromine-Waikerie 760km and Day 3 WaikerieBenalla 660km.
Hans-Werner Grosse could probably do it with
a day to spare.

Corryong camp hangovers?

WELL MIKE?

This could have explained the tardiness of
those at the club mountain soaring camp on
March 11 in getting across the mere 50km or so
to the main range of the Snowy Mountains. I had a
good run there on the 200km from Benalla and
had been established above cloud base at 8000ft
on the main ridge near Mt Kosciusko (7) a good

Mike Cuming found nothing to choose between
the LS-7 and ASW-24 (see the August issue,
p194). 1n Switzerland, the LS- 7, Discus and SZD55 were tested in a 30km straight g lide in still air.
The LS-7 and Discus were level-pegging, but the
SZD-55 came out slightly better. Can the Booker
Test Group please corroborate? - Max Bishop.

A self-portrait

a
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1991 BGA EVENTS
I am delighted to confirm that our dinnerdance and annual prizegiving will be held on
March 23 at the Airport Hotel, Norwich in conjunction with Norfolk GC's own dinner-dance.
lt promises to be an exciting evening and
overnight accommodation will be available at
the hotel with gliding at Tibenham the next
day. The event will be organised by Norfolk
GC and details will be circulated to all clubs
as soon as available.
Our AGM will be on February 23 at the
Posthouse Hotel on the M1 motorway at Crick.
Don't forget to let me know in advance if there
are any proposals you would like to submit for
the agenda as we hope for a good turn-out
and some lively discussion at the meeting.
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

TWO FATALITIES
Angeles Yorkas, CFI of South Wales GC, was
killed on August 4 at Usk, when the Puchacz
he was flying from Usk spun in from about
1400ft. The f'2, Bill Mills, has serious head
and leg injuries.
Three days later Harry Lowe of the Midland
GC died when his ASW-20L crashed into pine
trees one mile south of the Long Mynd. The
elevator locking pin was found to be
disconnected.
Both accidents are under investigation.

which are published twice weekly. The full title
is Temporary Navigational Warning, (TNW)
Information Bulletin.
This new service is rather more concise and,
with events in date order, is much easier to
use. Each new edition completely replaces the
preceding version. Any current Class 11
NOTAM subscriptions will have been replaced
with the new format of TNWs.
The annual cost is £50 and TNWs are
ordered from the Civil Aviation Authority, Printing and Publication Services. Greville House,
37 Gratton Road, Cheltenham Glos GL50 2BN.
Bill Scull, BGA director of operations

OPEN CLASS NATIONALS
Robin May is the new Open Class Champion
with Alister Kay 81 pts behind in 2nd place
(both flying ASH-25s) and Sieve Jones
(Nimbus 3DT) 3rd. A report will be in the next
issue.

OBIIUARIES
TIM HERVEY (November 6 1895·
May 30 1990)

LILIENTHAL MEMORIAL
COMPETITION
A world-wide competition in honour of Otto
Lilienthal, whose successful flights a 100 years
ago inaugurated the age of aeronautics and
astronautics, is being run by the International
Gliding Commission. the Deutscher Aero Club
and the Deutscher Hangegleiterverband for
gliding, hang gliding and paragliding.
There are three sections for gliding -straight
distance, goal distance, 0/R or a triangle; the
best speed over a triangle of at least 300km
and absolute altitude. There will be a trophy
for the winner of each category and certificates for those finishing 2nd to 6th.
The competition started on August 1 5 and
closes on August 14, 1'991. The flight
documentation must be sent to the Deutscher
Aero Club, Referat Segelflug. PO Box 71 02
43, D-6000 Frankfurt 71, W. Germany.
Contact the BGA office for further details.

CLUBS MUST HAVE NOTAMs
Operational Regulation 6.26 states:
To ensure that all pilots can comply with the
law, clubs must receive or have access to
Series B Class 11 NOTAMs; these are to be
made available to all pilots. Under Article 32
of the Air Navigation Order 1985 the pilot of
an aircraft must satisfy himself tnat the flight
can be safeiy made taking into account the
latest information available as to the route
and the aerodromes to be used.
The reference is now Article 35 of the Air
Navigation Order 1989 but. more importantly,
Series B Class 11 NOTAMs have been replaced
by Pre-Flight Bulletin (Navigational Warnings)
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Tim Hervey was one of my heroes. The dictionary defines "hero" as "a man of exceptional quality who wins admiration by notable
deeds, especially of courage". Tim's 94 years
were lived to the full and they were of extraordinary quality.
Hamilton Elliott "Tim" Hervey was one of the
founder members of the Gliding Club of Victoria, Australia (before any British clubs
started) and he was the first CFI and manager
of the London GC, appointed in 1936. He
helped form the London Balloon Club in 1968
at the age of 73 and he was flying balloons
until his legs told him he ought to stop in his
90th year.
Tim's pre-WWII gliding years at Dunstable
coincided with those of a remarkable bunch
Including Eric Collins, Ann Edmonds (Welch).
John Furlong, Dudley Hiscox, Kit Nicholson.
Joan Price, Stanley Sproule, Geoffrey Stephenson and Philip Wills. Whilst these soaring
pathfinders were showing what was possible,
Tim Hervey was teaching ab-initios in Dagling

primaries: you started with a slide, graduated
to a hop and then were bungyed off the lower
slopes of the Downs. If you showed promise.
after perhaps three or four minutes total time
in the air, you were launched from the very top
- all of this solo of course. There were a lot of
breakages.
Tim Hervey organised the first gliding
courses in Britain and these included one for
some visiting Hitler Youth who were accompanied by Hanna Reitsch: tiny, not conventionally beautiful, but extremely attractive to all
males in the vicinity according to Tim. These
were the years when Amy Johnson converted
from power flying to gliding under Hervey's
watchful eye; notwithstanding his attentions
she went on to break a few gliders.
On "The day war broke out" Tim took the
official phone call grounding all aircraft
forthwith . Sunday, September 3, 1939 happened to be a very good soaring day and
somehow or other LGC pilots never got the
instruction until 11ightfall.
During WWII Hervey was seconded to the
newly created Airborne Forces as the first
commander of No. 1 Glider Training School at
Haddenham, Bucks. He also advised M 19, the
unit set up to encourage and help our forces
escape from PoW camps. His expertise in
escaping techniques came from his experience in the 1914-18 war.
Tim Hervey's flying started in 1914. After
joining the Bristol Aeroplane Company he
enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps and served
as a rigger, observer/air-gunner and scoutpilot.
He flew with Albert Ball VC, and as a pilot
under Billy Bishop VC. In November 1916,
while flying as an observer/air gunner, he shot
up a German Albatross fighter which was
forced to land on the British side of the lines,
thus giving the RFC a virtually intact Albatross
for evaluation. Tim was awarded the MC.
In March 1917 Hervey qualified as a scoutpilot and just a few weeks later found himself
in an airborne duel with the Red Baron,
Manfred von Richthofen . Despite having the '
top of this joystick and his rudder control shot
away Ti m managed to land safely, only to be
downed by anti-aircraft fire the following day
when he was taken prisoner.
The Germans found it difficult to keep Sqn
Ldr Hervey behind bars: he escaped three
times, accompanied on different occasions by
Lt Leefe-Robinson (of Zeppelin fame) and Lt
Horrocks (later LI-Gen Sir Brian, of WWII
fame). Tim was mentioned in dispatches for
his escapes. He described them in his book
Cage Birds, published by Penguin in 1940.
After the war Hervey tried his luck in Australia, barnstorming and flying anything that
would earn him a living. He returned to
England in 1936.
Tim who had two more claims to fame: as a
designer of model aircraft (one of his designs
was published in Flight as early as October
1914) and as a iniature artist. His pictures
took the eye of the royal family and for many
years they placed their Christmas orders with
this astonishingly versatile man.
Tim was born a Victorian; he died very much
a 21 si-centu ry man in spirit. Despite his rather
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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shy nature he was as determ ined as a beaver
and he ach ieved more in his 94 years than
most of us have dreamt about.
ROGER BARRED
(With thanks to Bob White for his research)

ROBrN BULL (1918-1990)
Robin, who was well known as the Canopy
Doctor, died on June 13 at his home in
Shropshire.
He flew Lancasters during the war and
joined the Midland GC in the 1950s, though
did most of his gliding from 1963 after joining
an Olympia 463 syndicate.
Robin's enthusiasm was supported by his
wife Rosemary and their three daughters. He
became an instructor in 1965 an d held an
inspector's ticket.
In an appreciation to Robin , Chris Ellis
writes: "His speciality was in perspex and
many will remember the Canopy Doctor with
gratitude for 1immaculate repairs to their aircraft. Fortunately he was able to carry on with
this work after he became ill in 1975 with
muscular dystrophy. With great determination
and support from Rosemary, he cont inued to
fly dual and maintained his contact with
gliding.
"We remember him as a respected instructor and a generou s friend. Our deepest sympathy is extended to Rosemary and their
fam ily.
"Robin was essentially a happy man with a
great sense of fun and I am sure would see
the humour of what mu st be included in the
book of famous last wo rd s - Glider Pilots'
Section. On the day before he died Robin
awoke briefly and on being told what the time
was, he quietly said " Blast! Missed the
weather forecast."

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

1/452

Crisp, F.

1/453

Garner, D. A.

1/ 454

Kal1n. R.

1/4 55

Davi dson, R.

1/456
1/457
1/458

Willi ams, P. R.
Giddin s, J. B.
Kingerlee, J. C.

309

Burry, Jill

310

Kingerlee, J. C.

Bices ter
Booker

20.2
5.1 2.89
20.2
5.12. 89
25. 5
25.5
26. 5

2/1822
2/1823
2/ 1824
2/1825
2/ 1826
2 / 182 7
2/ 1828
2/1829
2/ 1830
2/183 1
2 / 1832
2/ 1833
2 / 1834

Rice, R. A.
Hamb lin, P. R.
C laug hlon . N. I.
Naegeli , P.C.
Parker, R. G.
Sharp. D. J .
Lawley, G.
Fordyce, A. W .
Yates, R. A.
Garner. D. A.

2!1835

Kalin, R.

2/1836

Kerry. T. F.

2!1837

Fisher, R. B .

2/1838
2/1839
2/1840

Jenkinson , T. P.
Ash, J. A.
Bai ley, P. A.

2/194 1
2!194 2
2/1943

Hatwell , R. S.
Hazel!, F. L.
Papper. R. E.

Brown. S.

Francis, 0. P.
Rape r, A. M .

DIAMO ND HEIGHT
Name
3/956
Smith, S. M .
J / 957
Hodgson, Karina
(i n Spain)
3/958
Fairc lough, M . J .

No.

Club
Bk:ester
Bristol & Glos
C hillerns
Lasham
Fen land
H umber
La sham
(in S. Africa)
Lash am

Bicester
Raltlesden
M idland
Surrey & Hants
Clevelands
Lasham
Tre nt Valley
Four Counties
Marchington
L.asham
Avon
Vale ot Neath
(in Austral ia)
York
(in Australia)
Surrey & Hant s
(in Australia)
RAE
(in Aust ralia)
Booker
Surrey & Han ts
Enstone
(in Au stralia )
Essex & SuHolk
London
Bicester

Club
Cambridge Univ
Book er

1990
25.4
22.5
24.5
24 .5
25.5
25.5
2. 1
24.5
26.5
26.5
27.5
24.5
25.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
10.1 1.89
15.2
1.3
13.2
24.5
24.5
21.12.89
26.5
26.5
26.5

1990
25.4
19.4

Devon & Somerset 28.4

GOLD B ADGE

Club
Bices.ter

1990
24. 5
25.4
26. 5
Bicester
26.5
26.5
London
London
26.5
27.5
Bicester
27.5
Avon
Devon & Somerset 28.4
5.12.89
Lasham
Booker
26.5
Ca mbr idge Univ
Book er

No.

Name

1442
1443

Danbury. ''· J .
Moorehead, P. A.
Pilch lork, G. R.
Lipscombe, T. M .
Burston, P. J.
Brow n. R. A.
Rice , R. A.
Hamb lin, P. R.
Claughlo n , N. I.
Naegeli, P.
Parker, R. G.
Yates, R. A.
Kalin , R.
Bailey, P. A.
Labouchere, C. M.

t 445
1446
144 7
1448
1449
14 50
145 1
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456

Club
London
Bicester
Chilterns
Lasham
Fen land
Hum ber
Midland
Surrey & Han ts
Cl evela nds

1990
7.5
2.5.4
24.5
24 .5
25.5

25.5
27.5
24.5
25.5

Lasham

26.5

Trent Valley

26.5
27.5
15.2
21.12.89
19.6

Avon
York
Enstone

Black Mountains

GOLD DISTAN CE
DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/438
Dawson. V. S. w.
Aspland, W .
1/439
Sm ith, I.
1/440
Hawk ins, A. W .
1/44 1
1/44 2
Palmer, R.
Slam m ell , P.
1/443
1/444
Marsh, B. C.
1/445
Reed, J . R.
1/ 446
Sharman. R. C.
1/44 7
Morris, C.
Spiller, R. W .
1/448
1/449
Kirschner. P. M .
1/ 450
Reading. P. T.
1/451
Burry, Jilt

October/ November 1990

Club

Bicester
Booker
Bicester
Sou thdown
Avon
London
Strat1 ord on Avo n
London
Bicester
Avon
Bices ter

Bicester
Surrey & Hants
La sham
(In Au"tralia)

1990
24.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5

Name

Club

Danbury. A. J .
Moorehead. P. A.
Cunningham. A. J.
Pitchfor k, G. R.
Li pscombe, T. M.
B urston , P. J.

London

Browne, A. A.
Tyle r, R. M .

26.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
27.5
5. 12.89

Naegeli, P.
Parker. R. G .
Sharp. D. J .
Lawley, G.
Fordyce. A. W.
Yates, R. A.
Garner, 0. A.
Kahn, R.
Kerry, T. F.

Lasham
Trent Valley
Four Cou nties
M archington
Lasham
Avon
Vale of Neat h
(in Australia)
York
(in Australia)
Surrey & Hant s

26.5
26.5
26.5
27.5
27. 5
27. 5
10.11 .89
15.2
1.3

(in Australia )

DIAMO N D GOAL
No.
Name
2/1815 Moorehead, P.A.
2/18 I 6 Cunningham , A. J .
2/18 17 Pitchfork, G. R.
2/18 18 Li pscombe, T. M.
2/ 18 I 9 B urston, P. J .
2/1820 Browne, R. A.
2/1821
Tyler, R. M .

I 444
ALL THREE DIAM O NDS
No.
Name
Dawson, V. S. W .
300
301
Smith , S. M .
Aspland, W .
302
Smith , I.
303
Stammell. P.
304
305
Reed. J. R.
Sharman, R. C.
306
307
Morris , C .
Fairclough. M. J.
308

Surrey & Hanls
(in Aust ralia)
Vale of Neath
(in Aust ralia!
York
(in Austral ia)
Coven try
(in Australia)
Blcester

Brown , S.
Francis, D. P.
Raper, A. M .
Rice. R. A.
Hamblin, P. R.
Claughton , N. I.
Clowes, N. L.

Bicester
Bristol & Glos
Chilterns
Lasham
Fen land
Humber
Lasham
(In S. Africa)
La sham
Bicester
Rattlesden
Midland
Su rrey & Hants
Clevelands
Norfolk

1990
7.5
25.4
22.5
24.5
24.5
25.5
25.5
2.1
24 .5
26.5

26.5
27.5
24.5
25.5
26.5

Fisher, R. B.

RAE
{in Austra lia)

13.2

Jenkinson , T. P.
Ash, J. A.
Bailey. P. A.

Booker
Surrey & Hants
Enstone

24.5
24.5
2 1.12.89

Hatwell. R. S .
Hazel!, F. L.
Pepper, R. E.
Labouchere. C. M.

(in Australia )
Esse x & SuHolk
London
Bicester
Black M ountains

26.5
26.5
26.5
19.6

GOLD HEIG HT

Name

Club

Burgoyne. R. S.
Marsha l!, J.

Cotsw old
London

1990
26. 10.89
16.9

SILVER B ADG E

No.

Name

8340
834 1
8342
8343
8344
8345
8346
8347
8348
8349
8350
8351
8352
8353
8354
8355
8356
8357
8358
8359
8360
8361
8362
8363
8364
8365
8366
8367
8368
8369
8370
8371
8372
8373
8374
837 5
8376
8377
8378
8379
8380
8381
8382
8383
8384
8385
8386
8387
8388
8389
8390
8391
8392
8393
839 4
8395
8396
8397
8398
8399
8400
8401
8 402

Midd lelo n. R. J.
Northover. R. J.
Harwood. J.
Parsons, C. M.
Harper. S. J.
Bruinsma, R. J.
Maddock s, R. P.
Barker, H. H.
Cook, S.
Tolson, P. N.
Will iams, S. J .
Court, J. A.
Jones, W.
Parker, W . H.
New bery, M. J.
Lovegrove, R. A.
Clark , G . R.
Bennell, G.
Mc Curdie, M.
Crosse, J . R.
Rand le, Alison
Evans. G.
Jones, Jane
S tephens, P. A.
Taunton, C. J.
Harris, T. D.
Wea ring, G.
Grey, W . L.
Warner, P. J .
Barnes, R.
Johnstone, D.
Brow ning. T. P.
Coupe, G .
Shaw . J. S.
Angel! , Julie
Dale, M . P.
Alien, M . J.
Heid.e, C. J .
Churc he r, N. J.
Allwood. Jayne
Lamb. C. A.
Dedou.x, Aria ne
Lamb, D. E.
Morrice , Tynna
Chernecki, E. A.
Haw key, P.
Gazzard , M. L.
Owen. B. H.
Moore, D. J .
Bassell, T. P.
JoweM. A.
Davie, A. A.

Ley, D. R.
Pryer, S.
Holland. M .
Sw eet. A. E.
Bulfery, T. J.
Felks, G. A.
Gait. A.
Galb ralth, A. I.
Collins, R. S.
Vincen t K. G.
Uren. D. J .

Club
SGU
Bi cester
Buckmi nster
Avon
Clevelands
Phoenix

En stone
Slrubby
Cotswold
Sack vi lie
Coventry
Lasham
Blac kpool
Book er
Yor kshire

1990
27.5
28.5
26.5
27.5
22 .5
24.5
27.5
27.5
26.5
27.5
28.5

27.5

26.5
26.5
28.5
Phoenix
30.4
Pcrtsmou th Naval 26.5
Fenland
24.5
20.5
Midland
P'boro & Spald in g 26.5
28.5
Cotsw o lds
Coven try
27.5
Buckminster
3 1.5
RA E
27.5
28.5
London
25.5
Bicester
Blackpool & Fyide 27.5
17.5
North Wales
Cranlield
27. 5
Bristo l & G los
2E\,5
Ralilesden
27.5
La sham
28.5
27.5
Cambridge Univ
14 .6
Cornish
16.6
SGU
8.4
Yor kshire
Camb ridge Univ
16.6
Devon & Somerset 16.6
Por1 smouth Naval 10.6
Essex
6.1 0.89
London
27.5
Cambridge Unlv
28.5
Beaker
26.5
La sham
24.5

Book er

17.5

Corn ish

8.4
24.5
24.5
28.5
3.7
3.7
23.6
24.6

Two Rivers
Booker
Cotswolds

Avon
Yorkshire
SGU
Phoenix
Booker

26.5

Burn

6.7
28.5

Mendip
Mi d land
Phoenix
London
Upward Bound
Carnb.ridge Univ
Kent
Corn ish

12.7
27.5
3.7
18.7
3.7
23.5
10.6
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In

recent years, we've become better knovvn for
our experience in glass fibre composite materials than
for our long held skills in more traditional wood, steel
tube and fabric consnuction repair work. Yet our
repair support is behind a large number of gliders,
motor gliders and light aircraft constructed in these
materials, whose owner/operators bring them to
Chiltem for service and repair.
After all, our policy of consistently high quality
work, backed by our comprehensive stock of parts and
materials and a customer protection policy with full
product liability cover, is a comfort whatever your
aircraft is made o£
To enable us to maintain these high standards, we
do 1iot accept work on sheet alloy or aluminium
stressed skin aircraft, where repairs call for riviting skills

that are not in our line of work. G ive us a repair job of
tubular steel construction or involving wood, plywo~d,
fabric, glue or modem GRP materials, and we are
really in our element. We handle everything from
minor repairs to major rebuilds.
It is traditional as well as modem GRP skills that
have helped to win Chiltern CAA, PFA, BGA and
recently our AQAP 4 approval. Equipping us to accept
work at most levels and to maintain ~
affordable,rrices.
.
.
......,{,'-~\L .£'4~
So don t fly away With the tdea C l l • Q
that Chiltern are only at home with >
'?:-'':, -i :;: ,,, !::t.w
composites. We hke to exercise our ~N
\.~
other skills, and its worth talking to
ES
The best.
us when you have a service need or And it shows.
a repair problem.

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DR. 0494 445854 (works) or 0865 890517
(outside office hours). Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure

ot surprisingly, there are
limits to Chilter11 repair
support service.
~))

CAA Approval No AMJV 286.
MOD AQAP 4 Approval No. 3LHCOI
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Licenced to repair all G ro b products. Conccssionair s for
spare parts for gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

BGA & GENERAL NEWS

8403
8404
8405
8406
8407

Ariss, G. M.
Porter. A. J.
Ell. S. R.
McLean, J .
Reeves. G. W.

Avon
Avon
Essex
Clevelands
Derby & Lanes

27.5
20.7
16.7
2 1.7
20.4

..

REVIEW

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Complete

Club
Fen land
East Sussex

1990
28.5
26.5

Prater, G. V.

Lash am
Kent
Lash am

Law, C. S. D.
Kitchen, P.

Avon
Bannerdown

Robinson, A.

Anglia
Lasham
Midland

7.5
24.5
27.5
28.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
27.5
31.5
26.5
26.5
27 .5
27.5
26.5
17.5
26.5
3 1.5

Name
Bennetl. G.
Barter, S.

Part 1
Sinclair, D. A.
Lambert, J. E.

Swoffer, Lorraine
Underwood, G. J. T.
Hobson. A.
Moxham. Meryl
Brake. A. J.
Clack, F. J.
Hugill, P.A.
Trevethick. P. J .
Glazebrook, G. R.
Middleton, R. J.
Grani. R

Burn
Cranwell
Fen land
Fenland
La sham
Slrubby
Glyndwr
SGU
Newark & Notts

NASTY ACCIDENT
A woman on a gliding course caught her wedding ring on the wingtip of the K-7 /13 she was
helping to launch, severing her finger. The
cable was released immediately and the
launch abandoned. lt is thought her ring was
trapped by the metal skid plate on the wingtip
block.
Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer,
warns that rings can be equally dangerous
when swinging propellers.

OST/V PAPERS
Anyone wanting to submit papers for the 22nd
OSTIV Congress at Minden, Nevada, USA
from July 3-12 should send an outline to the
secretariate by January 31 . 1991 . For further
details, contact OSTIV- Secretariate c/ o DLRInst Atm Physics, D-8031 Wessling/Obb, West
Germany.

VINTAGE NEWS
A 1943 Weihe (SE-STN) was extensively restored by an Essex GC syndicate. Andrew
Coates has restored the last Swedish built
Weihe which Paul MacCready flew in the 1950
World Championships. Mike Beach has built a
Hots der Teufel (Schleicher Anfanger) and is
now restoring the Scud 2 while Michael Maufe
has restored a BAC-7. i ony Maufe built it a
closed trailer in four days.
Two HOtter H-17 As are being built by John
Lee and one by Paul Bibby. Mike Challinor of
Dunstable has bought the ex Rodi Morgan
1947 Hawkridge built Grunau Baby 2B-2 and
Mike Beach an immaculate K-1. The Slingsby
Sky in which Jock Forbes came 3rd in the
1952 World Championships in Spain is at
Dunstable and an EoN Olympia has been restored and is owned by Susy Blair Mooring
and Ken Maynard.
The Easter Rally at Lasharn was poorly
attended due to bad weather but there were
17 entries for the Spring Bank Holiday
weekend at Rufforth and for the National Rally
at the Long Mynd (May 26-June 3). The best
height at the Mynd was 6400ft by John
Smoker (Grunau Baby 2A).
October/ November 1990

GLIDE ON - A computerised final glide
calculator
This machine is an interesting alternative to
both the plastic rotary calculator and the fully
plumbed-in glider computer. lt is based on the
CASIO FX-730P BASIC portable computer
and is about the size of a scientific calculator.
Two handbooks accompany the machine;
the original CASIO manual and a manual
dedicated to its GLIDE ON program. This uses
one of the ten program areas in the CASIO
and has password protection which both prevents you frorn listing the program and, unfortunately, using the other nine program areas
for your own program storage.
After a simple signing-on procedure you are
presented with an option selection. Your first
action is the selection of P(olar) which permits
the essential task of entering the glider's
characteristics. All the other menu options are
concerned with its real-time use, either for
practice on the ground or, more usefully, in the
air. For the latter it is essential that it is
secured since use of it is otherwise a twohanded operation. There are few glider panels
that could easily accommodate it and the best
alternative may be knee-mounting which anyway allows you to take it away and practice
with it at horne.
The rnajor difference between GLIDE ON
and the rnuch rnore expensive computers is
that it has no way of automatically sensing the
speed, height and climb rate of the glider. All
these have to be entered manually. However it
does have a Time function which, when started, continually infers your height and time-togoal from initial height, thermal strength and
wing-loading values entered. it does, of
course, assurne that the sink and lift encountered cancel out but allows you to enter new
information if they do not.
Operation is easy but response to key
presses is slow. The display is a single line by
24 characters and, with a degree of

adjustment over its optimum viewing angle, is
easy to read. Some of the screens are a little
cryptic due to the character limitation but no
worse than on many other glide computers.
There were some unusual operational
" features" in the review machine but it is
understood that the software has been
upgraded to remove these.
In summary: There is a yawning gap in price
between a plastic calculator and a plumbed-in
glider computer. The GLIDE ON computer has
many of the attributes of the latter but is rnuch
nearer the price of the former. it represents
good value for the average glider pilot but is
unlikely to appeal to the competition pilot who
could not tolerate the higher work load
required to manually enter his flight conditions.
BALANCE IT - Calculate the C of G and wing
loading of your gldier
This .product uses exactly the same basic
computer as the GLIDE ON computer. Its purpose is to allow the glider pilot to calculate the
C of G and wing loading of his glider under a
wide range of operating conditions.
The well-produced manual describes in
detail how up to ten variable weight factors
like Pilot 1, Pilot 2, the amount of water in the
wings, that in the tail , etc can be entered. The
computer then calculates those parameters.
Again, there were a few operational
"features" on the review machine which were
probably not what the program 's author intended but, like GLIDE ON , the program has
since been upgraded.
This product is unlikely to sell to a K-6 pilot
who can probably do the required sums in his
head. However the Nimbus 3or pilot would
find this a very useful accessory at a very
small proportion of the cost of his glider.
The supplier of these two products, Desk
Top Studio, has now introduced a single
CASIO FX-730P computer with both programs
resident in it. (See the advertisement in this
issue for prices.)
RICHARD BAKER
i:J

PORTMOAK ~
IS

THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude recordAt last ...
affordable aviation

Why not?

Learn to
Parag.lide
~
llflllll8llllll

1J.111i1 Open 6 days a week
~

for tuition and sales

Welsh Borders Paragliding Centre
Telephone: 054421 375 or 341

36,500' in 1980.

FOR RIDGE - The two hills
adjacent to our large airfield give
more soaring time.
Inclusive - Aerotow courses April
to

September for all
competence.

levels

of

SCOTTISH GLIDING
UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Tel: 059 284 543
Nr. KINROSS
261

WINCHING WIRE

Anglia Sailplanes

• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4 .5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

C of A Inspections and
repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.

SUNSAIL (Andrew & Lyn Davis)
/1

D
t,..-1

AEROGRAF -The Barograph
-electronic seal, sailplaine / motor glider,

0 ~!~~~~ metre

Phone or write to:
Stu Hay (BGA Senior Inspector)
Crown Cottage, Lower Street
Gissing, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

Tel: Tivetsha/1 (03 79 7 7) 4 1 14

Tel: 0234 870401

£SJ&.OO

simple ve<sion ot Aerograt •
for club use, hang-gliders and balloons,
6000 moire range

rnaoo

FOTOTIME 11 -

time recording camera
-elapsed time resolves to within one second

AT7 WING TAPE -

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

range, camera

AEROGRAF BASIC -

19mm

x 20m

JACKING BELLY DOLLY MECHANISM
- 4 inch lift - with wheels
- without wheels

£260.00
£1.08
£87.00
£67.00

Prices include delivery and may fluctuate with
eJt.change rate

Clarebourne House. Shortwood
Nailsworth. Glos. GL60SJ. Tel: 045 383 4931

Master the elements:
-with the Ultra-Pro Weather Station

''''''
'"""'

Ultra-Pro Weather Stations give pilots all the vital information
they need at, a glance. Features include: wind direction, wind _. . , . _
1
speed, wind gusting, barometric pressure, time of day, outside
temperature, maximum and minimum temperatures, dew
point, rainfall, hours of sunshine, all clearly presented
in a superb mahogany and glass cabinet.
Units are powered by mains, 12 V or 24 V

CALL: (0926) 420200 or FAX: (0926) 450366for more details, or write to:

Ultra-Pro, Toolcraft Building Queensway Trading Estate, Leamington Spa CV31 3LX

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TARGE'IT
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL 1 0 3TX

Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home(0453)860447

(0453) 545316

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass. ca rbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repai rs
All modifications
Motor Gl,i der engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

*
*
*
*
*
*

The Sabre-Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equ ipment for gliders.
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder. is now availab le for self
installation. With all the in-flight mygcn con trols situaled in the one position. this
control head has been developed from the Compa n y's highly successful Domiciliary
oxyge n unit lo Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.
The 6HO lilre cy lind er is of British manufacture in a luminium to HS 5045
specification and is supplied va lvcd anJ charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supp lies oxygen equ ipment based on 130- and 680-litrc
cylindcrs. and face masks complete with valves and economiser hags.
In tbe unlikely even t or servicing being required. the company operates a 24-hour
turn-·round posta l syste m.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLIMLINE 630 CYLINDERS

SABRE-AAV LTD
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581 Fax: 0252-21993
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STRUME T

YOUR

Without your eyesight, flying would be
rmpossible, so making sure you have the
right eye protection is as important as any
pre-flight check.

Flight Vision glasses are designed to give
your eyes protection from the potentially
harmful rays of the sun. The 2.2mm CR39
lenses are capable of cutting out 99% of
near and far ultra-violet radiation , exceeding
recommended U.K. and E.E.C. standards .
The design of the lens also stops form
distortion, rmproves image contrast and
resolution by cutting through glare and haze
without affecting the colour contrast so
important for field selection when landing
out. The glasses also give your eyes the
chan ce to adjust to the difference between
the light levels inside and outside the
cockpit when checking instruments or
maps.
Please send me the following items:
Sets Clip-on lenses for spectacle wearers
Brown 0
Sets fixed-lens glasses Brown 0
Bronze 0
Orange 0
Sets flight Vision lnterchangeables with three sets of lenses
Brown, Bronze and Orange
0
Total (including VAT)
Plus postage & packaging
I enclose a cheque , payable to flight Vision for:
TOTAL

@

@
@

£12.00
£36.00
£47.00
£
£ 2.00
£

Please debit my Access/Visa card No. - -- -- -- -- -- - - Name: Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Address: - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Postcode
Abo llOJ- bie '1.1th pre5CI 11)101 ~'i at p~;J ril .:OSI
ena~ lr.t to oro...1de. a free QuOIJtiOfl

r.olt!.tSii'

ton.J )'Our 01J\lt1oJIH

on~'SI,fiPI"')fl

c FI..IGH/

VISION

:d reQuncllJIItnt.$ ;a

Because we fly in different weather
conditions with differe~t light levels. Flight
Vision glasses are available with a choice of
lens colours to prevent the excessive pupil
dilation from using too dark a lens which
can lead to damage of the retina .
Both frame and lenses are extremely
lightweight making them very comfortable
on long flights and all glasses are fitted with
curved, sprung side-arms to prevent them
sliding down your nose into the inspection
hatch when doing the 0.11
Once you have used Flight Vision glasses
for flying you will discover that you will wear
them for driving, walking or .. .. whatever,
but be warned - don't lend them to a
friend - you might need to buy another
setrr

FLIGHT VISION 11 BRUNEL WAY FARE HAM HAMPSHIRE PO 15 5TX
PHONE: (0489) 579999

Fax: (0489) 579937

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
Fluorescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of De fence
Hypalon"'·

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted.

JOHN SMOKER

Landing M arker Sets in b righ t orange.
Al l types of Flags and Banners.
PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Onger. Essex CM5 9PJ

Tel: 0277 363262 Telex 995457 (Piggol)

9 ANSON WAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS

~ JSW SOARING
~ "STILL AT 1988

PRICES UNTIL CHRISTMAS 1989"

'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators . .. £12.00
Wind Component Resolvers .
. .. . .. C6.50
'Gemini' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side) . . . . . . . £12.00
Flight Planning Rulers . .
. . C4.00
Protective Wallets for Calculators . .. SOp
or Rulers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from . . . . . . .. C35
SAE for Product Details to:

51 PARK ROAD
FARNBOROUGH, HANTS GU14 6LQ

and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS

CANOPIES

Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

*
LARGE RA,NGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLI'DERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

*
GOOD OPTtCS

*
FROM MAKER

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School House
Norton
N r Worcester WR5 2PT

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753

C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics

LIFT I(

Blues

An impressive celebratio n
of soaring flight, slwt during
the British Standard Class
National C hampionshi ps
at Nympsfield, England in l988. With its
breathtaking aerial pl1otography and
sharp insights in to the people and
atti tudes that circulate within the spo rt,
thi s 52 minute film will appeal to the
pundit and novice alike.
£27.00 inc p & p.
Available in VHS and Hetamax.
Please

make cheques P<lyablc to :Aardman Animatinns Ltd.,
14 Wetherell Place, Cl ih o n, Bristo l.

BS8

lAR. Tel:
744802.

4~
Please allow 28

rlays fo r deli very.
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Paints

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753

(0272)

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

Neogene

C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners
C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/ E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:

Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 SHQ.
...
Telephone 071 289 2271

~

Industrial Paint & Powder Ltd.,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 031 443 8793
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
(M. G. Hutchinson)

SAILPLANIE
& ENG.
SERVICES i.TD.

8oavid
Goodison

Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales
and Service

CALIBRATED, SERVICED
AND REPAIRED

Barograph Calibration centre

PZL WINTER AND SMITHS

Write or phone:
Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

CALIBRATIONS RETURNED
WITHIN THE WEEK

Tel : 056-881 -368

4 BROADACRES AVENUE
CARLTON , Nr. GOOLE
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN14 9NE

(answering machine)

Tel. GOOLE (0405) 860856

NOW IN OUR 29TH YEAR

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN A /C

INSTRUMENTS

WRITE OR PHO NE:

KEN 1BLAKE
BUXTON 24365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES L TO.
HOL MFIELD RD. , BUXTON, DERBYS .

"SOARING"

STORCOMM

The official monthly
journal of the Soaring
Society of America .
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

TWO-WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set
Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9.

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

'Vo lmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.
W E REPAIR : GLASS -STEEL -ALLOY- WOOD
TUG AIRCRAFT REPA IRS AND RE-COVERS
VIN TAG E AIRCRAFT REB UILDS
FU LLY QUALIFIED STAFF

For subscription send
$ 35 US by international
money order or internation al c ash ier's c heque
payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E, Hobbs,
New Mexico, 88241 -1308,
U.SA

LL OYD 'S APPROVED
RAPID SERVICE

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN , MARPLE,
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW
Tel : 061 -427 2488

*
*
*
*
*

Full power tran smitter w ith excellent
speech quality.
High ly sen sitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close 1range.
Extremely rugged and reliable.
Full back-up service and spares available.
CAA and NA TS approved.

All radio s supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Techn ical
Specifications FREE from
GEORGE STOREY Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications, P.O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex. TW1& TTA

·~
11~

IT

Automatic Electronic FINAL GLIDE Computer
based on the powerful CASIO FX 73Q-P.

Where does your GLIDER balance?
Is it on the AFT C of G limit?

Stores full Wet and Dry Polars. Allows' WHAT IF 'calculations.
Calculates Minimum Height required,
Optimum Height for minimum time,
Speed and Course to Fly,
Fully corrects for Wind and Variation
Resolves Wind into crosswind and headwind,
Screen updates in REAL TIME at 15 second intervals, showing
Time Remaining on Glide, Distance to go, Height of Glide path at
present, set of Polars used, Course and Speed to Fly.

BALANCE IT enables you to instantly calculate the balance point and
wing loading in any configuration. Then calculates the adjustments
needed to the ballast to put the C of G where you want it..

GLIDE ON
BALANCE IT

with FX 730-P
with FX 730-P

£150
£120

Both eo resident

with 16Kb FX 730-P

£185

October/ November 1990

Microsoft FLIGHT SIMULATOR V 4.0
Now with Glider, Ridge and Thermal Soaring. Experiment with
designing your own Glider! Random Weather and Dynamic
Scenery. Superb comprehensive documentation
£47

11!1~~m®!®

Prices INCLUDE VAT and P&P

~ ID:n i rml'

r , . , _""
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CLUB NEWS=
Copy and photographs for the Decem·
ber·January issue of S&G should be
sent to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223
247725, to arrive not later than October
9 and for the February·March issue to
arrive not later than December 4. The
fax number is also 0223 247725.
ANGUS (Arbroath)
A busy season with a lot of soaring resulted in
Bronze legs for Bob Welch, Drew Nairn, Jim For·
bes, Steve lngram, Alex Mclnnes and Malcol m
Watson. Les Horribine and Guy Davidson had a
relight from the Grampian GC and landed back at
Arbroath the day Francis Webster (Swallow) flew
Silver distance.
Martin Clarke, Malcolm Watson and Derek and
Frank Cruickshank went solo. brothers Derek
and Frank on the same day.
We held a very successful barbecue at the end
of the flying week. Another expedition is planned
for the autumn.
Visiting pilots are always welcome but when
possible please contact the secretary first.
P.E.
AOUILA (Hinton in the Hedges)
We have been promised help from the BGA
Executive in trying to develop the club. We are
suffering from the familiar problems of not
enough staff - are there any instructors looking
for more flying? - and member recruitment/
retention. We are still taking a critical look at
our fleet.
Congratulations to Bemard Bateman on
going solo.

J.R.
AVON (Bidford on Avon)
Recently there has been a dramatic growth in the
size of the club and the level of activity. Clair
Thorne went solo on her 16th birthday; Norman
Britton. a Concorde pilot, went solo after three

Another 16th birthday solo. Alex Jones of
Glyndwr GC receiving his solo award from
Tony Knight, CFI.

Ray Arentsen of Bristol GC with his instruc·
tor, John Patchett, after going solo four
months short of his 69th birthday.
flights; two gained all three Silver legs in one
flight; five flew Diamond goals; we have two new
instructors and Chris Morris has all three
Diamonds.
Richard Pal mer flew a 300km and two 500kms
in three consecutive days followed by landing out
in an LS· 7, 1 km away from home. whilst local
soar-ing. Guess which he is best remembered
for?

R.A.Y.
Obituaries - Pat Light and Jim Dallaway
Sadly Pat Light, wife of Peter, died on March 28.
She was a long term member and proved a very
proficient pilot over many years. She will be
sorely missed in helping us with the crosscountry competitions as she was an absolute
stalwart at running the start/finish line and
calculating the averages.
Pat showed tremendous courage throughout
her illness and we offer Peter our deepest syrnpathy and hope he will continue to fly amongst all
his friends at Bidford.
lt is with great regret we report the death of Jim
Dallaway on July 2 from a heart attack. He has
flown regularly at Bidford since 1980 and
became a very respected member and air experience instructor. James. or Gentleman Jim,
always had a kind and gentle way with him and
will be missed a great deal.
Mo Leonard and Barry Meeks
BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington)
We emerged just in the lead from the Inter-Club
meeting at Keevil and go into the final for the
third time.
Andy Jones went solo during Ben Bennett's
soaring week in July and Brian Ashcroft and
Keith Willingdale gained their 5hrs. Jim Addison
went solo and gained Bronze legs and Silver
height.
Simon Hutchinson equalled the UK 15 Metre

Below: Steve Hymers of Bicester being con·
gratulated by Peter Saundby who cleared
him to resolo in May nearly two years after an
accident in the Inter-Services Regionals at
Roanne left him paraplegic. He now flies a
Janus which has been modified with hand
controls. Photo: Lynn Norman.

Damlan Mann, of Burn GC, with his instructor, Austin Craw, having soloed on his 16th
birthday.
500km goal and return record in the Ventus, held
by Ben Benoist at 79.1 km/h.
We now enjoy the vintage pleasures of the
Kirby Kite on quiet summer evenings.
D.C.F.
BICESTER (RA FGSA Centre)
Our successes include a 750km by Barrie Elliott;
Jed Edyvean has won the Standard Class
Nationals; Peter Atkinson and Mark Critchlow
have flown 500kms; Roger Crouch flew the
Grunau Baby to Lasham; Robin Barnes and
Peter Rail have Silver distances and Margaret
Maynard and Paul Farrelly have gone solo.
M. H.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
We had some superb spring distance and wave
flying . Fred Bishop reached 161 OOft in east wave
for Gold height which enticed JJ from Dunstable
in V2 to 1 kt thermals to join him. Expeditions from
East Sussex. Devon & Somerset, Southdown,
Dublin, Kent and Oxford GCs enjoyed soaring
our mountains and a change of scenery.
We are adding a K-13 to our two-seater fleet to
help our busy courses and Martin Brockington
has a new Discus. Congratulations to Mark
Fisher, Tom Colbert and Peter Eggleston on
going solo.

J.G.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)
Congratulations to Barrie Purslow and Reg
Wooller on their lull Cat ratings and to Barrie on
becoming DCFI. Also to Martin Moss and John
Richardson (on becoming instructors); lan
Ashton, John Mitchell and John Wood (AEI
ratings); Alison Myers, Bill Jones and George
Wearing (Silver badges); Steve Robinson (going
solo) and Dave Teasdel (resoloing).
Sadly we have lost another very valued member, John Todd who died on May 16. He joined us
in 1966 and although contracting multiple
sclerosis ten years ago w hich stopped him
instructing he continued to fly solo and d rive the
JCB. He refused to let the disability slow him

Above: Carol Townend of Mendlp GC with
her instructor husband Dave. Left: Highland
GC hosted five blind and four sighted people
on a sponsored glide which raised several
thousand pounds for the Guide Dogs for the
Blind. A group are photographed with Angela
Veitch, the instructor.
down and the present good state of the field is
due to John's tireless efforts.
He was an adventurous pilot, a witty and highly
individual character and good family man. We
shall all miss him.
V. H.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
As well as the 15 Metre Class Nationals (see
report in th is issue) we hosted a most successful
Inter-University task week.
August sees the first flight since 1975 of the
Grunau Baby lovingly rebuilt by Sid Smith and
helpers from a pile of bits.

BORDERS (Galewood)
Cross-countries have been limited by strong
inversions and poor visability but Robin John son
achieved 280km on a 500km attempt.
In July 2500 international Scouts and Guides
camped near the club and had nearly 100 trial
instruction flights.
High pressure also restricted our July task
week but we flew tasks in wave, David lnce, from
Lasham, reaching 8500ft. And Richard Horan
gained both Bronze legs and the K-6E and Eagle
completed 108km triangles, taking around 5h rs
due to strong winds.
A forward plan puts the priority on improving
the club fleet and site. The revenue needed can
only come from increased flying and we have
published a brochure to attract rnore members
and visitors. We also aim to have more flying
weeks with wave weeks planned from October 621. Diamond hunters take note.
A.J.B.

J.S.W.

Below: Evening flight at North Weald, home
of Essex GC. Colin Whittington photographed their Super Cub towing a K·13.

BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airlield)
While summer course numbers have been disappointing, midweek flying (Wednesday's
throughout the year) continues to gain in popularity. Our weekend mini courses, when
students have the same instructor and glider until
1 pm, are a great success.
Congratulations to Garry Keall, Richard Kilham
and Phil Walsh (assistant instructor's rating);
Roger Keay and David Housley (AEI rating) and
Alison Jones and Bill Kirton (Silver badges).
Roy Henderson and Bill Kirton have three
trailers and one glider- two being built a few feet
short to hold a glider!
Our thanks to Rob Cook who pas served us
well as CFI and to Frank Cox for taking over.

OH
BURN (Burn Airlield)
We have had many good soaring days. The members' courses have been a great success with the
newly introduced cross-country week br·i nging

Above: Sigfrid Neumann, Cambridge Univer·
sity GC's retiring secretary, was photo·
graphed by Gilllan Foreman cutting the cake
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Bluebell,
their T-21. Anthony Edwards is on the left
next to his wife Catharina.
...

CLUB NEWS

Peter Coward, chairman of Deeside GC,
explaining the controls of the Puchacz to
Convenor (Provost) McKenzie and coun·
cillors during their visit to Aboyne.
41 flights and achieved a Bronze leg on the same
day; also to D. Smethurst. A. Burkinshaw, D.
Mann, J. Gaffigan, K. Scothern and M. Basu on
going solo and B. Wilson for Gold height.
A lecture by the CAA on air safety was well
attended. Our volunteer caterers work hard to
enhance our social events.
D.G.K.
CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge)
Bob Armour spent a cramped 5hrs in the
Swallow; Ray Lambert went solo and Gil\ian
Wyatt has both Bronze legs.
We welcome a new Skylark 4 syndicate - Alistair Morrison, Bob Wyatt and Ray Lambert.
S.M.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Duxford)
After nearly nine months of negotiation and frustration we have planning permission from the two
district councils involved to develop Gransden
Lodge, a disused airfield, as our new site.
We now have a year's work to get the runways
seeded and the necessary buildings erected
before we can leave Duxford. We must thank Bill
Scull and Humfrey Chamberlain for their help.
The site, which is 12 miles west of Cambridge
near the A 14, has enormous potential.
Peter Baker (ASW-20), who with Graham
Fa\ eke is now a full Cat, flew the first 600km from
Duxford on July 3 with his brother Richard doing
the same on August 7 in their ASW-20; we
reached the final of the Inter-Club League and
flew from dawn to dusk on the "longest day",
starting at 0407.
Congratulations to Mike Smith (Diamond
height at Aboyne); Geoff Brown (Gold distance/
Diamond goal in a K·6E); Mick Al\an (Silver
badge); Robert Amand and Ray Collins (Silver
distance); Andy Barren, Brian Davies and Terry
Willis (Silver height) and David Greest, George
Metzger. Colin Skyrme, Paul Winder, Ryoichi
Nakahashi and Eddie Baker on going solo.
B.H.B-S. and J.L.B.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishfor1h)
Congratulations to Martin Clegg on going solo; to
both Cleggs on Bronze legs; to Sleve Harper.
Dave Gauntlet! and Terry Lacey on Gold heights
and to Jim McLean and Robin Sinton on Silver
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DARTMOOR (Brentor)
A well co-ordinated (free) ,publicity campaign
using handbills, the local radio station and the
biggest circulation local newspaper increased
our fully flying membership by a third. Tourists
have also helped swell our funds with trial
instruction flights. In view of all this we are now
planning to buy another two-seater.
We had wonderful wave in May and July was
our best month so far. We have flown underprivileged children sponsored by our club, had a
barbecue and a fun flying week with a fancy
dress day at the end. We have enjoyed the strong
easterlies which create wave on the west side.
In spite of much longer flights, we are already
near to last year's total of 1500 launches. We
thank Alan Holland and Don Puttock, visiting
instructors, who have been a tremendous help.
F.G.M.
distances. Commiserations to Derek Smith for
his 4hrs 57min!
Our longest day attempt was rained off, but we
had a successful partial re-run a fortnight later.
J.P.
CORNISH (Perranporth)
The weather was mediocre but we ·had an enjoyable Mynd expedition.
Members sponsored flights for disabled and
the experience was thoroughly enjoyed by our
visitors.
Congratulations to Terry Edwards (going solo);
Derek Tay\or (reso\oing after a 23 years' break);
Martin Keer (5hrs) and John Shaw (distance leg
to complete his Silver badge).
G.A.H.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Several 500kms and many 300kms have been
flown. Congratulations to Tony Parker on his
300km to complete his Gold badge.
A\ an Roseberry, who is disabled and flies a K-2
with a specially adapted hand-operated rudder,
flew a duration of 53;4hrs and Dave Reyno\ds a
200km while completing his 5hrs.
Congratulations to Tim Macfadyen on winning
the Spanish Open/ 15 Metre Nationals (see
report in this issue) and on his "near miss"
950km in Spain.
New solo pilots are Ann Benlon, Chris Marsh
and Peter Ward and Dave Moore has his Silver
badge.
G.M.
COVENTRY (Husbands Boswor1h)
There have been numerous badge claims during
July with Silver distances for Glen Rainey and
Bob Cob\ey; 5hrs for Car\ Buzzard and Male
Guard (Libel le), Dave Booth (Carman) and Sieve
Crabb (Cirrus) flew 500kms from Sutton Bank.
The National Ladder is again dominated by a
Coventry Tutor - this year a different one flown by
Keith Nurcombe. A new Puchacz joins our twoseater fleet.
D.L.S.
CRUSADERS (Cyp rus)
Congratulations to Ennis Suleyman on going
solo. We have converted our old diesel winch to
5.6 litre VB using LPG. \an Pettman is leaving for
Chilterns GC via Belize.
I.P.

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
Congratulations to chairman, Peter Coward. on
winning the Northern Regiona\s and our thanks
to \an Donnelly who was tugging with our Cub
and acting as Peter's crew.
The wave has been good throughout the year
with over 18 OOOft in July and over 23 OOOft in
August. When there wasn't wave we had 6 to 8kt
thermals. We are flying virtually from dawn to
dusk and have a new AMF trailer for retrieves.
We had wide coverage of a visit from the Scottish Tourist Board and local district and regional
councillors who enjoyed some soaring.
Congratulations to Bob Henderson on his
1Ohrs 18mins in EBR. His syndicate members
are buying him a watch!
John Douglas, Dave Pirie and Bob Dunthorn
have gone solo, Bob getting a Bronze leg on his
solo flight - he would have had Silver height if he
had a barograph.
We now have 30 plus visiting gliders per week
hunting for Gold and Diamond! heights in the
autumn wave.
G.D.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Our cross-country logbook has been in regular
use since April with the sad exception of the BGA
week. Competition Enterprise gave us 25 OOOkm
(see report in this issue).
Rex Greyling (K-6) flew 320km and congratulations also to Dav Reilly, Simon Minson and
\an Milchell who demosntrated that an 0 / R to
Lasham will be tomorrow's milkrun; Chris Heide
(Silver badge); Chris Banting, Bob Wilson, Rod
Ward and lan Snelling (Silver distance); Frank
Bertonelli and Alan Davidson (Silver height); Rex
Tay\or, Phi\ Whithead and Chris Banting (duration); \an Snelling (Bronze badge) and Ken
Daniels and Doug Ray (going solo).
G.P.
DORSET (Old Sarum)
Our clubhouse, still minus a roof, suffered the
June rains but is about to be repaired. After
superb soaring In May we had little flying in
June.
We are still searching for a new site and anumber of fields have been inspected.
D.N.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
We have a replacement K-7 and the ground
equipment is being upgraded. The racy new-look
newsletter edited by Trina Reason is attracting a
wide readership.
Congratulations to Sieve Barter (UK Crosscountry diploma); and Teresa Dimond, Glyn Barnett, Carol Penbury and Carol Head (going
solo).
L.M.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford)
We have moved from Whatfield - our home for
over two decades - to Wormingford and christened the first full weekend by hosting the East
Anglian Inter-Club League. We were blessed with
fine weather and the Comp went smoothly.
Scott Kennedy, Tony Brown, Geoff Landberg,
Mike Friend, John Gilbert Jnr and Chris Robinson have Bronze badges and John Massey, Bob
Adams and Robbie Hatwell have flown
300kms.
Our thanks to members who gave their time
and energy dismantling the old site and constructing the new.
C.J.P.
GLYNDWR (Denbigh)
Nine pilots have qualified for a ridge run trophy.
We are also offering plaques for those exceeding
50km on the way. Unclaimed are 100 and 300km
awards, together with the 1OOOOft climb. On July
7 we launched directly into wave for most of the
day, allowing a quick dash to 4000ft and a full
brake descent to change crews- we had a 15min
limit on gliders for the one day.
lan Gilbert and Alex Jones have gone solo,
Alex on his 16th birthday. Twenty-three gliders
have flown from here and numerous visitors have
been impressed with our site.
T.K.
GRAMPIAN (Laurencekirk)
As a result of taking the Capstan to an air show,
several people came for trial lessons and some
joined the club.
it's good to see members encouraging their
families to come with them for the day. Derigging
every night is now down to a fine art.
R.J.S.
LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
Two of our most respected members, Peter Davis
and Ray Rideout, have died. They will be sadly
missed and we send our condolences.
Obituaries will be in the next issue.
We had many impressive cross-countries in
July. Our courses are full, including the advanced
soaring courses run by Gee Dale and Jose!
Solski's aerobatic courses.
We had a major barbecue party to celebrate
the marriage of CFI Terry Joint to Cathy
Heaney.
Our K-13 has arrived and we are considering a
satellite field operation.
MT.C.
MENDIP (Halesland Airfield)
Congratulations to Pete Turner on regaining his
full instructor rating after several years doing
other things, and to Dave Townend (the older) on
October/ November 1990

his assistant rating. They ran a successful abinitio course in June with Dave Townend (the
younger) going solo.
Congratulations also to Tim Hogarth (Oiy 2B)
on completing the first UK Cross-country
diploma from Halesland and to Derek Simpson
on his Silver distance.
John Boley has ploughed, levelled and reseeded half our airfield which will be a vast
improvement.
Dartmoor GC enjoyed their recent visit. Midweek flying is being well supported and we have
a Skylark 4 owned by the Hogarth family.
11 is with great sadness we learnt of the death of
Angelos Yorkas in a gliding accident at Usk (see
BGA News). Angeles learnt to fly at Mendip and
had many frjends at Hatesland. Our heartfelt
sympathy goes out to Sue.
T.A.O.H.
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RD.
NORTH WALES (Rhuallt)
Our new committee, with Dick Moore as chairman and Ray Ball as CFI, has been busy since
the departure of the previous committee to form
the nucleus of Glyndwr GC, building upon the
sound position they left behind.
We have a spacious clubhouse caravan, by
courtesy of the Salisbury Arms, Tremeirchion,
and have extended the flying field by some 200
yards by buryng the west end power lines. This is
safer and we are regularly getting 1600ft
winch launches.
There are plans for a hangar and then, as
finances permit, improvements to our elderly
winch.

ND.J.C.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Simon Adlard and Roy Dalling flew 500kms on
July 3, landing back on top of the hill, and Harry
Lowe did the same on July 31. (See the BGA
News for the sad report of Harry's fatal accident.)
Julian Fack came just short of his 300km on July
3 and on July 6 Roger Andrews rigged his Ventus
at 1830hrs and took it to 12 200ft asl in wave.
almost dragging a course member to Gold height
in the K-23. Graham Underwood got his Gold
height by taking his new DG to 17 OOOft at
Aboyne in July.
We learnt a lot when Chris Rollings ran a BGA
soaring course at the Mynd in June and a
fortnight later John Stuart impressed his advanced students with the capabilities of the
BGA Janus.
We have exceeded last year's kilometres for
the same months by 30%.

RD.
NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe)
Due to a rogue section of runway leaping up
twice in quick succession just as club aircraft
were over it, refu rbishing took longer than
expected.
Congratulations to Eric Boyle on completing
3000hrs; also to John Maddison and Keith
Dykes (AEI rating); Kevin Clayton, Dave Kasube
and Andy Roe (on going solo) and Barry Patterson (Bronze badge).
Many thanks to Cranwell for taking us in for the
two weekends we had to close the site.

M.A.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
We've had another busy summer with courses
and evening trial instruction lessons.
Roy Mitcheson is training as a helicopter pilot
with Bristow Helicopters; Dave Moss is flying
Hawks at RAF Valley and Ron Davis has his full
Cat rating . Some younger members visited Sieve
Knox at Le Blanc where he is tugging and Martin
Fellis flew our old IS-28B2, now resident at the
French site.
We have an expedition this month to Brunton
airfield on the Northumberland coast and our
usual trip to Portmoak in September. We are fund
raising .t o replace one of our K-7s with a glassfibre two-seater.
Members cleaning up the site have already
sold three skip loads of scrap and we are install-

OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
Richard Hall, our CFI for many years, has stood
down. A man of apparently limitless enthusiasm,
he has done an enormous amount for the club in
many ways. We thank him and wish him well in
the future. Colin White has taken over for the
time being.
F.B.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee-on-Solent)
Ben Bennett has taken over as DCFI from Harvey
Clarke who has joined Tony Sabino in the USA on
furlough - temporari ly we hope.
Congratulations to Graham Hibberd (Diamond
distance and Gold badge); Alan Cl ark (Diamond
goal); Geoff Clark and Neville Churcher (Silver
badges); Peter Dixon (Bronze badge) and Martin
Heneghan and Chris Joly (300kms).
Our first club expedition abroad was to
Saumur, France and during the good second
week Dave Hocking, Paul Rogers and Fred
Stephenson achieved 5hrs and several flew
Silver heights and Bronze legs. Well done to Mike
Moore and Tony World on their 300kms. We
hope the expedition will become an annual event.
The club has ordered a SZD Junior.
Y.C.
RAE (Farnborough)
With good soaring conditions we have had 48
enthusiastic and ambitious cross-countries this
season.
Congratulations to Paul Stephens (Silver
badge); Ken Hansell (resoloing) and tan Rule,
Richard Derham and Derrick Percival (going solo
with a Bronze leg for Richard and Derrick).
The K -13 and three syndicate gliders are going
to La Motte, France. We thank Lasham for their
help in harbouring our gliders and relighting
wayward cross-country pilots.

M.TD.
RATTLESDEN (RaNiesden Airfield)
The visit by the veterans, families and friends of
the USAF 447th Bomber Group in June was a
great success. We thank those involved in giving
flights to 65 visitors and to the padre of RAF Honington for dedicating•the memorial plaque on the
side of our control tower.
Our thanks to North Hill for their hospitality during our enjoyable expedition. Our second K-7-+
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THE 1991 SOARING!
CALENDAR
Delivery of the 1991 Soaring Calendar from the SSA is expected this month. This year features a
new design layout with a functional 11 "X 14" horizontal format. Great photography makes a
calendar and you won't be disappointed at the latest effort. Ring the BGA Shop and take this
opportunity to place your order now.

£'6 .50 plus 45p postage
(Held down to this remarkable price for the fourth year running!)

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT.
FREEPOST
LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
Telephone 0533 531051

ACCESSNISA ACCEPTED
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..
has been refurbished, thanks to Dave King and
Alan Towse.
Congratulations to Michael Elmer on going
solo and Martin Raper on his 300km but commiserations to Mar·k Taylor whose camera again
let him down on a second 300km.
R.W.

SCOITISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
We have ordered a Supacat winch. John Riley
has finished three years as CFI, for which many
thanks, and Brian Scougall is filling the gap until
we can appoint a professional.
Congratulations to Allan Davie and Dick Middleton on their Silver badges (Dick is our first pilot
to claim the 1OOkm Cross-country diploma);
John Ferguson (Bronze badge); Brian Kennoway, Peter Griffiths and David St Pierre (going
solo) and James Deas on resoloing after 32
years.
Our first longest day for some years was a success with 141 hrs flown by 27 aircraft, and at least
one aircraft in the air from 0400 to 1835hrs.
M.J.R.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
We had another extremely successful open day
with Alan Sparshatt-Potter's T-21 a great attraction. lt resulted in an increase of casual visitors
and new members.
Work on one of our K-7's wings is almost complete thanks to many hours put in by Alan Pettit,
Alan and Andy Brind and Dave Maleham.
John Parsons, Richard Dann and Stephen
Ottnergained their AEI ratings on our first course.
Congratulations also to Steve Glassett (Silver
badge); Dennis Maynard, John Hogbin, John
Hewitt and Neil Lloyd (Silver height); John
Hogbin (Bronze badge) and Matthew Grate and
Tom Glen (going solo).

s.c.o.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
May and June were disappointing soaring
months for us but we do have six new solo pilots
- Sue Mor1ey, Richard Appletree, Tim Brewer,
Eric Brown, Bill Rowlands and Ray Sharpe.
Congratulations to them and to Nick Bowers
on gaining his Bronze badge.
C.M.R.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Our thanks to resident instructor, Peter France,
and our new tug pilot, Alastair Powney, for their
efforts this season and congratulations to Mike
Dunlop, Tim Joyce and lan Evans on their
Silver badges.
Our task week was very enjoyable and we
thank Peter France and family for the barbecue at
their home for the pilots.
We had several noteworthy flights recently
with Mike Dunlop (L-Spatz) completing 238 of a
300km 0/R, CFI Angeles Yorkas 680 of a 750km
attempt (see details in BGA News of Angeles's
tragic death) and Graham Bailey (Vega)
500km.
N.P.

and refurbishing with plumbing by Martin Greenwood and Jeff Gale - our thanks to all. Refreshments will be available at the weekends and
during flying weeks.
The May expedition to Sutton Bank was very
successful with two durations and much thermal
experience. The hospitality was much appreciated.
John Berry, Bob Hill, Josephine O'Brien and
Malcolm Ratcliffe have gone solo and congratulations also to Brian Marsh on his
Diamond distance.
H.G.W.

THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield)
In terms of launches, this season is likely to be
one of our best in recent years. Special congratulations to Chris Walker on going solo - all
three members of her family have now soloed at
the club. Also to Alistair Caie on going solo and to
Barry Lovett on his assistant instructor rating.
J.B.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey)
Congratulations to John Rice on a 500km triangle, Burgl'e y House, Durham Cathedral, on
April 9, and to Roy Dell, Andrew Cullum and
Sieve Slater on 300km triangles.
The Inter-Club League produced four triangles
for us. Carol Baker, Duncan McNaught and Mark
Horton have gone solo, Mark on his 16th
birthday. Well done.
We had an enjoyable weekend with the BGA
Discus and Janus and a further AEI course has
been completed.
M.P.G.

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Our CFI, John Sullivan, and his family have a new
posting and will be sorely missed. Farewell also
to Colin and Janet James and Tim and Lynda
Doye and our thanks for their contribution to the
club. We wlecome Ian and Alison Smith, lan taking over as CFI.
Congratulations to Tom Doye and Chris Gilbert
(Gold distances, Chris completing his Gold
badge); Mike Gazzard (distance to complete his
Silver badge); Mick Ferguson and Ski (assistant
Cat rating) and Kev Morley, Kev Berry and Simon
Cattle (Silver heights and 5hrs).
We were unfortunate with the weather for our
June mini Comp when we had lots of competitors
including pilots from Germany, Holland and Lux-

~
Aw,...,

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
IN THE
- - - - - - SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS
ARGYLl. & WEST IIIGHL~ N U Gl.!UING CEJ\TRt:
Connd Airfield. Nonh CcHlll\.'1. By O han.
Argyll. Scolland. Td : Connd (01>.11 7 1) 14.1

We

op~ ratc

from C o nncl .'VF north o f Ohan.

hrc<~t lnaki n g

mo umain soari ng co ndi1io n:\.

October/ November 1990

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Swindon)
Our Enterprise stYle task week at the end of May
had creditable performances in not the best of
weather. One task was a treasure hunt with clues
to various well known TPs in a sealed envelope
with a second sealed envelope (which no one
opened) giving the answers. Everyone completed the task.
Dave Foster had problems with his photos and
barograph on his Silver distance and height
attempts but got it right the second time.
We recently had an EGM, plus a clubhouse
opening ceremony since we now have H&C in
all rooms.
E.J.W.

VECTIS (Sandown Airport, Isle of Wight)
Our June open day was a success- we welcome
several new members. The recently arrived clu'b
K-8 is proving very popular.
The Shanklin to Ventnor cliffs' wave has been
working well giving Lesley Tuppen (ASW-15) her
5hrs and Mike Chambers (K-8) his first Bronze
leg, though the summer has generally been better for barbecues than for soaring.
Congratulations to Andy Taylor and John
Leonard on their Bronze badges and to John
Kenny on his 1OOOhrs.

L.T.
WELLAND (Lyveden)
Our move to Lyveden has been very successful we have 70 members and a Std Jantar and IS·
29o has increased the fleet to 16. Work has
started on the hangar and clubhouse, the latter
being a new facility for us.
The flying week went well with good weather,
20 gliders, visitors from five other club:; and
plenty of cross-countries. Our thanks to Newark
& Notts GC for the loan of a K-7 and to Coventry
GC for a Bocian, a T-21 trailer and a day's
aerotowing.
Congratulations to Gerard O'Callaghan (assistant instructor); Dick Goodband (Silver distance

Holiday Gliding Courses
.......,
for Beginners

::CV

IUg.s wck nml'

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse

O NE llAY COU RSE £65
~W~: UAY CO URSF. FROM £Z60
ACCOM:\Uli>ATI ON P.OA

DOVER(0304)824888

1 or 5 day t:our:-:cs- Ap ril w O~.:whc r. Visiti ng gl ider. ;md

Fi.H injfmnation and

STRATFORD ON AVON (SniNerfield Airfield)
A large Portakabin serves as the clubhouse with
the original resiled for toilets and showers. Vie
Berry and Stan Smith have been redecorating

{s~.:c

Pookys) );m m:hing gl iJ ~;.•rs from l400m rurw. ay:<~ inlo

embourg. Mike Foreman (ASW-20) was 2nd and
Tim Doy1e (DG -300) 3rd. Phi! Jones was 2nd and
John Norman 5th in the Asperden Comp.
We have had some very good days with 8000ft
' cloudbase on one occasion. Thanks to Chris
Gilbert and helpers we will soon have a superb
newly serviced winch.
L.F.

fr('(' hrodllltt'.''i.

TRALEE BAY
HOLIDAYS
Phone 0631 72 255

contw·t:

Ring Ron or John on

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB
Waldershare Park, Dover,
Kent CT15 5NH

...
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CLUB NEWS
ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

Now open for gliding seven days a week
throughout the year. New members
welcome.
Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar
over the beautiful Cotswolds.
(TALGARTH}

COME AND TRY OUR VERY
SPECIAL MOUNTAIN RIDGE
FLYING AND WAVE SOARING
We fly 7 days a week, all year round.
Weekend and mid-week courses available for beginners or experienced pilots.
Because of our good ridge soaring,
instructional flights average 45 + minutes.

Mid week holiday courses from March to
October for beginners or solo pilots
tailored to suit your requirements.
Details from:
TOM MILLER
ENSTONE EAGLES GUDING CLUB LTD
Enstone AJrtiBid, Church Enstone, Oxfordshire
Tal: 0608 678204
(0608) 877481 or 677535 {daytime)
(0869) 50787 (evenings)

Gliding in the Black Mountains?

THE TOWER HOTEL

Tel 0874 711253

Write to: The Course Secretary, Mrs G. Edwards,
Gt Stonss, Hare Street, Buntlngford, Harts SG9 OAD.
Tel: 0763 89460.

and 5hrs to complete his badge); Ken Payne
(5hrs to complete his Silver badge); Peter Strong
(AEI rating) and Brian Neal, Bob Rowlands and
Bob Jackson (going solo).
R.H.S.

For details contact
Derrick Eckley on 0874 711254
or the
Air1ield on 0874 711463

Family run hotel -rooms with en suite, showers
or basic facilities available
Bar, Restaurant and Residents Lounge
Situated one mile from Black Mountains
Gliding Club

•
Holiday courses from June to September beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout lhe year Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal cross-country
site - cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.

HEREPORDSHIRE
GliDinG CLUB
Shobdon Airfield Nr. Leominster HR6 9NR
Telephone weekends
056681-8908
or evenings
0905-21740

WOLDS (Pocklington)
Despite long bouts of high winds and rain we
have had some commendable cross-countries
with 300kms for Sieve Malcolm, Dave Bowes
and Pete Wilson. Tom Dale (a new tug pilot), Alan
McWhirter and Melonie Malcolm have AEI
ratings, Melonie being our first Wolds' female
A El.
N.R.A.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
Sue Gordon, Jane Croshaw and Mark Judd have
gone solo, Mark on his 16th birthday, and Mick
Davis has reached 2000hrs.
R.J.

COME

GLIDING

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

with th e

at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Under BGA in struetnr-s. Beg in11rrs wt.>lc·ome.

Trevc lla:; Airfiel d is on lv urw mil t• from
Pcrranporth"s
golden
"sa nd s.
onl"
of
Cornwa ll 's favourit e family holid ay ce ntres.

RUTH. B. PHILLIPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES
(0872) 552430

Good local soaring and
cross-country.
Private owners w elcome.
Please Contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Air1ield , Morton Lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8LP
Telephone: 0785-51570

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
On July 8 wave gave one flight of 628km, two of
over 500km and two in excess of 400km.
The Northern Regionals was a great success
with nine competition days and soaring in wave,
thermals to over 8000ft, ridge lift and sea breeze
fronts. July 31 was the best day with 14 of the
Open Class completing a 512km task and two of
the Standard Class competitors continuing to
soar to gain Diamond distances after completing
their task. There were over 30 badge claims dur- ,
ing the week and over 59 723km flown.
Our CFI Henryk Doktor will be retiring at the
end of the year and we are holding a dinnerdance in the new year at the Old Swan Hotel,
Harrogate. More details will be sent to clubs
later.

a

c.L.

The YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Our superb glass-fibre fleet caters for absolute beginners or pundits. You can be assured of the best opportunities for
gliding in this most beautiful county.
With over fifty years of successful soaring at one of Europe's foremost panoramic sites, the YORKSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB welcomes visitors from all over the World.
Why not join us at the Yorkshire Gliding Club - There is no other club quite like it!
Full residential and catering facilities all year round.

The Yorkshire Gliding Club (pty) Ltd, Sutton Bank, Thirsk, N. Yorkshire
(0845) 597237
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BOOK ER

COVENTRY
GLI DING
CLUB

LASH AM
Does your home club operate only at weekenll.s?

• Residential courses held w eekly
• 5 day and 2 day
• Good field
• Beginners
w elcome
-

All types of course from absolute beginners to
expe rts • All aerotow launc hing for longer
flights. • We are open every day all year includ·
ing summer evening s until sunset • Only 35
mins from London (M40 junction 4)
Write or phone for our colour brochure:

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB
Wycombe Air Park, Marlow
Bucks SL 7 3DR

Tel: 0494 29263

At Lasham we operate all week, every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to your
training. Whether you are not yet solo and would
benefit from a week's consolidated instruction, 01 a
budding cross-country pilot needing soaring or field·
landing training, we have the expertise and facilities
to help.
Apart from our large two-sealer fleet and excellent
aerotow and winch launch facilities, we have a
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
instructional videolapes if bad weather prevents
Hying.

•
• AEI courses
held on
demand

Advanced
courses for
Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross
Country Flights
during 1989

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Lutterworth
Leics. I.E 1 7 6JJ
880521 . (0858) 880429

On ~slte accommodation for club expeditions is
always available by arrangement.

Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to suit your needs.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton. Hants
Hemard (025 683) 322 or 270

Tel

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
7 Jay~ ~ week, year round
o pera tion
Thermal. Hill a nd Wave
soaring

• 2&5
D ay
co urses

Modern a ll glass
solo and

2 seate r

The club is open to everyone.
IN RIDGE, THERMAL AND WAVE SO ARING .

Soar the Cotswolds and into the Wch.h
mountains . Come for a day or a week.
Clubhouse or caravan/tamping
accom modatio n. Holiday courses. AE I
courses by arrangeJnent. Easy access
M 4/ M 5.

Details from: The Man;)gcr, Bristol &
Gloucestershire Gliding C lub,
NympsfidJ, N r. Stonchousc, Glos.
GL! O JTX.
lli! 0453 86342/860060

BUCKMINSTER
We open e~ery weeke nd and Wednesday through·
out the year.
One to five day courses a•ailablc from May to
September, tailo"'d to meet your needs.
Mini Courses available at weekends until lpm
where you "ill share a glider with the sHme in·
structor and a maximum of five other students.
Acrolow and Winch launches available and the
Club fleet consists ofa Puchacz, K 13, K8 and K6.
Ewrybody welcome - you will find us 5 miles
south of Granthan1 and 3 miles west of the A I.

EAST MIDLANDS
BuclcmlnafW Gliding Club

I

SaltiJy Airfield (Nr GfBnttllm}, LMcest.l'llhll 'll
7W. Gl'llntllam (0411} Bf0385
01' (0533} 3031104

October/ November 1990

We winch and aerotow fro m Duxford
throughout t he year, mostly at w eek ends.
We run 3 day "Introductio n to Gliding
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-lnitios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

For general information wri te to
The Secretary, Chris Sullivan
10 Kentings, Comberton
Cambridge CB3 7DT
Tel. 0223· 263480
For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
6 Camside, Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

eAEI
ra tings

fleet

Fu ll ca tering. licenced
h ar a nd accom moda tion

Details from:

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP
0582 663419

THE LONDON GLID\NG CLUB

KENT GLIDING CLUB
Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN25 4DR
Courses available tor beginners
and early solo pilots, April to
October. Inclusive of instruction,
meals and accommodation in
fully licensed clubhouse.
For FREE brochure, write or
phone:
Challock 307 or 274
(Std 023 374)
~

!:! ._ I

ADVANCED
TRAINING COURSES
Courses from mid March to
Bronze standard or Cross Country.
Ab initio courses also always
available.
AEI by arrangement.

Detail from:
ROY DALUNG
Midland Gliding Club
Long Mynd, Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel: Lintey (058861) 206
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SOUTH WALES
GLIDING CLUB
USK, GWENT
COURSES FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER
UNDER BGA INSTRUCTORS

Protect and appreciate your soaring investment

AEROTOW OR WINCH LAUNCHES

NOW TAKING BOOKINGS FOR REFINISHtNG & RECOVERING DURING COMING WINTER SEASON.
Early deposit secures fixed price & position in workshop.
Remember accurate reprofiling restores appearance, pertormance and value.
Waxing, numbers. letters and personalised colour schemes.
Our scope includes skin punctures, belly landings, trailer damage and tow out gear. C of A's can be arranged.

BEGINNERS WELCOME
TASK WEEK, ALL LEVELS OF PILOTS,
JULY 22-29
WAVE, MOUNTAIN AND THERMAL SOARING

FLY in or DRIVE via M40 to:

LIZ PHILLIPS (COURSE SECRETARY!
9 TRELAWNY CLOSE, USK, GWENT NP5 1SP
(029131 3477 or (02911690536 (CiubJ

Sailplane Studio, Booker Airfield, Near Marlow, Bucks_
--:-...-.............._ Telephone 0494 438581 or 0753 887829

HOFFMANN
PROPELLERS
4-blade propellers for towing'
1c dramatic noise reduction
it excellent engine cooling
. it improved climb/descent

SKYCRAFT SERVICES Ltd
Albany House, Litlington
Cambridgeshire
Tel. 0763 852150
Fax.0763 852593

0

Tel (0962) 840084

CONTEST

CALLUSFORYOUR
CATALOGUE (24 HRS)

ALSO THE BEST OF:
ALTIMETERS. VARIOS, ASI'S
COMPASSES. DECCA NAV
ILEC ADC'S & VARIOS
MOTOR GLIDER 1/COM RADIO
THERMAL CLOTHING ETC....

SPECIALISED
TRAINING RANGES
FROM AI-INITIO
THROUGH BRONZE C
TO ADVANCED WAVE
SOARING
SEVEN DAY FACILITIES
VISITORS WELCOME
S DAY COURSE FROM £170

(:\

T. .

SKY

RUFFORTH AIRFIELD

YORK TEL (0904) 83694

C\C\
f:\c.JC-Jf:\

V__j

SIIAIIBIG

YOUR BEST COMPLETE
RADIO/ NAV SYSTEMS:

\LJ..

\(_)

0
Vi:.)

COME MOTOR-GLIDING AT ENSTONE

,~~
~,.~
~r~

TO CONVERT YOUR BRONZE/ SILVER TO SLMGPPL *
DO FIELD LANDINGS/ NAVEX EXERCISES FOR YOUR
BRONZE
AB-INITIO TRAINING (NO LAUNCH QUEUES)

Ring Oxfordshire Sportf/ying Club on 0608-677208
for more information
7 days a week operation
*Sell launching motor glider private pilot's licence
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . . . -~ .,
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

J.,

j_':

.-----===

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

fl.!

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

Repairs and major overhauls undertaken on all
glider types and most PFA aircraft
Main agents for 'Aerolene' light heat
shrink fabric
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

VARCOM SAILPLANE COMPUTERS
IMPROVE YOUR CROSS-COUNTRY PERFORMANCE
THROUGH BETTERVARIOMETRY, BETTER INFORMATION
I

SYSTEM INCORPORATES: VARIO , AVERAGER,
AUDIO-DIRECTOR, FLIGHT DATA RECORDER,
DISTANCE AND FINAL GLIDE CALCULATOR
EASY AND INTUITIVE TO USE
BAROGRAPH AND STATISTICS PRINT- OUT

'

6

4

8

10

/~
_ . !')
"\

-2
~

VARCOM

liiOIS

, 2
/

4

6
. I

8

10

I

- \

LET US SEND YOU DETAILS OF : * SYSTEM OPERATION *BAROGRAPH *PRICE AND DELIVERY

CONNEVANS LTD., REIGAlE, SURREY RH2 9YR TEL: 0737 247571 FAX: 0737 223475
October/November 1990
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THE SUPER DIMONA HK 36
A REAL STRIDE FORWARD

16.2m span extendable to 17.6m
•

CHOICE OF ENGINES
For details

John A dams
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd
Hoo Mill, lngaatra, Stafford
(0889) 881496
FAX (0889) 882 189

Grob G1 03 Twin Ill Acro built to Grob
high standards for spring 1989
delivery
Excellent for basic training through to
performance training
Send tor details:

JOHN ADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD
Hoo Mill, lngestre, Stafford
Tel: 0889-881495 FAX 0889 882189

5 YEAR STATUTORY PERIOD FOR
RE· TESTING OF OXYGEN CYLINDERS
Hydro-Tech specialise in the testing of
c y1inders to BS 5430.
Glider oxygen cylinders re- tested and pillar
valves serviced. Test Certificates supplied.
contact us at:
Tam House
Gt Urswick. Nr Ulverston
Cumbria LA 12 OST
Tel: 0229 56782

BRIAN WEARE

JOH N EDWARDS

GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESW ELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tel: Luppitt 891338 (9·6 pm)
Honiton 41041 (after 6 pm)

BGA Senior Inspector

C of A Inspections
Repairs & Restorations

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
C o f A OVERHAULS

B.GA., CAA.. ~.F.A. APPROVALS

J

Wa te rmill I ndustrial Estate
Aspenden Ro ad. Bun tingfo rd

Herts. SG9 9JS
Td: 0763 716 12 (works)
0763 89460 (home)

I

24 hour answering setVice

SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Exchange Propellers for Motor Gliders
Fixed price overhauls and repairs
Delivery and fitting included
Quiet Propellers for Towing
leading-edge Protection Tape

HOFFMANN
PROPELLERS
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193 RUSSELL ROAD
BIRMINGHAM 813 8RR
Tel: 021·449-1121 Fax: 021-449·9855

IMAGINE
MountJJin soaring,
wave and th1nnal tlying
in glorious Spain

*

*

*

•

J oin us for taiiOf ·rrladc holidays
• Families (J( Individuals w elcome
8'!l,linners and pundits alike will enjOy breathtakrng scenery in our Grob t 098
Lnstrument flying. cross-country, fi e~d l.audir•u

*
*
*

instru ~..11on

Relax in ou r luxury p rivate vilht. w ith poot and

expcrir.nc:e the holiday o f a l ifetime

Contacr
The Bsrtons 01 449 9346/01-953·9689
ur Sp~in 0!0.34.65.795355

GLIDING IN SPAIN
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

PENGUIN

PILATUS 8·4. basic panel. electnc vario, new car~opy, C of A to
August 9 ~. onen lrarter. Best otter over £8500. Tel 0706
218167.

WIY
OFF

TO PLACE AN ADVERnSEMENT IN THE CLASSIFED SEC·
nON, pleaM Mnd your ,.mttt.nce together with yOUr word·
ing to CHEIRON PRESS LIMITED, 241 Desborough Road,
High Wycombe, Bueks (Tel 0494 442423), before the 4th of
the month of publication. Rates 60p per word with a mini·
mum of £12.00. Black & wh~• photograph accepted £5.00
extra. Box No. £2.50 ex1ra. Prices include VAT.

TRACK

FOR SALE

Misnomer

PZL VARIO, 80mm, 1:100, WINTER BAROGRAPH, 12km wilh
case £200. Tel 0362 693898.
KESTREL 19, 1\rlly inslrumenled, oxygen, parachute and
barograph. Fibreglass trailer. £13000. Tet 0924 862141.

I

was dismayed to see the silly and wholly
inaccurate practice of calling K· 7 conversions K·
1Os- simply on the basis, one assumes, of split·
ling the difference between K·7 and the K-13
which the conversion is meant to represent- has
been given quasi-official backing by its use in the
latest BGA Accident Summary, reference 128
(see June issue, p 149).
Those who've been in gliding more than a year
or three know. of course, that Schleicher K·10s
were being built long before the K· 7 conversion
first saw the light of day. For the unknowing, the
K-10 - of which about ten were built - was
Schleicher's last wholly wooden single-seater,
basically a K·6E fuselage and empennage with
17-metre wings of different aerofoil section and
remarkably close rib spacing.
Such, amigos, is the real K·1 0. Beware of two·
seat re-jigged impersonations. Penguin was on
the point of importing what would have been the
UK's first and only K-10 sometime in the early
1970s but his bank manager started breathing
heavily and all those arduous negotiations with a
club near Hanover came to nought.
But now that a real K-10 is at last flying in the
UK. under its correct and legitimate designation,
shouldn't the BGA, to prevent confusion, issue an
edict forbidding reworked K· 7s posing as some·
thing they quite distinctly ain't? 11 should insist on
a different and more accurate moniker, such as
K-7 bis, K-7 Mk2 or even K-7/13.

Got a rule book 'andy?
I hadn't seen the excellent Liftin' the Blues video
of the 1988 Standard Class Nationals until it was
shown, at full length, on Channel 4 recently.
I loved it and so did Hen Penguin. But she snor·
led in disgust, even returning to the subject the
following day, over Andy Davis's brutally frank
admission that he sometimes lures leeches a few
miles down track, to slip away unnoticed for a re·
start in stronger conditions.
"How unsporting. If he was really good he
wouldn't need to resort to cheap tricks like that" ,
she snapped with holier·than·thou Corinthian
rectitude. "I think he's done gliding harm in the
minds of many lay people who might be
watching."
Tough one, Andy, for she has the smile of an
angel but the memory of an elephant. So you'll
now compete with the perpetual handicap of Hen
Penguin's disapproval - something which has
blighted my gliding for years

a
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WOODEN TRAILER AND FITTlNGS. Fit 15m glider, good tyres.
tlrakes and ele<:trics. New spare wheel £750. Tel Peter 0206
241198.
K·4 RHONLERCHE. Completely renovated 3 years ago, new
fabric, canopy. skid etc. Seen Mendip £2000 or better. Pho"e
Mar!< 0278 788380 (evenings).
OK BAROGRAPH with carrying case and foils 1:180. OXYGEN
BOTILE 6' dia X 19 ' C30. Flexible HP hose for above 1:15. Tel J
Graham 091 3855515.
T · 21s, choice o f three and While Pi rat. All w~h long C of A's. Fleet
reorganisation at Connet Glid rng Club. TeJ Alex 0 631 6334:1.
PEGASUS 90. Now better than ever. All controls self connect.
New super finish. New COCkpit fayoul Quick delivery. Contact
Nine Four Avia~on Ltd (Sieve Wh"e). 2 Hazelwood Co ttage, Otd
Horns Lane, Bookers, Martow, Bucks SL7 3DU. Tel 0494 436888,
Fax 0494 449549.

STD JANTAR 11 excellent condition. Full panel. barograph,
~arachute, one man rig and tow out gear. Fantastic alurn•nium
trailer £t3000. Tel 0904 645471 .
TWO·SEATER MOTOR GLIDER, 2 5 mrles North London.
l'z·sh& e £ 10000. Alternallvely enthusiastic co·pilot with PPL/
Gliding experience considered. Box No. 006.
PHOESUS 17m. Watec. No blisters. Diamond distance twice.
Also K·2B. Tel 08012 4 13 5 (evenings). mobile 011.16 354285.
BAROGRAPH: OK Calibration £285.0XYGEN CYLINDER filled
(takes 3000 psi). long slim, suits ASWs Ct 25. Both pristine.
Together £400. Co llecl West Lond on, Lasham. Tel 081·579
1813.
SPEED ASnR 290 starts, 400 hours, fully competition equipped,
oxygen prepared. German reglstrallon. closed trailer £11 500. Tel
010·49·21 51 476320.
ASW-20 FL 1983. Cambridge vario and MK IV sp""d d ire<:tor.
Winter valio and Dolphin. Avionic Diltel 720 radio. Hcri<on.
Schian1l. compass. Full covers. tow out gel:ir. strong chute.
oxygen. Komet trailer. Mylar £22250 ono. Tel Brian Marsh 021 •
745 1380 (eveningsl.
INEXPENSIVE TRAILER. Ex Skylark 4, Old but roadworlhy. Any
sensible otter considered. At Nympslield. Tei 0272 563246, Fax
0272 701477.
STD LIBELLE. Electric vario and averaoer. oxyuen, parachute,
720 Channel radio. trailer. good ccndition, 1:11 500. Tel David
Smrth 0908 3 73 738 (hOrn(!), 071·832 5569 (office). View at
Bicesler.
WINTER MINI BAROGRAPH with c&rying case and mounting
crad le £350 ono. TWO DRUM WINCHES, less pewer units, one
virtually co mplete. seco nd has good drums, final d rive and pay on
gear. Tel 0572 75 7342.
ASnR C5-77 excellent cond rtio n, includes electric vario.
Dolphin. AiH. rad io, parachute, portable oxyuen. sound wooden
trailer inc. damper. Tel 0 279 437963 (eves).
STD CIRRUS 450. Torva trailer. parachute, barograph,
instruments. oxygen, radio. A very nice example. View at Aboyne
lhis autumn. £14000 ono. Tel 03398 88994 or 03302 3800.
SLINGSBY T· 31 Tandem Tutcr. privately owned. good condition.
new C of A. must sell, sensible offers. Tei 0323 898319.
ASW·15b. Re-proli!ed winys. 720 radio. e"'<:tric vario.
barograph. Good lra>ler wilh rigging and tow·ou\ gear. Wing/ta il
covers too. Tel 071·706 1382.
ROVER WINCH - now in pmduction. Powerful. easy to operate
winch for expeditrons er club standby use. Se€ S&G Feb/Mar 90.
Co nversion kil £2100. For details er demo phone Jerry Odell on
036 2 693898.
15m ALUMINIUM TRAILER, Astir fittings. 'ery good condition.
£ 1750. Tel 0823 672377.
K· 7/ 13. New canopy, basic instruments £8000. Tel 0 28 3 75 283.
ASW·19B complete witn GAP trailer. parachute. barograph.
instruments, radio, tow-out {)Car. Beautilul machine. Tel 0993
811 675 or 0 280 70 1t8t (eves).
LS·6B 200 hours, Peschg es VP3. Ho rizo n. parachute,
Schroeder trailer. Tel 081·590 04 16 unm 27.10.90, thereafter
02 1-705 7900.
COBRA 15 outfil with covered trailer and o ne man rig and tow out
gear £9000 ono. Contacl Martin & Partners at Husbos or ring
0804 880698.
SUPER FALKE SYNDICATE, based at Saltby Airtleld. Leics
(Buckmin•ter Gliding Club) Invite two further me mbers to make
up to six. to fly th•s completely renovated. low houred motor glider.
Own T hangar. About £3500 euch share. Further detail s lele·
phone 0602 258318 (even;ngs).
PHOEBUS 17C, super glass scratching machine. good wire
launch characteristics, lull panel, tail chute,very good condition.
stable towing metal trailer £10000. Mick wens 0252 5 1 2656.

ASW·22. FlAI competition panel, trailer, rigging aids, one·man
tow eQ\riprnent, etc. very good condition. For price and details
telephone F Pozerskis 0858 467723 (home), 0536 85552
(olfice).
DART 17R - a very nice glrder. T/ S. AJH, varios. <llrd;o, oxyrJen.
Basograph and parachute included. G!Gss covered wooden trailer
in very good condition. New C o f A £8000 ono. Tel 05422
7 223.
ELECTRIC VARIO with audio and miniature instrument 0 · I Okts.
b y Soaring lnstrumenls. Goo<1 worl<ing order 1:1 20. Tcl 0244
349868 (day} 024 4 335175 (eves).
AUSTRIA 34·1 (15m SHK) and trailer. E xcellent cond ition.
photos and manufacturers spec on request. Basic panel plus
electric vario, o xygen, A/H. radio. Based at Burn. £6500 o no. Tel
0 226 7003 58 or 0 709 89558 I (evenings), or Dave 0226
29 5596 (work).
JANTAR· 1 19m, 44:1. Complete well scrted outm in excellent
con<tltion with lull panel, good metal trailer. fittings and rigg>ng
aids. Currently fly•ng regulaMy from Lasham. £ 14 750 enc. Tel G
Dale 025683 760.
VEGA 15m flapped. Basic instruments plus Cambridge MK2
vario/flight directcriaverager, T&S, ox'/9on. radio and metal trailer.
£t 4 750 ono. Tel Derei< Trine0789 750727.
SLINGSBYT-21 goodcon<lition. no trailer. Best offer secures. Tel
Bill 0533 303804.
DART 15. Good co ndition complete with instruments, oxygen.
parachute. trailer. Current C ol A lo March 1991. £4500. View
North Hill Tel E Sllore 0884 6354 A Procter 045822 321 5.
TWIN ASnR, tixed undercarriaoe. excellent condition. Complete
with instruments, rad io a nd trailer. Tel John Norman, 01 049 2837
895689 (W. Germany) office hours.
A9A CALLAIR 250 HP The ideal tug. Completely ovemauled.
New engine !itted. Sold with 3 ye& C of A plus radio. Tel 0522
79259 1.
LIBELLE good condition wilh excellent Schroe<ler trailer, 720
radio, Cambridge eleclric vario + basic instrumenls. New C of A
£ 10900. Tel 0477 34655 010 :13 54373408.
NIMBUS 3DT (two·•ealer turbo). Synd•cate forming. To be based
at ?, Coslord. Sleap and Ueweni • the new Welsh wave site.
Contact Rodney Witter 0244 336353.
T·21 AND TRAILER. Ex ATC. Excellent condition £2400. Tel
0244 336353.
PARACHUTE. Short hack lypc. Six year old canopy in new pack
£ 400. Tel 0635 298495.
PEGASUS. Excellent condition. lullyequippe<l with Komet trailer,
Di ~el 720. A/H, T&S, parachute and supert varlos. Always
privately owned and cherished. Tel Forrest081 4 21 3380, Hallum
0 71 485 5204.
PEGASUS 101 B 1985, 400hrs, immaculate, C of A August 1991.
F\~ 1 panel. Pitol vario, A/H, T&S, Dittel radio, tcw out rig aids.
oxygen. Komet trailer. genuine diamond outfrt. £24 000.
Telephone (evenings only between 6.00Dm· 7.00pm) 0666
50019 6.
NIMBUS 2. Complete outfit. M-nav director. lcom radio,
barograph, slimline parachute. All accessories plus metal trailer.
only 2 years o ld. One roan tow out. Contact Andy Har1<ins
0722 332146.
KESTREL 19 Excellenl condition. GAP trailer, parachute.
barograph etc. £ t3 500. Tel 081 504 4709 (evenings).
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TAIFUN molor glider 80hp, 500hrs air frame. very well equipped.
2'h years C of A. Tel 0283 75283.
EB 62 parachute. very good condition, recently repacked and
fully tested. £200ovno. TM61 radio.6channel,licencedandcom·
plete with speaker and hand mike. Tel JOhn Marshal! 081 4 58
2155 or 0836 353344.
ASW 17B com~lete outfn including instruments. ngging aids.
wing stands and covers. tow out gear, glass·fibre trailer. All in ex·
cellent condition C18000. Tet 0 280 701 103.
STS RADIO. AV 7600 VOR. Com~lete with handheld micra·
~hone C23oano. Tel 0233 634899.
DG·300 1990 Very tow hours. Tel Bath (0225) 315082/
472253 {day).
OLY 28 with Konig sustainer. l ull panel plus fuel and rev counte<.
custom aluminium trailer. Complele package £8000. Tel 0724
863080.

PIRAT, aluminium trailer, parachute. barograph, oxygen. easy
two man rigging aids,CofAto 1991 .newcanopy - altingoodcon·
ttition. Ideal first syntticate machine. C7000 ovno. Tel 081-290
548t anyt1me.
BORGELT 821
772106.

and 824 v81iometer svstem. Tel 0302

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

K·7 with basic rnstruments. New ColA C6500 inc VAT.
0298 871270.

Tet

TRAILER, aluminium. wide. suilable for two·seater. very good
conditio" C1 750 inc VAT. Tel 0298 87 1270.
FALKE SF·25B (motor glider). Excellent condition. current ColA.
hangared, offers. or p reparecJ to syndicate. Tel 0 283 2 t 5667
(ansaphone) or write f' Hextall. 16 Hearthcote At!., Swadlincote.
Burtoo·on·Trent, Stalls DEl 1 9DA.

ASW·1Se. Radio, audio vario. oxygen. ~arachute, trailer. Recent
C of A. All mods completed. Excellent condition. Tel 0283
752113 {daytim,.).

PEGASUS 101 . Good condition. hardsealed, lull instrumenta·
lion. trailer, maintained by Zulu Glasstek, £19 750. Contacl Bruce
Owen 071·581 3706 (hOme) 07 1·734 4944 (oltice).

MINI·NIMBUS (Carbon). One awrle( tram new, 250 launches.
never damaged. excellent airbrakes. very safe gijder. Hull o nly. Tet
0509 502525.

MOSQUITO 15m glass flapped. Aluminium trailer, one man rig
C15500. Tel 0272 2112211.

K·13 extensively returbishecl. new instrument panels and canopy
tReece). recovered with Ceconite. complete with new C of A. avail·
able shortly. Box No. 007.

WANTED
ASH·25 broken. anywhere Europe. Tel France 6171 3555 or
Bath, England 0225 423785.

K·6E with closed metal trailer, barograph, parachute and
instruments. C of A from June t990. £7500. Tel 0272 670 373 or
0453 860 5 1 1.

SELF LAUNCHING MOTOR GLIDER wanted tar next season.
PtK 20E. PIK 30, DG·400 etc. Tel 0420 64195 (anytirne).

DG·202/17. Super condition, metal trailer. LX1000 Director,
Dolphin, T&S and radio. Towing aids. parachute etc. C23000. Tel
0256 63544 (home).
STD CIRRUS new Cot A, basic instruments plus electric v81ia.
radio and parachute. Airbrake mod. GRf' trailer. All in "!)C.
£ 12950. Tet 0453 872740.
L5-3 immaculate, no prangs. Fully competition equipped, includ·
ing 720. Director, Bohli. A!H. etc. One·man rig. One year old
Comet trailer. 12 months' C at A. Low hours and really excellent
condition £ 19 000. Tel 0453 8 72740.
SF·34 Scheibe glass two-seater. 1:35 glide angle. Good con·
dilion, low hOurs. New C of A. basic instruments ptus Director
C16950-+VAT. Also K·7 with basic instruments. Good condition
throughOut, 6 months' C of A. C8000+ VAT. View Aston Down. Tel
0453 872740.
MOSQUITO very goat! condition. Instruments, oxygen, metal
trailer £15000. Also SCHLEICHER K·8 o~ers. Tel 0831 2511195
(answering machine).

COURSE INSTRUCTORS required for 1991 season. Full
accommodation. good rates of pay. Write with CV to M ita Barnes.
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club. Nympstield, Nr Stone·
house, GI06 GL10 3TX.

The Kent Gliding Club require tor the 1991 season•a F'ully
Rated Instructor to run their courses. Tugging capability
would be an advantage.
Altractlve Salary package avaitaUe.
P~ fotWard CV to:
CFI, Kent GHdlng Club, Squids Gate, ChatiOck,
Ashford, Kent. Tel: 022374 274

TUG PILOT
Aequiled at Britain's premiere wave site, Aboyne, tor 1991
season. No $Jrevious towing experience necessary but
gtid1ng essential.

ALSO THIS YEAR Experienced tug pilol for September!October.
Apply:
Mark Recht, 151 Clit1on Road, Abefdeen AB2 3RH.

SLINGSBY T·31 damagetl or whatever. must be cheap • on a
tight budget. Tel 061 491 0828.

MANAGER

SLINGSBY CAPSTAN - good condition. with or w ithout
instru men tsltra~er. Tet 0293 543832. Fax 0293 513819.

BOOKER GLIDING ClUB will require a full
time permanent Manager to start December.

DAMAGED GLAS5-FIBRE glider by private buyer. Top price
pajd - would consider comj.llete outtit. WOI travel in Europe to
view. Tel 081 998 1510.

The Club hos turnover of E500,000 per yeor
ond needs a good administrator who enjoys
dealing with people. He or she doe sn't need la
be an ace pilot although some knowl edge of
and enthusiasm for aviation would clearly be
an advantage.

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
Tenders are inv1ted for the construction and supply of a
glider winch. the specitication of which is available on
request tram the Club Manager at the Long Mynd, Church
Stretton. Shrops SY6 6TA. Tel 05886 1 206. Closing date
for tenders is 1st November 1990. The club reserves Ule
right not to accept the lowest or any tender.

Please address application to the

Chairman
Booker Gliding Club
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow,

Bucks 5L7 3DR

MARK THEM PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAl

SKYLARK 28. Complete with barograph, parachute. lull panel.
PZL & Autlio. vario. trailer. onersaround £3500 Tel 0522 521 906
or mobile 0860 340875.
SKYLARK 2 in good condit1an. Glass·tibre trailer. radio/basic
instruments C3600. Tel 0482 892251 (day). 0964 623442
(eves).
KESTREL 19 CQE. Superb value for money machine. ideallor
B1ltish conditions Near optimum tor regional camps !Champion
of Enstone and Nympsfietd) anti long cross country !tights (many
500s) Ct4500. Tel Ed Johnston 0344 489913.

SCO'niSH GLIDING UNION
following the p urchase of a new winch svstem we have for
sale the following two winches:
1 X 2 drum Gardiner
1 x single drum, easy to convert to 2 drum.
petrol engine complete with spare unit

CSOOO
£2000

Both on ~rime movers
Contact SGU 059 284 543

The BGA Super Falke is for sale- built
1980 - flown 3500hrs. For details please
contact Chris Railings through the BGA
office or at home on 0494·29532.

SITUATIONS VACANT
COURSE INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED for the 1991 season A~rii
September. Good rates of pay and perks tor the right person.
Apply in wrning to The CFI, Booker Gliding Club. Wycornbe Air
Park Marlow. Bucks SL7 3DR.

K·4 (two·seater). Good condition, open traUer. b81ograph, radio
and ground station. One near new parachute. Current ColA
£3250. Tel 0203 3 1 7080.
ALMOST COMPLETE RUN S&G 1946· 1986. Bendrx J8
Horizon (overhauletl). Winter Barograph. Lillle used. OMers
(0202) 766405.
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WING, FUSELAGE AND CANOPY COVERS m ade to your
rem1irements from waterproof!breathabte heavy tluty nylon. (Gor·
lex type material). Tel 02912 70296 Fa• 0291 622787.

INSTRUCTOR/TUG PILOT 1991 season. Miellands 81ea. Good
position. good pay for righ1 person. Apply Box No. 0011.

GLIDER REFINISHING
INSTRUCTOR required tor the forthcoming win·
ter period and 1991 season. Must additionally
have glider repair/maintenance skills in both glass
fibre and fabric gliders. Duties to be split over win·
ter period. instructing over 1991 season. Please
send CV to The Manager. London Gliding Club,
Tring Rd., Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP.

National Coach
The BGA wish to appoint an additional
National Coach. If interested please apply
in writing to the BGA at Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE, giving
details of gliding qualifications.

OPEN METAL TRAILER with liNed canvas cover in vgc, suitable
K·6E. Otters arOUfld £500. Contact Lou Swatter 071·2116 1161
(day) or 071 ·603 7482 (eves).
VEGA napped. excellent condition. low hours, lull panel including
Cambridge Director and Bohli. AMf trailer. parachute. barograph
and oxygen £15500. Tel 03t 339 t568.

SERVICES

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
~ull time staff instructor required. Full CAT, preferably with

MGIR. with potential to be or become CFI.
Opportui\~Y for career development for the right person.

Repaintingf'gelcoating"{llnishing or glass and carbon·
libre gliders carried out to best lactory·new standards.
References available from previous work (20+ examples).
Competitive fixed prices for all work. Realistic schedules no advance deposits required.

Please tele~hOne tor advice:
Andy Lincoln, 0962 712662 (evenings)

• c,,~l ("C!(r: b• ~~icty·~C()S(t0'J!o cnvC"fS ......•r. ever J
m.ll on ~m.. bQn wW•ed
5« Yql1ow Pogn lot ywr ~tu•ll Jp«H:Jii,r !i~U-t IN stD<Iutl.

C.P. WITTER LTD. CHESTER

lel: 0244 34116611x: 61623£URIAR G

PENNINGTONS
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Applications in writing with CV and references to:

For accountancy and taxation services.

The Se<:retray, SGU,
Portmoak Air!ietd.
Seotland-11,
by Kinross KY13 7JJ.

Harvard House, Harmondsworth. Middlesex UB7 OAW.
Telephone John Gorringe,
Day 0 1 759 1967, Evening 0 1 948 3799.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

In line with inflation S&G is being
increased to £1.90 from the December·
January issue with the annual subscription to £13.50.

IS THE WIND TYING YOUR
FLIGHT PLAN IN KNOTTS"?

LLEWENI PARC-

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Llcwcni Pare (Donbigh - Nonh Wales) has now
hccn operating with a weekend ~li Jin g Liuh for
some 9 months. It has shown that tt has the poten-

TUG SERVICES
HOWARD AVIS AVIATION LTD

Old Buckingham Airfield. Norfolk
offer
• A variety of tug aircraft for short or tong term hire including
Pawnees. • A lar:ge stock of airtrame and engine parts for all
model Pawnees. • M3 approved premises for competitive
Pawnee annuals and C of A renewals.
Cal/JIMAV/Son(Hangar)0953860757(0ffice)0953453946

AIRBORNE COMPOSITES
C"s of A REPAIRS AND GLASSWORK

Tim Dews
49 Bratton Road, Westbury,
Wiltshire BA13 3ES
Telephone Westbury (0373) 827963

tial to hccomc. in time. the premier gliding holiday
and w:1vc cxpcJitionnry site in the UK.
The lundowm:r (himself a gliJcr pilot)

Jcvclor

th~ s~::rvh.:I!S

a nd

~ou rs..:s

wishc~

to

etc. avaih.1hk ut

Lkw~ni

Pare. Not ha\'ing the time to devote to this
project, he e nvi.sttges moving forwarJ in a profit
sha ringpannership \\~ than enterprising milna9..:r.
The landowner can r.mviJc the s.itc. hangar. K21.
w1nch, offi~..:c. etc. wht l ~t th e manager will in ves t his
time.
This op..:ration v.·i ll run in parallel 'hith o perations
of the Giyndwr Soaring Club who share the
airfield.
This position will appeal to an cnterprisin¥ allrounder with proven manageme nt a nd g.hding
e xp..:riencc (naiUrally a full cat. rating will b..: held).
A servkc background might well he appmptiatc.
\Vritc in 1hc lirst instance with CV. details of
your ow11 situation. amhilions and dr~ams for the
future to :
R. B. Wilier,
5 Skips Lane, Chrisllcton, C hcsl c r CH I 3LL

HART TECHNOLOGY'S SKYVIEW
SYSTEMS PROVIDE YOUR
METEOROLOGICAL ANSWERS
SKYV IEW h\X- S/ IV SYNOPTIC WEATHER
D ECODER
ti3 5.<Xl
SKYVIEW SATELLITI: - M LTEOS AT (PC;
PICI'UR.ES
fROM C<~9.t.l_l
SKYVIEW WE!\ T II ER STATIONS- LOC tiL

I

1Vt:1\I'IIER
FROM ll i~W
S KYVIEIV COMMUNICAJONS- TM' S/MET
I· OI{t:CASTS
l1511.1XI
H1\Nil li E U> WIND SP~Eil UN ITS FROM 011.110
tiCCESS/VlSNALL PRICES liX. Vr\T
CALL (11206221 .1 1H5 (24 iiO URSl fAX: (11106221 5J1H
IIART TECHNOLOGY.
,.\NGLESE-1 ROAD. WIVE:NHOE, ESSF:X

·----------..
LAKE
ZULU
GLASSTEK
LTD
Glass-fibre repairs &
maintenance.
Repair agent for 94
Aviation.
Peter Wells
(08444) 3036

KEEPIT :-·
Australia's Hol
Soaring Centre
GLIDING AT ABOYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!
Tl)· the Charkston Holcl. 1\hoync. Five minu1c' drive
from the Cluh . Family-run Hold c xcL"lknl i(>od and
'-·o mfortahk i.H.:commodalion . Al so s•.: lf-catcrinQ
collage to skcp 5 in Hotel grounds. \V~ spcc..: ialisL· i~
'crving fooJ until IO.JOpm Llaily.

Tel: 03398 86475

*LOCATION: inland scenery at its
best. Kangaroos and birdlife abound.
One of Justin Wills' favourite sites.
Superb cross country soaring.
*ACCOMMODATION: economic onsite accommodation .
*FLEET: includes LS7. LS4,
Astir, Libelle, Hornet & Twin Astir.
Via TAMWORTH, NEW SOUTH
WALES, AUSTRALIA 2340
Phone:
lnt
61 67 697640
Fax
61 67 697547

.. ___________ ..

The IlLS" Agent in UK -- Sales • Spares • Repairs
MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailles, Banbury, Oxon.
Home Tel. 060 884 217
Wotrkshop Tel. 060 885 790

LS 7

~
STANDARD CLASS

(WINNER OF '89 STD CLASS NATIONALS)

LS 6

15M CLASS

(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '88 15M NATIONALS)

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES FOR ALL GLIDERS
IN OUR PURPOSE BUILT
WORKSHOP
October/ November 1990

LS 6
LS 4

TIPPED TO 17.5M
15M/OPEN CLASS
STANDARD CLASS
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EASTERN
REGIONALS

May 18th to 26th
Tibenham, Norfolk

Forresters Arms Hotel

Brochure and entry form from:

Gliding in North Yorkshire?
Then why not stay with us?

Mrs Jenny Everitt
Orchard Cottage
Trowse, Norwich
Tel: 0603 626471
SOAR THE UNRESTRICTED
SKIES OF EAST ANGLIA

GLIDE AT GAWLER
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
• modern glass fleet available for hire
• 7 day operation
• excellent ~:onditions (seven IOOOkm
flights done from Gawler)
• near capital city, winerics. tourist
facilities
• good season lasts from October to
March
Wriie for brochure 10:

ADELAIDE SOARING CLUB
Box 94, Gawler, SA 5118, Australia

Would
somebody
like your
product for
Christmas?
If so why not
advertise in
our next
issue which
will be out
in time to
beat the
Christmas ~fj~
rush.
l/1
280

Aardman Animations
Adelaide Soaring Club
Aerospace Information Centre
AMF Enterprises
Anglia Sailplanes
Angle-Polish Sailplanes Ltd
Argytl & West Highland Gliding Cenlre
The Bartons
Benalla GC
Black Mountains GC
Ban Accord Jewellers
Booker GC
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
British Gliding Association
Buckminster GC
Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge University GC
Centre Line Services
Channel GC
Charleston Holel
Chiltern Sailplanes ltd
Classifteds
Peter CliHord & Cc
Connevans Ltd
Contest
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
Desk Top
John Edwards
Enstone Eagles
Flite Lines Marketing Lid
Forresters Arms Hotel
D. Garrard
Glider Instruments
Goodlson Glider Instruments
Hart Technology
HT Communications
Herefordshire GC
HydroTech Eng
JJ Associates
JSW Soaring
Kent GC
Lake Keepit
Lasham Gliding Society
London GC
London Sailplanes ltd
Lowndes Lambert Ltd
Marchington GC
McLean Aviation ltd
Media Publishing - Sabre AAV
Midland GC
Monaltrie House
Mowbrav Jale Insurance
Neogene Paints
Norfolk GC
Oxfordshire Sport Flying Club
Pebble Graphics
Piggolt Brothers & Cc Ltd
Protech Sailplane Services
AD Aviation Ltd
Aemalic
Sailplane & Engineering Services Ltd

Kilburn

North Yorkshire Y06 4AH

We are:
Less than 2 miles from the Yorkshire
Gliding Club
We have:
All rooms en-suite with colour TV.
direct dial telephones and tea/coffeemaking facilities
A la carte restaurant
Bar lunches/evening meals
2 bars serving John Smith's and
Tetleys Real Ale
Log fire
Contact:

Peter, Paul or Andrew on
03476-386

GLIDER STICKPINS,
BROOCHES AND
HNDANTS

~

Cheques payable to

BON ACCORD .JEWELLERS
4 D........ e - t , llrvnewtcok SIF-1,
LNmlngton • - W•rwtcokehlre

I

·----------~1

L------------ta_you
__

IFC

226
262
232
271
276

240

272
280
273, 278
273
270
273
226
273
251
271
279
260
278-280
255
.275
274

272
240
273
265
276

272

228
280
262
265
265
279
265
272
276
227
264
273
279
273
273
228
275

272
254
262
273
280

230
264
272,280
274
263
264
274
IBC

264
265
236
261

S&G

Can be worn as tiepins, on lapels and hats, or
as pendants and brooches for the ladies.
Chains for pendants can be supplied if necessary.
Available in 9ct gold £34.85. and sliver £18.85,
inclusive of VAT.
All hallmarked and delivered la you in a presentation box.
Price includes all above plus insurance and postage to
ensure safe delivery of your gift.

Please a/low 28 days for delivery. urgent requests can
be completed il you telephone Ofl2fl 332877 (answer
machine). Please leave a message and we will get back

264
280

Scottish Gliding Union
J_ L. Smoker
Soaring Equipment Ltd
Skye raft
Soarng Magazine
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd
Southdown Aero Services Ltd
Southern Sailplanes
South Wales GC
Speedwelt Sailplanes Ltd
Sunsail
Roger Targett Sailplane Services
Ullra-Pro Ltd
B . Weare
Welts Design Ltd
Welsh Borders Para Cenlre
Winer
York Gliding Centre
Yorkshire GC
Zulu Glasstek

264
249, 276
237. 274
265
276
275
BC

274

265
262
262

2&2
276
279
261
278
274
272
279

Enjoy the serenity and excitement of the
mountains and glens from a different viewpoint.
Gliding, hire and lessons, are available from
Deeside Gliding Club, Aboyne; with advance
notice bookings being made on your behalf.
The proprietor - a gliding enthusiast-offers
special discounts for visiting Gliding Club
Members on accommodation, dinners and
bar meals.
A wide range of activities and special events are
available for all the family, please contact: Gillian.

Monaltrie Hotel, Bridge Square, Ballater,
Aberdeenshire AB3 5BR.
Tel: 03397-55417. Fax: 03397-55180

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

IIRD" for Materials Et Parts
Steel Tube

Tost

Most popular sizes

Tow Hooks
Tow Rings
Weak Links
Wheels & Parts

Glass Cloth
90-070
92-11 0
92-115
92-125
92-140
92-145
Other cloths on request

(see our Catalogue for full listing)
Tyres & Tubes
Resins
All popular sizes. inc.
4.00X4
420X150
380X 150
350x135
210X65
200X50

Epikote 162
Epikure
(Laromin)
Safe-T-Poxy
Vorgelat Gel Coat

Performance Tapes

Powders

Zig Zag Tape
Mylar Seals
Teflon Tape

Micro Balloons
Cotton Flock
Aerosil

Canopy Parts
DV Panels & Rails

Polish - add £2.30 pp please (£3.45 for soft wax)

For the Airfield

Carlack ................... £16.96
Soh Wax . . . . . .. .... . . . ... £10.06
Hard Wax . . .. .............. £7.28

Windsocks - 3ft 7ft. 12h. 1 4ft
From £58.65 inc. VAT

Perspex Polish (Standard) ............ £6.66
Perspex Polish (scratch removing) .... £6.66
Micromesh Scratch Remover ....... £18.35

Schleicher- All par:s available - regular use items in stock

Flight
Cases

* Leather with

Combination
Locks
Leather with
Combination
Locks &
Zip Pocket
*Imitation
Leather with
Combination
Locks

*

PARACHUTES
£69.00
inc. VAT

Clothing

-GO Parachutes Ltd

Do not take chances buy Quality from GO
Hurry- buy whilst 1990 prices hold

* Quick opening
* Low Descent Rate

Shadow

* Inflatable Lumbar pad
* Carrying bag

Flying Suit "RDs" own model
based on RAF pattern.
Several colours
£75.90 inc. VAT

stock - GO supplies its
parachutes unpacked - add
£16.50 if you require yours
packed ready for use.
Add carriage £6.90 inc. VAT

Flying Jacket
Cotton Poplin with quilt
lining. Specially for
pilots
£26.45 inc. VAT

* Steerable
* Comfortable

£78.20
inc VAT

WWII Replica RAF
brown leather jacket
£270.25 inc. VAT

Silhouette

* Delivery normally from
£43.70
inc. VAT

Many others in our strop come and see
Delivery (post) £3.45

£620+VAT
(£713)

£643+VAT
(£739.45)

Books - for autumn evenings -just a selection from our wide range Beginning Gliding . . .... . . .. .. £10.95
Understanding Gliding ... . . ... £10.95
Gliding (6th Edn.) .. . ..... .... £12.50
Going Solo .... . . .. . . . . .. .. .. £7.95
Piggott on Gliding . .. . .. .. .. . .. £9.95
Complete Soaring Guide . ..... £12.50
Cross Country Soaring .. .. .. . . £31.50
Silence on Plane (Full Volume of
Soaring Colour photos ........ £54.00
Camera Above Clouds (Charles Brown's
best) ... Vol. 1 £16.95 Vol. 2 £14.95

Understanding Flying
Weather ................•..... £6.95
Meteorology & Flight ......... £12.95
Meteorology for Glider
Pilots ....................... £20.00
Pilots Weather ............... £16.00
Air Pilots Weather Guide .. . .... £8.95
Pooleys Flight Guide . . .. . ..... £16.50
Private Pilots Licence .. ... . .... £8.95
Aerobatics ...... . .. . .. . .. . .. . £14.95
Hanna Reitsch . . .. . ..... . . . .. £14.95

Add £2 pp please

Flying the Big Jets ........... £12.95
Stealth Bomber ......... ... .. £13.95
Air Travel - How Safe? ...•.... £19.95
Adventure with Fate .......... £14.95
Whittle ...................... £14.95
Not Much an Engineer Hooker ..................... £14.95
An Ancient Air (biography on
Stringfellow) ................. £15.95
All goods supplied under our
Standard Terms and Conditions

PRICES USTED DO NOT INCLUDE CARRIAGE - RING FOR QUOTATION PLEASE
Cheerful, Friendly Service
Free 1990 Catalogue From
2
0865 841441 (24hr) mail order
R.D. AVIATION LTD,

Fax: 0865 842495 (24 hr)
Open to callers: 0930-1830 Mon·hi
1030-1230 Sat.s. or by appoimment

Unit 25, Bankside, Kidlington,
Oxon OX5 lJE
(Ju:st outside the airport}

E & OE

DID YOU KNOW
THAT

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
REPAIR GLIDERS?
WE WERE SPEAKING TO SOMEONE RECENTLY WHO SAID

''BUT YOU ONLY SELL GLIDERS"

OUR PRIMARY BUSINESS IS
THE REPAIR OF GLIDERS
Alongside this:
We are agents and provide a service back-up service for Schempp-Hirth
sailplanes
Repair (CAA Approval Al/9130/87) wood. steel tube and reinforced plastic
powered aircraft
Supply parts for Robin aircraft
Restore vintage aircraft
Prepare gliders for competitions
Fly gliders in competitions
Stock a large variety of instruments
Carry out instrument installations
Glider trailers
We like to think that we do all these to a high standard. Our policy is
"Would the final result be good enough for us?"
If you need any of the above, telephone or come and see us at Membury

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(Ralph & Steve Jones)

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. RG16 7TH
Tel: 0488 71774 Fax: 0488 72482

•

